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FOREWORD

Proficiency of the operating staff and operating procedures that are
clear, concise and formated for easy usage along with their effective
presentation to the operators are cited as significant contributors to good
performance of nuclear power plants. Good practices ensuring high quality
procedure development lifecycle include the following principles:

. Operating procedures and associated revisions are subjected to
technical validation by qualified staff to ensure conformance with
station design intent.

Station procedures are promptly updated to reflect new information and
lessons from experience.

. Provision is made to ensure staff are aware of procedural changes.

Not less important in minimizing human related factors and enhancing the
operator response to plant upset conditions, operator support systems are an
effective tool to ensure plant surveillance, identify system and component
operational state, detect faults and diagnose them. Along with assisting in
improving plant availability, operator support systems are increasingly used
to support operational safety.

With a view to exchanging information on most recent development of
technology in the field the IAEA International Working Group on Nuclear Power
Plant Control and Instrumentation suggested to organize a Specialists' Meeting
on "Operating Procedures for Nuclear Power Plants and their Presentation". The
meeting was held in Vienna, at IAEA Headquarters from March 31 to April 2,
1992 and provided an opportunity to:

share operators experience
. discuss the different techniques of presenting the information

identify further trends of technology and needs of the industry

The meeting was attended by 46 participants representing 12 Member States
and 3 international organizations.

The present volume contains (1) summary of the meeting, (2) session
summaries, and (3) papers of the national participants.
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3. Papers presented at the meeting and session summaries

3.1 Recent Experience with Operating Procedures

. Session summary by D. Bruyer, USA

. Situation for plant procedures among the members of the WANO Paris

Centre, V. Hoensch

. Operating and training technical documentation and management systems,

S. Abercrombie

Brief summary of 1RS events with procedural deficiencies, V. Tolstykh

3.2 Emergency Procedures

Safety aspects and human factors in emergency procedure analysis: a

survey of GRS activities, D. Beraha
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Batistic
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

The Specialists Meeting included a relatively wide range of papers,

although most dealt with the topic of Emergency Operating Procedures,

including problems with their use and methods of presenting them. There was

considerable emphasis on lessons learned from experience feedback, and also on

the introduction of computers to assist the operator in managing abnormal

events.

Based on the papers presented, there have not been any radical or

especially innovative advances in this topic in recent years. An IAEA

Specialists Meeting held in October 1988 ("Man-machine Communication for

Emergency Operation in Nuclear Power Plants" - Schliersee, Germany, October

18-20) indicated that procedural support and procedure presentation were

already at a relatively advanced level, conceptually. The lack of significant

progress in 3 1/2 years suggest that the priority being given to improving

operator support for emergencies may have diminished. The lack of any

significant number of papers on the presentation of "other" (i.e. not EOP)

procedures suggests that this topic has been largely ignored.

Technically, the evolution of Emergency Procedures has reached an

advanced state in most countries. Different terminology and methods have been

applied, but the underlying strategy of event based procedures, supported by

procedure(s) that do not require event recognition, is almost universal. The

presentation of Emergency Procedures and the way operators use them in the

control room is far from universal. This Meeting indicated a general direction

toward the use of computers to support the operator by using them to

interrogate plant conditions, and also to present and manage the procedures

themselves. At the same time there was reluctance to claim reliance on

computers during emergencies, and most attendees considered that computers

were not essential for management of emergencies. This anomaly clearly needs

to be resolved if computers are to play a role in emergency management.

The detailed methods by which operators use procedures in the control

room were not explored to any great degree at this Meeting and do not appear

to be well documented in the industry. However, the problems of communication,

operator and crisis team roles, procedure tracking, parallel activities,

memory requirements, procedure detail, enforced 30 minute delays,
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instrumentation integrity and so on, represent a major potential for procedure

failure. In addition, a utility's philosophy on the use of procedurs, either

as documents whose use is mandatory, or documents that are only an operator

guide, has profound consequences on procedure development, operator training

and overall procedure effectiveness. These topics require more attention.

It is evident that many nuclear power plant incidents stem from

shortcomings in "normal" procedures. Emergency Operating Procedures are rarely

used in anger. The attention paid to EOP's is appropriate, but the need to

improve normal operating procedures, maintenance procedures, test procedures,

and procedures for configuration control is apparent.

The Meeting recognized the importance of Quality Control in the overall

production of procedures, with particular emphasis on the need to carry out

procedure validation under conditions as realistic as possible. It was also

pointed out that the industry's general poor analysis of event causes should

be taken into account when drawing conclusions from significant event reports.

The potential for directing resources to the wrong solution exists not only in

procedure development but in other spheres.

The major conclusions of the meeting can be briefly summarized, as

follows :

(1) The rationale for developing procedures was not uniform. The event-based

and symptom-based logics are both adopted by operators and no significant

arguments could indicate unequivocally the best approach. The accuracy

and completeness of procedures were still a concern and the need of

critically reviewing the operating manuals, especially maintenance

manuals and procedures was emphasized by many participants. Common

problems included: unclear separation of procedures from supplemental

information, the need of minimizing the number of emergency procedures

and the level of resources required for the procedure reviewing and

up-grading processes. The quality of the event reporting systems and the

event root-cause analysis were found determinant for a correct feed-back

to the procedure generating and reviewing process. Some participants

stressed that there is a definite need for improvement.
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(2) Generation of operating procedures has received significant attention in

the past years and a great deal of resources has been used. The meeting

did not bring out any dramatic evolution currently in progress. Thus it

appears that the common approach is more one of consolidating

achievements rather than proposing further developments.

(3) The use of computerized procedures in control rooms was recognized as a

significant improvement particularly for safety related procedures in

stress conditions. It was felt, however, that a proper balance between

paper-driven and computer-driven procedures should be derived from

cost/benefit considerations. It was observed that increasing

computerization and use of expert systems in diagnostics would step up

the regulatory requirements for software validation and licensing. The

associated cost adders are to be assessed carefully.

(4) It was recognized that improvements are necessary in the quality of

supporting documentation from which procedures are derived. Also a

mechanism should be in place to ensure that plant modifications be

promptly reflected in the operating procedures whenever applicable as

well as in plant training programmes. For a correct operator response,

participants stressed the importance of creating procedures with more

prescriptive details governing the actual execution of procedures.

(5) The use of procedures during emergencies and in stress conditions was

discussed. While it was recognized that mandatory use of procedures was

a protection of the operator's liability, it was nonetheless observed

that the experience and capability of the decision making process of a

senior operator were important assets that should not be lost.

Participants recognized the importance of specifying the conditions under

which senior operators in charge are permitted to depart from

prescriptive procedures and stressed effective training and qualification

programmes along with a constant attention to maintaining the proficiency

of the operating staff as prerequisite conditions. Teamwork build-up and

clear distribution of responsibility were also cited as significant

contributors to proper handling of crisis situations.



4. Function-orientated Procedures

The critical safety function have been defined in accordance with the IAEA
guidelines. (1.) The figure 3 shows the plant parameters assigned to each
safety function and the criteria for a safe plant state. Safety function-
orientated operator actions are only required if these criteria are not met.

For each safety-function the operating manual contains a chapter with
instructions and information regarding

definition of and explanation for the choosen criteria
potential causes for the violation of the criteria
plant state diagnosis
potential measures to restore the safety function
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In the French Plant (Fig. 8, 9 & 10) they use the physical state approach
(Approach Par Etats) for emergency operating procedures. The APE
procedures was first implemented in Penly and Golfech power plants at the
end of 1989 and will therefore be adopted by control room operators in the
event of an accident or incident. The technical content is based on the design
documents (operating rules) which are distinct from the procedures (or
instructions) as for the event orientated procedures.

The NPP's must be equipped with instruments for measuring the reactor vessel
level for using the APE procedure. The structure of APE logic enables
operations to be adopted to the state of the NPP at any given moment and
within a specified regulation. Reciprocally, it also enables monitoring of the
evaluation of physical states at a reorientation level, given the efficiency of
the actions which have been carried out.
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о J. Dopjera (CSFR): Some Issues of Significant
Electrical Equipment Data Presentation to
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о A. Gieci (CSFR): Operating Procedures and
Decision-Making Process of Operator (Procedure
Development Lifecycle)
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13:00 End of the Meeting.
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RECENT EXPERIENCE WITH OPERATING
PROCEDURES
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Session 1; RECENT EXPERIENCE WITH OPERATING PROCEDURES

Session summary by D. Bruyer, USA

Three papers were presented in the first session of the conference.

These papers dealt with a wide variety of topics concerning the current state

of procedures development in nuclear power plants. The topics ranged from the

IAEA system for tracking procedure related incidents at nuclear power plants,

studies of differences in philosophy in the development of emergency operating

procedures, and the current state of the operating manual update at a Canadian

nuclear power plant.

The situation for plant procedures among the members of the WANO Paris

Center was discussed by Mr. V. Hoensch. Currently there exist two distinct

philosophies in the development of Emergency Operating procedures, event

oriented and symptom oriented. The different philosophies have been adopted

by various IAEA Member States. A study of the effect of these philosophies

was conducted by WANO to determine if an optimum procedure philosophy could be

identified.

The operating and training technical documentation and management system

for the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station operated by Ontario Hydro of Canada

was discussed by Mr. S. Adercrombie. The operations manual is being upgraded

by using operators from the Bruce Station to write the revised procedures.

This provides the advantage of having personnel who are very familiar with the

plant develop the operating procedures. Plant training is being revised in

parallel with the procedures effort. This assures that all procedure changes

are reflected in the plant training provided to the operations staff. A

system has been implemented to assure that plant modifications are adequately

addressed by procedures as they are implemented.

A brief summary of 1RS events with procedural deficiencies was presented

by Mr. V. Tolstykh of the IAEA. This discussion demonstrated that a

significant number of incidents reported to the IAEA by Member States,

approximately 15%, involve procedure deficiencies. The data submitted by

Member States can be further analyzed as to the specific type of procedure

deficiency such as, inadequate procedure, improper use of procedures,

incorrect procedure, etc. No conclusions can be drawn as to the influence of

reactor type on the number of procedure related incidents.
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The first session of this conference demonstrated that there is currently

a great deal of interest in the proper format and content of procedures used

at nuclear power plants. This interest has been generated due to the

incidents that were demonstrated to be procedure related and due to ease of

use by operations personnel for operating and emergency operating procedures.
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The WANO-Paris Centre performed a workshop on "Development and
Qualification of Plant Procedures" at Grohnde NPP, Germany, March 12th -
14th 1991

There were representatives from Germany, Holland, Finland, U.K., Belgium and
France in total twelve participants all members of the WANO-Paris Centre.

1. Overview

A well balanced emergency handling concept (Fig 1) has to consider the fact
that under stress conditions operator errors may rapidly increase if the
required intervention time is too short. The earlier the operator has to take
over manual accident control, the higher are the requirements for correct
plant state diagnosis and root cause identification, for simplicity of the actions
to be performed, for clarity and comprehensiveness of the operator
instructions and - last not least - for operator qualification.

The safety systems are invariably switched by high-grade automatic reactor
protection. Nevertheless, the operation of such complex plants require a lot of
manual action and switching operations.

In most countries, the operator has to take over manual accident control,
within 10 to 15 minutes. It is not surprising, therefore, that there is an
international trend to supplement or even substitute event orientated
emergency operating procedures by symptom-orientated procedures. The
symptom-orientated procedures aim at limiting the numbers of basic safety
functions without trying to diagnose the primary course. Examples of these
safety functions are subcriticality, core cooling and activity retention.

Therefore, to analyse the plant state, to prepare the required actions and to
transfer the plant into the cold shut-down condition taking account of the
accident specific boundary conditions in a optimal way. Therefore even today
event-orientated operating procedures play the predominant role in the
emergency procedure concept.

However, to assist the operator in the case of unforeseen combinations of
events, the event-orientated procedures have been supplemented by symptom-
orientated procedures which are based on a small number of critical safety
functions which must be accomplished regardless of the event in order to
prevent impermissible effects on staff, plant and environment.



Event and symptom-orientated procedures primarily cover design basis events.
At the moment the symptom-orientated approach is being extended to cover
also the beyond design-basis-range by so-called "Accident Management
Procedures" which use the built-in safety margins of todays NPPs to the
maximum possible extent to prevent beyond-design-basis events from getting
out of control or to mitigate their consequences.

2. Procedure Concept

Fig. 2 shows the simplified structure of the existing emergency operating
procedures.

The most important task of the operator in the event of an accident is to
check the safety of the plant as fast as possible. Checking the critical safety
functions and the operating condition of the safety systems he makes sure
that the plant performs as designed and is in a safe state.

To check the critical safety functions it is sufficient to read off the small
number of plant parameters directly related to them. Even during execution of
event-orientated procedures, the safety functions must be repeatedly checked
so that further safety-orientated actions can be taken in good time to back-up
or rectify inadequate or incorrect actions. If the event cannot be definitely
correlated with the event-orientated procedures the safety functions-
orientated can be used to transfer the plant into a long term long term safe
state.

3. Event-orientated Procedures

Presently, the operating manual of a modern PWR comprises about 30 volumes.
Five of them contain the operating procedures for normal conditions, upset
conditions and accident conditions. For a number of predefined events which
represent the whole spectrum of design basis events, the procedures give
detailed instructions on

how the event can be identified
which automatic countermeasures should have been initiated by the
safety-related I&C
the plant condition to be reached in the long term
the operators actions necessary to transfer the plant into a long-term
safe condition.



4. Function-orientated Procedures

The critical safety function have been defined in accordance with the IAEA
guidelines. (1.) The figure 3 shows the plant parameters assigned to each
safety function and the criteria for a safe plant state. Safety function-
orientated operator actions are only required if these criteria are not met.

For each safety-function the operating manual contains a chapter with
instructions and information regarding

definition of and explanation for the choosen criteria
potential causes for the violation of the criteria
plant state diagnosis
potential measures to restore the safety function
system efficiencies under various boundary conditions
physical phenomena

Unlike the event-orientated instructions the safety function-orientated
instructions do not have strict procedural format with detailed specification of
individual components. Instead it is left to the discretion of the operator to
take the measures required depending on his personal assessment of urgency
and effectiveness. The leeway appears suitable for the operator because
consideration of all possible plant conditions in a strictly formatted pattern
would be extremely complex and difficult to understand. Prerequisite for
safety function-orientated operating procedures therefore is a high degree of
direct operator responsibility and good training.

The three presentations from German NPP described the above mentioned
criteria for the invitation of "Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP)" as
follows:

The operating manuals include :

Part 1 Operation orders
Part 2 Normal operation and abnormal operation
Part 3 Incidents with Emergency Operating Procedure,

Accidents in-design
External Events

Part 4 Normal System Operation and overlapping in
part 1 -4
Emergency Manual

Part 3 is an event-orientated approach and only the emergency operating
procedure has a status-orientated approach.



The safety parameters to be checked in this context (physical parameters,
status of systems, reactor protection activations) were determined on the
basis of the principal protection aims of reactor safety :

Subcritically
Core Cooling
Activity Retention

With the emergency operating procedure, the shift members (shift supervisor)
have to check at regular intervals during the accident the safety parameters to
see whether changes in operating conditions require new actions.

In Boressele NPP (Fig. 4 & 5) it is also the stragey to cope with beyond design
basis accidents (design barriers challenged) to restore the critical safety
functions like :

Subcriticality
Core Cooling
Heat Sink
Pressurised Thermal Shock
Containment

In Sizewell "B" NPP they use Station Operating Instructions (SOI's). A major
objective of the SOI development process is to ensure that the control room
operators have to commence formalized full scope simulator training
(November 1992 i.e. one year before first power raising), tnat they have
available a suite of operating instructions that have the following attributes:

Completeness
Technically Accurate
Written Correctness
Usability
Operational Correctness

In the TVO NPP (Fig. 6 & 7) the operating procedures for emergency conditions
within design are event-orientated. To cope with emergency conditions
beyond design, a new set of symptom-based emergency operation procedures
(EOPs) has been written. The EOPs consist of a general procedure and nine
symptom-based procedures for preventing damage to the core, the primary
circuit or the containment and one ultimate procedure for mitigating the
consequences of a severe reactor accident.



In the French Plant (Fig. 8, 9 & 10) they use the physical state approach
(Approach Par Etats) for emergency operating procedures. The APE
procedures was first implemented in Penly and Golfech power plants at the
end of 1989 and will therefore be adopted by control room operators in the
event of an accident or incident. The technical content is based on the design
documents (operating rules) which are distinct from the procedures (or
instructions) as for the event orientated procedures.

The NPP's must be equipped with instruments for measuring the reactor vessel
level for using the APE procedure. The structure of APE logic enables
operations to be adopted to the state of the NPP at any given moment and
within a specified regulation. Reciprocally, it also enables monitoring of the
evaluation of physical states at a reorientation level, given the efficiency of
the actions which have been carried out.

The representative of Doel 1-2 (Fig. 11, 12 & 13) has described the status of the
operating procedures as follows :

- General Procedures (total number : 12)
Typical example : transition hot shutdown to hot full power.

- System Procedures (total number : 157)
"Sub-outlines" of general procedures

- Testing Procedures (total number : 144)
Typical example : tests during start-up after outage

- Abnormal Operating Procedures (total number : 68)
Typical example : loss of control room

- Emergency Operating Procedures (total number : 10)
Typical example : loss of primary coolant

- Ultimate Example (total number : 10)
Typical example : total loss of feedwater

A further presentation was made about the project for upgrading event
orientated emergency procedures for the Borssele NPP. The aim is to have in
1993 extended procedures available which cover all sequences with significant
risk according to the results gained from the Probablistic Safety Analysis.

In the German plant "Mühlheim - Kãrlich" they are using only symptom-
orientated procedures. In this NPP there is a pressurized water reactor with
two loops, four reactor coolant pumps and two once-through steam generators.

6



CONCLUSION :

A number of different methods exist to fulfill the general safety objectives and
principles. Wide-ranging views were presented concerning the technical means
used in the different NPP's and the domestic organisation of each country. The
workshop revealed that a great deal of work is continuing in the different
NPP's and that exchanges of information and discussions are still needed in
order to harmonize approaches for plant operating practices. The main effort
should now focus on mitigation of severe accidents, firstly on basic functions,
which must ensure the following fundamental principals :

- Prevention, or if total prevention is not possible, reduction of the
probability of an accident

- Mitigation of the probability of an accident, should the
preventive measures fail.

REFERENCES :

(1). IAEA, 1979 "Safety functions and component classification for BWR, PWR
and PTR" Safety guide 50 - SG-D1
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VISUALISATION OF DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH

DESIGN DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH

SAFETY OF NUCLEAR
PLANT

CONTAINMENT BUILDING

PRESSURE VESSEL

FUEL CLADDING

URANIUM
DIOXIDE

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

CRITICAL SAFETY
FUNCTION

RESTORATION

EVENT CONTROL

NORMAL
PLANT

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONAL DEFENSE-IN-
DEPTH



I l PLANT STATUS

NORMAL
%,. •r-
> ' . ' • :

ft .
ANTICIPATED

^OCCURRENCES (NO
5SÀFETY FUNCTIONS
^CHALLENGED)

IP
/DESIGN BASIS
ACCIDENTS (SAFETY
JUNCTIONS
ÏÇHALLENGED)

ft-
BEYOND DESIGN BASIS
[ACCIDENT (DESIGN
BARRIERS CHALLENGED)

SlnATEGY

PREVENT UNSAFE
CONDITIONS

VERIFY NORMAL SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS TO LIMIT
TRANSIENT

VERIFY THAT SAFETY
FUNCTIONS ARE NOT
CHALLENGED

VERIFY FUNCTIONS OF
ENGINEERED SAFETY
FEATURES
VERIFY THAT CRITICAL
SAFETY FUNCTIONS ARE
NOT CHALLENGED

RESTORE CRITICAL
SAFETY FUNCTIONS

PROCEDURE

ALL OPERATIONS ARE
BASED ON WRITTEN AND
AUTHORISED
INSTRUCTIONS.
SURVEILLANCE AND
ROUTINE CORRECTION
OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

INCIDENT SYSTEM
INSTRUCTIONS

RETURN TO NORMAL
PLANT STATUS

EMERGENCY OPERATING
PROCEDURES TO GO TO
COLD SHUTDOWN (RHR
OPERATION)

FUNCTION RESTORATION
PROCEDURES TO
REMOVE BARRIER
CHALLENGE

ORGANISATION

ONLY LICENSED
OPERATORS ARE
ALLOWED TO CHANGE
SYSTEM STATUS:
• SHIFT SUPERVISOR
. DEPUTY SUPERVISOR
• REACTOR OPERATOR
• TURBINE OPERATOR

DEPUTY SUPERVISOR
VERIFIES THAT NO
SAFETY FUNCTION IS
CHALLENGED

ALARM STAFF IS CALLED
UPON TO BACKUP
CONTROL ROOM
PERSONNEL

AS ABOVE
V

J»



NORMAL OPERATING

INCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS
(DBA'S)

ACCIDENTS BEYOND
THE DB

SYSTEM AND COMPONENT
LEVEL

OPERATION PROCEDURES
FOR SYSTEMS

DISTURBANCE PRODEDURES
FOR SYSTEMS

PLANT LEVEL

OPERATION PROCEDURES
FOR THE POWER PLANT

DISTURBANCE PROCEDURES
FOR THE POWER PLANT

I E 0 P

к.
I
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (EOP) : GENERAL PROCEDURE

THESE ACTIONS ARE
TAKEN BY THE SHIFT
SUPERVISOR

ENTRY CONDITION

ANY DISTURBANCE LEADING
TO A CHANGE OF THE PLANTS
POWER OUTPUT

1A REACTOR SCRAM
CIRCUIT TRIPPED?

ÜL
NO,

YES

SHOULD THE REACTOR
SCRAM CIRCUIT (SS)
HAVE TRIPPED
-CONDITIONS OF SS

CIRCUIT (APP.J

J

THESE ACTIONS ARE TAKEN
BY THE CONTROL ROOU
TECHNICIAN ASSIGNED
BY THE SHIFT SUPERVISOR

NO

CONTROL ROOS INSERTED (ONLY SOME
SEPARATE ROOS OUT OF THE CORE) NO

ЗА REACTOR WATER LEVEL
OVER+ 3.1 M ?

4A REACTOH WATEH LEVEL
BELOW* 4.7 M ?

JL
NO

M ) FINO OUT THE CAUSE
OF THE DISTURBANCE

@ ENTER THE APPLICABLE
OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR
DISTURBANCES WITHIN DESIGN

2B EOP: FAILURE TO SCRAM

I 3 3 EOP: LOW REACTOR LEVEL

EOP: HIGH REACTOR LEVEL

REACTOR PRESSURE
BELOW 74 ЗАВ? NO

58 EOP: UGH REACTOR PRESSURE

REACTOR PRESSURE
OVEHSSSAS? NO

EOP: LOW REACTOR PRESSURE

7A PRESSURE IN THE DRY WELL
BELOW 1.2 BAR? NO

TEMPERATURE IN THE UPPER/LOWER
DRY WELL BELOW 80/80 'C ? NO

EOP: HIGH PRESSURE IN THE
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

|вВ EOP: WGHTEMPERATURE
IN THE DRY WELL

|9A TEMPERATURE IN THE
CONDENSATION POOL BELOW 35 *C ? NO

EOP: HIGH TEMPERATURE IN THE
CONDENSATION POOL

10A CONDENSATION POOL LEVEL
BETWEEN 11.8 -12.3 M ? NO

EOP: HIGH OR LOW LEVEL IN THE
CONDENSATION POOL

ARE REACTOR AND PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT IN A SAFE STATE ?

Jt£A FIND OUT THE TRIPPED
PROTECTION SIGNALS

ИЭА

ЭВ

REPEATTHE STEPS 1Л..12А OF T H S PROCEDURE
• WITH 30 MIN INTERVALS
• EVERY TIME WHEN THE OPERATING

CONOmON IS CHANGING

ENTCRTHECORRESPDM3WG
OPERATMG PHOCEDUHE
FOREMERGENCYCOfOTIONS
WITHIN DESIGN



» SEVERITY
>

U1

H

A

I

SPI U1

COMPLEXITY

Present procedures

i SEVERITY

ECP 7
ECP 6
ECP 5
ECP 4
ECP 3
ECP 2
ECP 1

• *

COMPLEXITY

"APE" procedures

Figure . - HOW EOPs COVER ACCIDENTAL SITUATIONS

1 OPERATORS I

(incident / Accident)

fSAFETY ENGINEER]

= - v | (Vérification)

Call for
Safety Engineer

ED.

ECE

(Diagnosis)

ECPi-ECS 1 ^ Confirmation

ECPi+j-ECS 1

of actions

Change •
ECP

| ECP У-ECS 2

S.P.E.

Continuous

diagnosis

and

system

monitoring

Figure - ORGANIZATION OF "APE" EOPs



IMMEOIATE

ACTIONS ACTIONS

PRIMARY

PRESSURE
INITIAL

ORIENTATION

CRITERIA

SEQUENCE 3

SATURATION

MARGIN

OPERATING

SEQUENCES

SEQUENCE 1 SEQUENCE2 SEQUENCE 3 SEQUENCE 4

PLANT
PARAMETER

STABILIZATION

CONFIRMATION OF
PRIMARY
INTEGRITY

TRANSITION TO

COLO SHUTDOWN

DEPRESSURIZATION
OF PRIMARY

CIRCUIT

OPERATING

PHASES PHASE U

STABILIZATION

PHASE 2.1

PRIMARY INTEGRITY
TEST

PHASE 3.1

STOPPING
MPSI PUMPS

PHASE 4.1

Д Т SAT
CONTROL

PHASE 3.2

TRANSITION TO
LPSI PUMPS

PHASE 4.2

DEPRESSURIZATION
TO LPSI PUMPS

PHASE 3.3

TRANSITION TO
COLD SHUTDOWN

PHASE 4.3

LPSI PUMPS
RUNNING

Figure : STRUCTURE OF A PHYSICAL STATE ERG'S DOCUMENT

1



IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

FUNCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES

1 - SubcriticalitV
control

2 • Heat removal
control

3 - Water inventory
control

RE-ORIENTATION

SYSTEM MONITORING

INITIAL ORIENTATION OF ECP

ACTIONS
И

ACTIONS

Substitute
actions 1 -

Subslitule
actions 2

Substitute
actions 3

ACTIONS

\
Substitute
actions 1

ACTIONS

I

, i Primary pressure

- jSeqi Seq4

Seq2

Seq3
Saturation margin

Monitoring of needed systemsnèede

Output test)

Phase 32

Figure • STRUCTURE OF AN OPERATING PHASE PHASE 3.1 : STOPPING MPSI PUMPS
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EMERGE]N[ÇY_QPERAIING_PROÇEDyRES
- Cover design basis accidents, requiring

Safety Injection ( SI )
- Scenario driven
- Based on ERGs of WOG
- Plant specific. Special features

of Doel 1-2 :
. Twin unit, sharing a number of
safegard systems :

- Emergency Diesel generators
- High pressure safety injection
system

- Containment spray system
. SI accumulators at 65 Bar
. large SI flow, compared with decay heat

- Total number : 2 X 5 = 10
. NO : Immediate actions and diagnosis
. N1 : Loss of primary coolant ( LOCA )
". N2 : Loss of secondary coolant ( SLB OP FWLB )
. N3 : Steam generator tube rupture [ SGTR )
. N 4 : Blackout and SI -
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OPERATING PROCEDURES AT DOEL 1-2

TYPE OF PROCEDURE

H ENERAL

S

f

[Ã

YSTEM

ESTING

BNORMAL OPERATING

EMERGE^ CY
OPERATING

|ÏÏ LTIMATE

PLANT CONDITION

NORMAL

OPERATION

INCIDENTS

DESIGN BASIS
ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTS
BEYOND DESIGN
BASIS
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U LTIMATE PROCEDURES
- Cover accidents beyond design basis

( up to and including core melt )
- Event driven
- Partly based on ERGs of WOG
- Very plant specific
- Number of procedures available : 2 X 5 = 10

Ul : Inadequate core cooling due to lack
of safety injection

U2 : Total loss of feedwater
U3 : Adverse conditions in auxiliary building

due to fuel damage OP core melt
U4 : Adverse conditions in reactor building

due to fuel damage OP cope melt
U5 : LOCA in intermediate shutdown

condition
- Procedures being prepared :

U6 : Loss of cope cooling in cold
shutdown condition

U7 : Simultaneous loss of secondary coolant
and steam generator tube rupture
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OPERATING DOCUMENTATION CONDITION VS. STANDARD (1988)

PARAMETER

# of Operating Memos

Ave. Operating Memo Age

Operating Manuals Out of Date

Training Manuals Out of Date
Time fn Tesue Revisions

CONDITION

320

350 days

>60%

>60%

STANDARD

70

60 days

10%

10%

1 day
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1. ABSTRACT

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station *B' (BNGS'B1) consists of 4
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors each with a maximum continuous
rating of 930 MW. The station, located on the shore of Lake Huron
in Ontario Canada, is part of Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Power
Development.

System Operating Manuals specify thé actions that must be
taken to safely operate the plant systems during specified
standard, non-standard and abnormal operating conditions. This
paper outlines the current project of rewriting and maintaining the
plant system operating and training manuals. The principle goals
are to make the new manuals:

(a) Current
(b) Technically Accurate
(c) User Friendly
(d) Easy to Revise

The paper looks at the rationale and justification for the
project. All phases of the documentation process are explored. Each
area examined will draw out the advantages and benefits over the
previous system. The creation of a new Overall Unit Operating
Manual will be reviewed highlighting it's beneficial contribution
to plant operations.

2. DEFICIENCIES KITH OLD SYSTEM

Responsibility and control for the plant systems lay with the
Station Technical Unit staff. Each of these system supervisors was
responsible for all areas of his or her systems including operating
documentation. This meant that ownership of the old operating
manuals was spread among many groups in the technical unit.
Although a formal process existed for the production and
maintenance of the old operating manuals, there were some inherent
problems. Other problems were created through the inconsistent
application of relevant policies and procedures. These problem
areas are now examined.

2.1. Preparation

The initial production of the manuals was done in the early
commissioning days using manuals from the sister station (BNGS'A')
of BNGS'B' as reference. This affected the quality of the manuals.

(a) Authors were primarily engineers with little or no overall
operating experience. Many had only limited station experience.
As a result there were technical inaccuracies and omissions.

(b) In many cases the BNGS'A' manuals were reproduced for BNGS'B1.
Experience gained from several years of operation of BNGS'A1 as
well as design differences between the stations were not fully
addressed.

(c) Although a procedure outlined the expected content of the old



format manuals, there was not enough attention given to format,
mechanics of style and presentation of the information. As a
result operating instructions of a similar nature could be
presented in several styles; from flow diagrams to text.

(d) Operating instructions were not always logical. Inconsistencies
from manual to manual led to lack of confidence by the users
and required interpretation in performing approved procedures.

(e) The authors would have a tendency to include all background and
support information in the operating manual. This made it
awkward to use because it was difficult to identify procedures
and operating instructions.

2.2. Review and Approval

Previous rules defined levels of authority for the review,
verification and approval process. The entire process could occur
completely within the unit which had responsibility for the system
affected. This meant that there was no common group or person who
would review all manuals for accuracy and consistency. As a result
manuals from different units would vary in detail and structure.

2.3. Manual Upkeep

In addition to their numerous other duties, the responsible
system supervisors maintained the operating documentation by
performing revisions as required. In theory the revision process
was similar to issuing new manuals, but in practice several
problems arose.

(a) Because the workload and priorities differed from unit to unit,
the upkeep of manuals was not always performed in a consistent
and timely fashion. The result was information in the operating
manuals was chronically out of date.

(b) Training manuals were rarely revised with the operating manuals
resulting in deficiencies and contradictions between them.

(c) The word processing and document management system used for the
old format operating manuals was inadequate. The inclusion of
anything other than text caused great difficulties since it had
to be hand drawn then cut and pasted. As a result,
flowcharting, diagrams and drawings were discouraged due to the
very* nature of the system. Partial manual revisions could not
be accommodated. This lead to delays for the issue of manual
revisions.

(d) The number of temporary operating instructions (operating
memos) reached an unacceptable level.

2.4. Old Standards

Both Ontario Hydro and the Regulatory Agency were concerned
with the state of the operating documentation. Several
documentation parameters were reviewed to compare their condition
with the accepted Standards. Table I summarizes the state the
documentation had reached in 1988.

To highlight the importance of good operating instructions a



review of plant Significant Event Reports (SER) was conducted over
the 2 year period of 1988 and 1989. A significant event is an
unplanned event that causes or has potential to cause an
undesirable impact on Branch performance in the key areas of worker
and public safety, environmental protection, product cost and
product quality. The review looked at the impact operating
documentation had on the event as reflected in the SER followup
recommendations. This impact could occur in 3 areas.

(a) Cause of the event.
(b) Handling or dealing with the event.
(c) Preventing reoccurrence of the event.

The results, of the review expressed in numbers of SER1s is
tabulated in Table II. Although not totally conclusive on its own,
the SER review supports other evidence of substandard operating
documentation. A task force was assembled to correct the problem.

3. STANDARDS FOR NEW PROCESS

In addition to arming themselves with the problems that had
developed with old format manuals, the task force dealing with this
initiative looked at some other areas to ensure excellence in the
process chosen. A human factors analysis was performed to ensure
that the new process was both user and préparer friendly. This led
to the content, format and style for the manual layout. Good
Operating Practices were also utilized to draw upon the vast
experience in the industry. This was used to produce station
procedures which effectively deal with all aspects of manual
production and management.

Before a new documentation production and management system
could be implemented the standards and requirements of the new
system had to be defined. This would have to include corrective
measures and additional improvements thought necessary through
experience and knowledge.

(a) A Nuclear Division wide program would be adopted.
(b) The production and management of the manuals would be the

responsibility of a dedicated documentation group.
(c) The manuals would be prepared by the users and the review,

verification and approval stages would be done by qualified
personnel specifically chosen for these duties.

(d) The operating manuals would contain only procedures and
information pertaining to plant operating activities. All other
information would be placed in the associated training manual.

(e) Combine the previous 3 levels of training manuals into 1
manual. Training manual layout to be a one-to-one
correspondence with the operating manual to support and explain
procedures.

(f) Standard flowcharting and formatting would be used. Procedures
would be simple and logical to follow.

(g) Revisions performed by section or procedure only and be done
within 1 working day.
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(h) Manuals would be current, technically correct and conform to
all operating licences, policies, and procedures,

(i) Thorough safety, design and radiological reviews would be done
on applicable system manuals,

(j) Drawings, flowcharts and illustrations would be easily
incorporated into the documents electronically,

(k) Proper management and security maintained so that operating
staff have access to only approved documentation.

(1) Compatibility with existing and planned computer systems.

4. BENEFIT ANALYSIS

A benefit analysis was performed as part of the budget process
for the project . The key benefits had to relate closely to the
problem areas identified earlier.

(a) Reduction in the number of temporary operating instructions.
This was realized very quickly by first producing those system
manuals with numerous temporary operating instructions.

(b) A centralized documentation group would provide;
- ownership in operating documentation
- operating experience input into manuals (prepared by users)
- continuous build of expertise
- better rapport between technical and production units
- consistency.

(c) Removal of errors, inconsistencies and conflicting information
from existing operating documentation. Since the operating
manual and training manual are revised and issued together, the
information is always correct, current and in agreement.

(d) Reduction in the amount of unnecessary and redundant
information. A 30% reduction in volume of information is
realized with the new format.

(e) Reduction in operating errors and the need for judgement and
interpretation of operating instructions. This is a benefit in
terms of safety and production.

(f) Easy to use operating procedures. They are logical and simple
to follow with a consistent use of format and style. Diagrams,
drawings and photos improve procedure use.

(g) Revisions and changes to instructions done quickly and more
efficiently. This eliminates the need for operating
instructions to appear in several document types.

(h) Reduction in the amount of procedure cross referencing. All
inclusive procedures eliminates the need for having several
procedures to follow at one time.

(i) A more modern and adaptable document management system,
(j) Improvement in morale and user confidence in the operating

documentation.
(k) More effectively deal with plant alarm and annunciation

conditions. All alarm information and recommended actions
placed in a separate dedicated manual.

(1) Increased consistency across the Nuclear Branch of the
Corporation,

(m) Suggestions and recommendations compiled from various sources
incorporated into the new manuals. This has the combined effect



of making the documentation current and creating an open policy
for future suggestions and changes,

(n) Free up system supervisor time,
(o) Satisfy Regulatory concerns.

5. NEW DOCUMENT PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Several key areas of a new production and management system
were examined.

(a) Hardware and software system requirements.
(b) Procedure and policy development governing the production

and revision of manuals.
(c) Document management procedures.
(d) Distribution and record keeping duties.
(e) Author requirements.
(f) Work program and priorities.

5.1. Hardware and Software System

A new Technical Document System (TDS) was purchased in order
to fulfil all the requirements of the manual conversion program.
The hardware consists of Hewlett Packard Apollo workstations which
utilize the UNIX operating system. The software system used is
Interleaf Technical Publishing Software. It has features which best
suit the needs of the manual conversion program.

(a) Structured document editing. This allows the author to use
property sheets to define parameters for text, symbols and
graphics.

(b) Document templates. These are created for frequently used
document styles and ensure format consistency.

(c) Visual and intuitive interface to allow the author to gain
familiarity more quickly.

(d) Graphics, diagramming and scanned images allow easy use of
operating aids. Figure 1 is an example of a simplified system
schematic done on Interleaf.

(e) Compatibility with existing computer software such that
existing text can be readily transferred electronically into
the Interleaf format.

(f) Library of accumulated information (charts, diagrams) readily
available to users.

5.2. Manual Conversion Process

The process of rewriting the operating and training manuals
involves several key stages or steps. These are summarized below
paying particular attention to the important details of the step,
the advantages or improvements over the old process and the
qualified personnel who have direct involvement.

5.2.1. Pro-iect Planning

Station procedures were written covering all aspects of the
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manual conversion process. They outline the policies to be
followed, levels of authority for the various stages of the
process, transition period from old to new format and all the
manual format and content requirements. Authors were selected from
the operator work group.They were the most experienced and trained
personnel and the majority were control room panel Authorized First
Operators (AFO).

Plant staff had .to be informed and educated in the new process
and the product they would be using. This was accomplished by
starting with a pilot project on a selected group of plant systems.
The manuals were rewritten and the final product offered for review
to all the relevant production and technical staff. This
information exchange took the form of technical update seminars.
The new process itself was also explained and feedback solicited.
All comments and recommendations were reviewed and those with merit
were adopted into the program.

5.2.2. Preparat ion

A work program established the order in which system manuals
would be converted. The priority was based on;

(a) The most used and important procedures with respect to
safety and production.

(b) Quality of existing manuals.
(c) Quantity of temporary documentation issued on a system.
(d) Completion of a main system and all it's auxiliaries

together.
(e) Author expertise and qualifications in given areas.
(f) Technical unit commitment and priorities.

Before work can begin on the conversion of a system manual the
author assembles a variety of information and reviews a number of
documents. An approval routing document accompanies each manual
rewrite and outlines the responsibilities and important actions of
each stage of the conversion process. This is to ensure that all
necessary information is included in the new manuals and is
consistent from document to document. The author review includes;

(a) The old operating manual and 3 levels of training manuals.
(b) Current operating memos issued for a system.
(c) Current jumpers (temporary changes to equipment or

documentation) on the system.
(d) Technical documentation and recommended changes or

improvements to the system.
(e) Safety related documentation and Operating Policies and

Principles:
(f) System status with respect to changes or modifications.

It is essential to make the manuals easy to both search for
and apply the procedures. The format and style used ensures
consistency and facilitates use by;

(a) Utilizing the structured document creation and editing features



of the Interleaf software.
(b) Consistent use of action verbs and phrases as per approved

lists.
(c) Separating operator actions from supporting continents.
(d) Utilizing flags for regulatory issues and commitments.
(e) Minimizing cross references to manuals and other procedures.
(f) Identifying conditions and pre-requisites prior to each

procedure.
(g) Use of logic words such as IF...THEN; IF AND THEN to

represent conditional statements.
(h) Consistent use of flowchart symbols for actions, decisions,

branches and states. Figure 2 shows an example of a procedure
flowchart previously written with text.

(i) Writing in short, concise, precise instructions;
- one idea per instruction
- short simple sentence with one action verb
- avoid similar sounding words such as increase/decrease
- break complex activities into simple steps
- quantitative not qualitative
- identify component and units of measure as they appear in

the field
- do not use footnotes.

(j) Proper use of logic terms and font;
" terminate cool down when boiler pressure is 2.2 MPa and hold

for 5 mins"
Should be written as:

boiler pressure equals 2.2 MPa(g)
TERMINATE cooldown

AND HOLD for 5 minutes"
(k) Use of operator aids effectively;

- avoid mathematical calculations.. .charts, tables and graphs
should be used

- aids to be properly labelled and self explanatory
- instructions and aids to be readable under poor lighting

conditions
- labelling of aids with the relevant subsection n u m b e r —

eg: Figure 2.1.1A
- inclusion of transparency for operators to compare a trend

or variable with an expected graph.
(1) Avoiding use of confusing acronyms.
(m) Including location information for seldom used equipment,

equipment arrays and difficult to find equipment,
(n) Composing with sufficient detail for minimum qualified/skilled

user,
(o) Consistent approach to mechanics of style;

.- underlining logic terms and titles
- upper case for logic terms, cautions and action verbs in

instructions
- bold font to differentiate similar labels and phrases
- numerals instead of words.

(p) Cover page abstract clearly explaining all changes that have
occurred in the manual. Revision flags and bars placed beside
revised sections within the manual.

Each old system operating manual contained a section dealing
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with alarms or annunciations specific to that system. The
information included the alarm message, cause, automatic and
operator actions and various other reference information. The
quality and presentation varied from system to eystem. The new
process removes all alarms from the system manuals and places them
into a dedicated Alarm Response Manual (ARM) . They are arranged to
facilitate the operator locating the appropriate alarm and
performing the desired actions. This is accomplished in a number of
ways.

(a) Each alarm is on a separate page.
(b) ARM subdivided into main plant areas reactor units, common

services, fuel handling.
(c) Each main plant area further subdivided into the different

types of alarms...analog inputs, contact, computer program,
data tabulation and remote field alarms.

(d) Program alarms listed in alphabetical order and all others
numerically followed by alarm message identical to actual
alarm printout.

(e) A cross reference list of alarms by system is provided.

5.2.3. Review

Once prepared, a number of reviews are undertaken to ensure
all aspects of reactor safety, radiological protection and
technical content are acceptable. Safety and safety related systems
are reviewed by the reactor safety unit. Radiological concerns are
addressed during the health physics unit review. Technical
accuracy, design conformance and any other document affected by the
manual conversion are considered during the mandatory technical
unit responsible system supervisor review. A checklist covering all
possible documents and areas that could be affected accompany all
manual reviews. Any recommendations or changes identified during
the review process are incorporated into the manuals.

5.2.4. Validation

Procedures with safety implications or complex control room
actions are validated on the BNGS'B' unit simulator. The validation
process is done to reflect control room operations and conditions
as closely as possible. Authorized control room staff perform the
actual procedures under the supervision of an authorized Shift
Superintendent. The process is repeated until all performers and
evaluators are satisfied with the procedures.

5.2.5 Verification

An Authorized (or previously authorized) Shift Superintendent
or a staff member approved by the Production Manager is assigned to
the Documentation unit to supervise the manual conversion program.
One of the responsibilities is the verification of the new format
manuals. The verifier will evaluate the manuals in a number of
areas.

(a) Compliance with standards.
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(b) Technical and operational accuracy.
(c) Conformance to policies and principles, commitments and safety

standards.
(d) Completion/revision of other affected documents.
(e) Completion of appropriate reviews.
(f) Format and style.

To expedite the entire process the verifier may arrange a
presentation for all responsible reviewers and the approver. This
provides an overview of the new operating, training and alarm
response manuals focusing on the major changes from the old format
manuals.

5.2.6. Approval

The approval for most manuals is done by the Documentation
Superintendent. For Special Safety Systems and systems dealing witti
reactor and overall unit control. Manager approval is required.

5.2.7. Distribution and Presentation

An immediate issue procedure exists to ensure that all new and
revised manuals are distributed to the key users in the station
within one working day. Copies to the remainder of the large
distribution list are provided later.

A formal process exists to ensure that all the users of
operating documentation are aware of any changes affecting issued
instructions. Check sheets and audits ensure each employee has read
and understands the changes affecting operation of his/her unit.

5.2.8. Revisions

Once a manual has been converted to the new format and issued,
the Documentation Unit assumes full responsibility for the upkeep
of that manual. Revisions to manuals are conducted in a similar
fashion as new issue manuals. To allow immediate issue of revised
manuals a Minor Revision Procedure was established. Minor revisions
such as grammatical corrections, changes already made to one or
more units or minor procedural changes can be issued without the
formal review process discussed earlier. The preparation,
verification and approval steps remain the same. Partial manual
revisions (by page sequence) accelerate the records and
distribution steps. This process minimizes the use of other forms
of temporary operating instructions.

5.2.9. Overall Unit Manual

Many operating activities cover a wide spectrum of plant
systems. This is particularly true for unit start up, shutdown and
upset conditions. To provide all inclusive, precise procedures and
eliminate the need for manual to manual cross referencing. Overall
Unit operating and training manuals were prepared. The same format
and style as the system operating manuals was used.
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For standard or normal plant operations the manual was divided
into separate sections which address each unit state. Examples of
unit states are power rundown, depressurization and cooldown. Three
levels of information exist for each change of unit state.

(a) An overall logic diagram showing the inter-relationship of each
state and the order in which it occurs in the overall
operation.

(b) A key diagram for each state showing the eteps involved in
achieving the change in state. Major component or system start
up/shut downs are examples of steps.

(c) A procedure for each step comprised of detailed operating
instructions.

Additional standard procedures were written to supplement the
normal operating procedures. They deal with alternate (but not
normally used) methods of achieving a change in state. Alternate
methods of increasing and decreasing load are examples.

Non-standard unit operating conditions were addressed in the
overall unit manual as well. These are sudden unit events and
procedures used on an infrequent basis. Reactor safety system
trips, turbine trips and generator load rejections are examples.

6. STATUS AND FEEDBACK

There are 230 plant system operating manuals at BNGS'B1. The
initial estimate to complete the manual conversion program was 4
years. After more than 2 years only 15% of the systems have been
completed. In terms of actual work effort the % is higher. Major
plant systems and the Overall Unit manual have required significant
effort in time and manpower. Even after taking this into account
the program will take longer to complete for a number of reasons.

(a) Unavailability of qualified authors. Promotions, realignment
and transfers have reduced the Authorized First Operator
numbers.

(b) Authors are volunteers with a 1 to 2 year term. Time is
required to become fully productive.

(c) The number of revisions to the new manuals is higher than
expected.

(d) The conversion of the old manual procedures and instructions is
not as straight forward as once thought. Very few can be
directly converted as they exist in the old manuals.

The feedback on the quality and user friendliness of the
manuals has been very positive from all sources. The AFO's have
found the new manuals much easier to use and more complete. In
particular the Overall Unit manual has received a positive Peer
Audit finding.

7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

A number of improvements are in progress or planned to give
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the authors and users more flexibility accessing and using
information and providing feedback to the documentation group.

(a) An Apollo work station is to be located in the control room.
This will allow view, create, transfer and print capabilities
for the documents. Work stations at each unit desk in the
control room will back up the current hard copies used.

(b) Alarm Response Manual information installed on the business
computer local area network. Search, sort and print options
will be available for a system or component.

(c) A number of other documents will be converted into the new
format. Safety System Tests and Maintenance Procedure
conversion programs have begun.

(d) Ability to access CAD and the current Data General form of the
old manuals via Interleaf.
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OPERATING DOCUMENTATION CONDITION VS. STANDARD (1988)

PARAMETER

# of Operating Memos

Ave. Operating Memo Age

Operating Manuals Out of Date

Training Manuals Out of Date

Time to Issue Revisions

CONDITION

320

350 days

>60%

>€0%

4 to 6 weeks

STANDARD

70

60 days

10%

10%

1 day

TABLE I

SIGNIFICANT EVENT REPORT REVIEW

YEAR

1988

1989

SSR
TOTAL

71

67

OPERATING
DObiunsHx
IMPACT

14 (20%)

15 (22%)

INCOMPLETE
DOwuneMX

9

6

NO

ьосинкыт

3

7

INCORRECT
DOCUMENT

2

2

TABLE II
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Abstract

Since 1983 the Agency has been gathering information on NPP unusual events
considered important for safety and accident prevention. The more than a thousand
unusual events in the Incident Reporting System (1RS) contain considerably more lessons
learned for the international operational experience feedback process.

This summary of 1RS recent events gives information on procedural failure (no
single person is responsible for the accuracy of a procedure, the production of procedure
is multifaceted). Emphasis in the 1RS event patterns analysis was given to two aspects:

incomplete procedure (usually an equipment failure initiates a transient,
and then the corresponding procedures failed to provide enough
information);

incorrect procedure (as with incomplete procedure, this problem usually
occurs when trying to respond to a plant transient).
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1. Introduction

The 1RS was established in 1983 with the intention for a participating country to
exchange information whenever its national analysis of NPP events identified a lesson
that others could learn to prevent the incidents repetition elsewhere. The IAEA
maintains close co-operation with the Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (NEA/OECD) in the framework of the 1RS,
with actions now directed on the creation of a single 1RS database.

Today the IR system contains more than one thousand two hundred events,
representing a considerable body of lessons learned for the international feedback of
operating experience. In 1992, China became a participant of the 1RS, now the total
number of participants is 26 (Table 1).

To maintain and improve nuclear safety through the 1RS activity the IAEA is
taking steps to increase the speed and efficiency of communication of evaluated
information on NPP unusual events (deviations, incidents and accidents), to enhance the
value of 1RS information in the operating experience feedback process, to the strengthen
capability of Member States for systematic analysis of NPP operating experience, to
reinforce national programmes of operating experience feedback and to make 1RS more
transparent and more visible to the public. Results of international analysis activity of
the 1RS are distributed by means of topical safety studies, reviews on patterns and trends
in NPP events, reviews on root cause analysis of incidents and annual reports. Appendix
to this paper provides information on 1RS analysis reports performed in 1991-1992.

2. 1RS facts on Procedural Deficiencies

The potential for NPP failures or deficiencies cannot be ruled out completely even
in the most careful plant design and operation because it is virtually impossible to predict
all situations that might arise. The operational experience feedback is being efficiently
used to reveal situations in which NPP failures/deficiencies are conceivable.

In case of operating procedures for NPPs and their presentation, no single person
is responsible for the accuracy of a procedure, the production of a procedure is
multifaceted. Latent weaknesses in procedural guidance leading to inappropriate actions
at NPPs mean for this study the procedural deficiencies (PD). Two cases - incomplete
and incorrect procedures - could be considered as the most important contributors for
inappropriate actions. Usually an equipment failure initiates a transient and then the
corresponding procedures failed to provide enough or correct information.

2.1 Quantitative features of 1RS file regarding PD events

One fourth of NPP events reported to the 1RS occurred with PD contribution.
Table 2 reflects the most interesting findings from the 1RS file. Additional comments
are unnecessary.
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In some cases NPP personnel are set up to fail because of design deficiencies,
manufacturing, construction or installation deficiencies and maintenance deficiencies (so
called events in case of which personnel can blame "somebody else"). The 1RS file
contains such types of events with PD that occurred because of deficiencies in design
(41%), in manufacturing (15%) and in maintenance (25%). This 1RS fact underlines
once more that causes of NPP events have a complex nature.

2.2 Qualitative Features of 1RS File Regarding PD Events

Study of NPP events reported to the 1RS points to the generic problems of safety
interest. Special attention should be given to operating procedures at low power
operation, to problems related to erosion/corrosion affecting the integrity of high-energy
piping at NPPs and to generic problems of load rejections.

It is known that effective management is the path to excellence in operational
safety. In 28% of 1RS events with PD, NPP management could play an indispensable
role to prevent unusual events. Procedural and managerial deficiencies are inherent
features of these cases. It is interesting to note that there are no 1RS events with PD
contribution and management deficiencies in which NPP computer failures occurred.
1RS events with loss of residual heat removal system, inadequate emergency diesel
generator fuel supply, fire detection and protection, improper handling of highly
radioactive objects at NPPs are representative examples to illustrate an interaction of
procedural and managerial problems.

Lessons learned from 1RS events with PD show that procedures related to
maintenance activities have an important influence on the safety of NPPs. Since our
generation of NPPs is vulnerable to common cause failure (CCF) well prepared
procedures are a defence against CCF. 1RS facts underline that deficiencies in the
preventive maintenance procedures have a significant probability for CCF. Also 1RS
facts indicate that changes and innovations may introduce CCF possibilities into the
system. In this respect more attention to procedure modification, interactions between
safety-systems and non-safety systems and alarm concept should be given.

3. Recommendations

Nowadays it is essential to use psychologists' assistance to improve NPP
procedures. Psychologists are capable of applying special methods to create the text of
procedures and procedures begin to act on the unconscious level of NPP personnel
(neuro-linguistic programming).



T A B L E 1

NUCLEAR PLANT INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM

(IAEA - 1RS)

PARTICIPANTS

Argentina

Brazil

Bulgaria

Canada

China

Czechoslovakia

Finland

Hungary

India

Korea, Rep. of

Mexico

Netherlands

Pakistan

South Africa

Spain

Russian Federation

United Kingdom

Slovenia

S I N C E

May 1983

November 1983

February 1985

May 1987

May 1992

January 1985

May 1983

October 1984

June 1984

February 1983

May 1991

June 1983

August 1984

April 1990

January 1983

September 1984

March 1986

May 1986



PARTICIPANTS THROUGH THE NEA/OECD

PARTICIPANTS

Belgium

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

Sweden

Switzerland

United States

S I N C E

February 1983

June 1983

July 1983

March 1985

February 1991

October 1983

February 1987

August 1985
member.ITS
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Table 2

1RS Facts on Procedural Deficiencies

Attributes of Events

PD and Tvpe of Failure

- Single Failure
- Multiple Failure
- Common Cause Failure

Unforeseen Interaction between systems

Cases of "Degradation of Defence in Depth" principle

- Degraded Fuel
- Degraded reactor coolant system pressure boundary
- Degraded reactor containment

Cases of "Safetv Function Degradation"

- Loss of Safety Functions
- Significant degradation of Safety Functions

Cases in which "Instrumentation and Control Systems"
were affected

Distribution
Percentage

28
27
26

19

79
13
8

14
86

37



Appendix

List of 1RS Analysis Reports

(1991-1992)

1. Threshold and quality of reporting, international capability to analyze 1RS reports
provided by different Member States, CM, Vienna, 12-16 August 1991.

Brief Summary

The IAEA-IRS is a well established international event reporting system. However,
the net benefits and "added value" features of the system must be carefully defined
and then widely publicized. The unique features of the system, such as the
opportunity for providing an international perspective should be highlighted. There
is very little evidence to suggest that Member States are adhering to the concept of
a threshold level of reporting. The number has no relation to the technical merits of
reporting and it cannot be substantiated a viable reporting criteria. In general, it was
found that the speed of reporting is poor, countries would benefit from any
improvements in the speed for processing information. The quality of reporting by
the Member States while not homogenous appears to be improving. Member States
participating in the 1RS must have a national "in-house" system for collecting,
assessing and disseminating safety related operational experience. The IAEA should
take a pro-active role in ensuring all Member States have a well-established facility.

2. Evaluation of 1RS data on service water system (SWS) failures and degradations,
CM, Vienna, 2-6 December 1991.

Brief Summary

Support systems, such as service water, instrument air, vital dc power, etc. have the
potential to affect safety. However, their impact on safe operation is not always
apparent.

The SWS's safety function is to supply cooling water to safety related systems and
components required for the safe shutdown of the plant and to mitigate the
consequences of design basis accidents. SWS problems at NPPs have been occurring
since initial plant operation. This study represents a review and evaluation of open
cycle SWS failures and degradations at water reactors reported to the 1RS system to
date.

3. Generic lessons from 1RS facts on PWR shutdown and start-up operations, CM,
Vienna, 11-15 November 1991

Brief Summary

Recent safety significant incidents, activities in modelling accident sequences and risk
evaluation of shutdown and low power operation demonstrate that there is a need for
a more comprehensive treatment of problems during low power, shutdown and start-



up modes of operation. Much attention in this study was directed to integrate national
findings and to define important technical issues on the aforementioned modes of NPP
operation. The most important items of the content of the report are the following:
classification of 1RS facts for the study, analysis of causes and corrective actions,
good practices to prevent the recurrence of the events, regulatory perspective of
generic lessons.

4. Fires in NPP turbine halls, non-flammable material and technologies, CM, Vienna,
11-13 December 1991.

Brief Summary

One of the most important aspects of nuclear safety of both design and operation of
nuclear power plants is fire protection. All previous experience of NPP operation
shows that fire incidents in secondary loop or auxiliary equipment can result in
serious consequences for the primary circuit equipment, especially for reliability and
operability of safety systems and the reactor core itself. Significant incidents that
occurred in Spain at Vandellos 1 on 19 October 1989, in Ukraine at Chernobyl 2 on
11 October 1991, and in USA at Salem 2 on 9 November 1991 demonstrated the
seriousness of this problem. The recommendations and conclusions of this study
should be of particular value because of the consultants' involvement and experience
in actual major events involving turbine hall fires.

5. Investigation on maintenance-related incidents with human factor aspects, CM,
Vienna, 18-22 November 1991.

Brief Summary

Within the framework of the joint IAEA and NEA/OECD activity in 1RS and human
factors domains NEA initiated a study and Germany took the first step in the
investigation maintenance related incidents with human factor aspects. Then the
consultants group continued the study at the IAEA. Purposes of the study were to
identify root causes of maintenance problems, to rank NPP maintenance related events
taking into account results of root cause analysis and to draw generic lessons. Special
methodology was proposed and applied to study 1RS information.

6. Development of separate categories for classification of observed and root causes
of NPP unusual events reported to the 1RS, CM, Vienna, 15-19 June 1992.

Brief Summary

1RS classification codes are used mainly for search and retrieval purposes, however,
classification is a very important part of the analysis process of NPP unusual events.
The 1RS dictionary of codes contains mere than 60 categories for classification of
reporting criteria, plant status prior to the event, failed/affected systems and
components, cause of the event, effect on NPP operation, characteristics of the event
and type of failure. Today the same categories are used for classification of observed
and root causes of NPP unusual events reported to the 1RS. However, identifying the
observed (or direct) causes of a problem explains how the problem occurred, so that
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it can be fixed. Recurrence of the problem can only be prevented if its root causes
have been established, which explain why it occurred. Also only when root causes
have been properly identified lessons and remedial actions can be recommended, both
at the nuclear power plant reporting the event, and elsewhere, to prevent recurrence.

The main purpose of the consultancy is to develop separate sets of categories for
observed and root causes of NPP events. These sets should have the following
special features: (1) sets can be applied to a reactor (NPP) of any type; (2)
correspondence between categories of direct and root causes can be observed (for
example, if a direct cause of the event belongs to the human factors domain it should
be possible to identify the relevant root cause in the same area); (3) sets should be
accepted internationally.

7. Redundancy and diversity in NPPs: 1RS lessons, CM, Vienna, 24-28 August 1992.

Brief Summary

Redundancy, the use of more than the minimum number of sets of equipment to
accomplish a given safety function, is an important design principle for improving
reliability of systems important to safety and for meeting the single failure criteria for
safety systems. The reliability of some systems can be enhanced by using the
principle of diversity to reduce the potential for common cause failures. Our
generation of NPPs is vulnerable to "common cause/mode failure" - the generic term
to describe largely unforeseen interaction within, between and with NPP systems
where a number of related failures may occur as a result of a single specific event or
cause.

The main goals of consultants group meeting are as follows: -

(1) to reveal situations in which 1RS events provide lessons on redundancy,
diversity and common cause failures;

(2) to assess 1RS lessons on redundancy, diversity and common cause failures
from the international point of view;

(3) to develop a scope of 1RS topical study on the subject, including the content
of the report.

The meeting itself should be considered as the first step of the 1RS topical study on
the said subject.
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Safety Aspects and Human Factors in Emergency Procedure Analysis:

A Survey of GRS Activities

D. Beraha

Gesellschaft fiir Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH

Forschungsgelânde, 8046 Garching

Introduction and summary

As stated in the German Risk Study, Phase B, the risk of core damage might be significant-

ly reduced by appropriate accident management. This has led to the definition of safety

goals and procedures to achieve them. GRS has been involved since several years in the

evaluation and improvement of emergency procedures, concentrating on their effective-

ness. The success of such measures however depends to a large degree on the correct

performance by the operating personne!, involving human factors such as clearly stated

procedures including recovery actions, appropriate information on the process state and

the reliability of information, sufficient time for decision making (considering team aspects

involving additional personnel and stress conditions) and operation of controls. The rela-

tionship between goal- and event-oriented procedures is of particular interest.

At GRS, some of these issues are dealt with in several projects. The Test Control Facility

(TCF, a CRT-based simulator), serves as a basic tool for investigating the interrelation be-

tween process and operating crew. The fluiddynamics of the process and the containment

are modeled by safety analysis codes; models for simulating the operator behaviour howev-

er are not sufficiently developed for practical purposes. Instead, an extremely simplified

"operator model" is assumed, namely the procedures stated in the operating and emergen-

cy handbooks, which are being implemented by means of an expert system. The proce-



dures and variations thereof as may be introduced by operation error act automatically on

the simulation. Further help for the analyst will be provided in form of additional information

with regard to previous safety studies, including probabilistic analyses.

Concerning the operating errors studied in this context, preliminary work was conducted on

the presentation of procedures in handbooks. First results show a broad margin for reduc-

ing error possibilities. A checklist was proposed in order to provide a guideline for assess-

ing the quality of procedure presentation, which is being tested now. Currently, a study is

being performed by a team of engineers and ergonomiste to define the most significant er-

ror possibilities which will then be further studied in the TCR environment.

As new information systems based on pictorial displays are being introduced, the aspects

of utilizing such systems in case of incident/accident and related licensing issues are

strongly discussed. Work is under way to survey the capability and risks of such systems

including international experience, to provide insight into the topic of parallel information

systems, to assess issues of information content and ergonomics, and to indicate further

necessity of research in order to evaluate such systems from the safety and availability

point of view.

Role of Accident Management Procedures and Human Factors in Safety Analyses

The importance of procedures is reflected in the summary of a survey concerning major in-

cidents in various industrial areas described in IAEA-TEC DOC-565 from August 1990:

Procedures played a significant role in almost all of the major accidents

This indicates clearly that procedures and the context, in which procedures are handled,

should get increased attention from an analysis point of view in order to improve on the giv-

en situation. However, problems are encountered in the analysis mainly because of the fol-

lowing factors:

- An analysis of the entire setup is required, i. e. the analysis of the process, the man-

machine interface, and the operating personnel as indicated in fig. 1. In the past, strong

emphasis has been laid on the investigation of safety systems which operate in closed

loop with the process by means of both deterministic and probabilistic methods. A simi-

lar closed loop, which is much more difficult to analyse, is imposed by the operating

personnel; however, established methods for analysis of this loop are lacking. This
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holds especially for an operator's model as an equivalent to the modeling of safety sys-

tems.

The success of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's) is completely dependent on

the correct application of the procedure. This involves issues concerned the procedure

and its effectiveness itself, but at least as important the issues of human factors such

as practical feasibility of the procedures, time to perform the procedure steps consider-

ing the extreme stress, the team and responsibility aspects, as well as documentation.

GRS is undertaking several efforts in order to cope with the added complexity level due to

the inclusion of human factors analysis. On the one hand, the analytical tools have to be

improved in order to analyse the complete situation as indicated above, on the other hand

a given procedures has to be itself analyzed. Other actual efforts related to these topics

concern the evaluation of new information systems, the probabilistic human error analysis,

the investigation of the team aspects and the training.

In the following, the development of analytical tools and the evaluation of procedures are

presented in more detail.

The Test Control Room

At GRS, a Test Control Room is under development which will provide the facilities for the

investigations mentioned previously. The first development phase (1990-1992) has been

completed.

The TCR is based on two system codes for analysis of the plant thermohydraulics and the

containment, namely ATHLET and RALOC. ATHLET has been enlarged by including the

balance of plant models describing the control systems and a fast three-dimensional core

model which had previously been used for the development of a power distribution control.

Both codes may operate in tandem by exchanging data at defined time points, this option

however will need high computer resources to be practical. The simulation reaches real-

time for operational transients, but may lag considerably when entering two-phase flow re-

gions with special effects.

The simulation is attached to a CRT-based control room with six graphic workstations. The

user surface allows for interactive handling of the codes and visualization of the results.

The visualisation contains three main categories of pictures according to the different appli-

cations which will be run on the TCR. The categories include



1. Displays as used by the operators in a power plant (fig. 2). This will enable the analysts

to consider the man-machine interface actually available in power plants which utilize

the PRISCA-System of Siemens, KWU.

2. Graphics for the presentation of simulation results. As shown in fig. 3, this type of

graphics includes many non-measurable variables (e.g. the void distribution in the pri-

mary circuit shown in colour-scaled values in fig. 3).

3. Graphics reproducing the exact simulation setup (fig. 4). Those pictures are automati-

cally created by evaluation of the information in the input data deck of ATHLET, and

are intended for the process of producing an input data deck consistent with the plant.

The second phase will enhance the plant analyzer with two more sources of knowledge

necessary in safety analyses (fig. 5). First, a vast knowledge base is available from the pro-

babilistic studies conducted for the risk assessment, which will continuously be updated by

recurrent Probabilistic Safety Analyses. This feature will aid the analyst in transients which

have been preanalyzed by offering the corresponding event trees, fault trees, core melt

probabilities and importances. The reachable scenarios and the possible countermeasures

will be available in dialogue with the risk monitor.

The second source of knowledge is directly related to procedure analyses. It will contain

computerized procedures, which may be run in an automatic mode concurrently with the

simulated process. The automation of the procedures will be enhanced by capabilities for

simulating errors in the handling of the procedures, such as changing the order of proce-

dures steps, oversight of procedures steps, or wrong actions in the course of following the

procedures. A first example of transferring procedures to the computer is given in fig. 6 and

7, the first one showing the procedure as available in the operating manual, the second its

appearance on the screen.

The procedural knowledge not only aims at providing the analyst with an immediate in-

formation on the procedures themselves, but fulfills the role of an extremely simple operator

model as well. As already indicated, models of the operator behaviour are missing. The cur-

rent efforts are of high theoretical interest, but will not be applicable for many years to

come. Therefore, the decision was made to apply the procedures as a sort of "normative"

operator behaviour and model possible errors. The developers are well aware that the

whole area of cognitive behaviour cannot be addressed by these means.



In order to realize this configuration, the system will be decentralized on several worksta-

tions and PC's, which all have access to simulation data, and will feed back control signals

to the simulation if necessary. The software tools will include on-line expert systems, as

well as hypertext-based systems for off-line presentation of background information.

Procedure Analysis

The analysis of procedures will be performed in several steps:

1. Ergonomie Analysis of the Procedure Documentation:

This analysis will be performed according to a set of evaluation criteria for emergency

procedures developed in an earlier stage. The evaluation criteria are:

• procedure format (e.g. title, identification, revision, column- / flow-chart format,

methods of emphasis)

• entry conditions, transfer to the required procedure

• operator instructions (level of detail, correct order, comprehension)

• checkoff provisions

• referencing and branching

• conditional statements

• warnings, cautions and notes

• identification of equipment

• plant instrumentation values

• printed- / computer-based operator aids

• location information

Preliminary results of applying these criteria to three drafts of emergency procedures

have resulted in about 50 findings, and have indicated a broad range for improve-

ments. Beyond the detection of simple but misleading misprints, it was found that the

use of Desktop Publishing could eliminate much of the errors in structuring the docu-

ments, and errors in the revision phase.



The development of procedure manuals lies in the hand of utilities and vendors. A

current point of interest is the comparison of the different documents presented by dif-

ferent utilities. This comparison will indicate if a given representation is to be preferred

to others.

2. Detection of ambiguities and errors

Two paths will be pursued to detect passages in the documents which are faulty or

which might be misunderstood. First, walkthroughs will be performed by psychologists

and engineers. Second, the transfer of the procedures will strongly indicate the diffi-

culties in translating the procedures into a form intelligible to the machine, thereby

pinpointing ambiguities in the procedure statements.

Both methods will also be adopted to the problem of detecting inconsistencies and

contradictions between procedures. This holds especially for the transition between

normal operating procedures and emergency procedures. In a first study, the alarm

plans in both type of procedure manuals were studied. Differences in the alarming

were found, which lead to contradictory instructions for the shift leader. A further topic

will be the changeover between different procedures. This will hold also for the way

back from emergency procedures to normal operating procedures, which is not in-

cluded in the documents but is of high importance for the long-term safety of the

plant.

3. Computerized procedures and safety goal presentation

By the afore mentioned transfer of procedures to the machine, variations in proce-

dures (e.g. time and order of actions) will be studied. Furthermore, an ergonomie

assessment of possible improvements achieved by computerized procedures will be

conducted, including a comparison with different means of computerized presenta-

tion, e.g. the French N4 control room.

The safety goals require continuous attention in case of accident. This recommends

the implementation of a computerized indicator which should show the distance of the

plant state from the safety goals (distance of plant variables to limits, distance to the

time when an infraction of a safety goal is expected). At the time being, such indica-

tors are studied and appropriate concepts are under development.
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EMBALSE NGS: ABNORMAL EVENT PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT L1FECYCLE

A u t h o r : JORGE BATISTIC

1 . ABSTRACT

The Embalse Nuclear Generating Station (CNE), owned and operated by Co-

misiõn Nacional de Energia Atômica of Argentina (CNEA), was commissioned

in 1983.

The reactor is a CANDU 600 MWe type. The Operating Procedures were trans

ferred with the Plant by the supplier AECL in 1984.

Basically they were the Operating Manuals (OM's) and the Abnormal Event

Manual (AEM).

Actually the OM's are in force with its required revisions. The AEM was

considered too difficult to be followed in a sequential order during a

determined event due to its format. This was the reason to change it in

a new format and issue the corresponding updating.

Based on the present used philosophy in Canada and in Atucha Nuclear

Generating Station (Argentina) was decided to develop the Abnormal Event

Procedures (EOP's) in a logical diagram format.

In this way, was possible to reduce its si ze strongly and to be more

sure that the Control Room Operators can follow the events evolution

with less risk of errors.

According with this, the EOP's have in general two parts: the diagnosis

and the operative action to mitigate the event.

Some serious incidents can be resolved by the EOP's or OM's, but the ph_i

losophy is first, to satisfy the EOP's requirements.

Taking into account the operating experience, the Final Safety Report

and the results of simulations done by appropriate codes, was possible

to obtain the corresponding sequence for each abnormal event.

With the information available in the Control Room (windows, alarms,

trends, etc) for each part of the EOP's was associated the instrumenta-

tion that the operator must observe.

The preparation of the EOP's was made by the Accident Analysis Area of

the Embalse NGS Technical Unit. Then, the procedures were revised by the

Operation Department during its theoretical training. During this step,

was possible to asess if the procedure was clear and could be followed

by the operators.

After an EOP's is approved in the Station, is sent to the Technical Re-

vision Committee in CNËA head office.

With this preparation, revision, approval and validation schedule is pojs

sible to improve the performance of the Embalse NGS.

Recently, with the IAEA support, was done the Kmbalse EOP's validation

in Gentilly 2 NGS simulator (Canada).

This was the most important step done in the EOP's lifecycle because in

the new revisions will be included each operation action in a correct

sequential order.
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However, the new format does not assure completely that the operator can

do always an appropriate diagnosis and a permanent monitoring of the

main parameters related with safety.

For this reason a new improvement is being developed. It consists in an

computerized system, wich uses the Control Room information and will

perform an automatic diagnosis.

For such purpose, the system is going to use an interfase between the

process computers and an off-line computer.

The system will be able to follow the EOP's, step by step according with

the operator action.

Additionally, it allows a permanent monitoring of the critical param-

eters during an abnormal event.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Operating Procedures were included in the transference of CNE insta_l̂

lations to CNEA in 1984 by the supplier.

Essentially they were Operating Manuals (OM's) and the Abnormal Events

Manual (A.E.M.).

The A.E.M. was organized in paragraphs that included most of the abnor-

mal situations that ware postulated in the design of the CNE.

This manual was based in event-oriented philosophy. Such orientation im-

plicity requires that an event be reconogni sed (diagnosed) by the con-

trol room operator to enable him to select the appropriate corrective

^.ocedure. This means that the cause of the disturbance has to be know

before the proper procedure car. be applied.

However, if the incident is more severe than anticipated ... the plant

design, the time allowed for the operator diagnosis should be too short.

The great amount of information included and its format made the diagno-

sis and the control of an abnormal event quite difficult.

This, together with the need to cover other abnormal situations justi-

fied the change of the AEM for new procedures that could make it easier

to take the corrective mitigation actions.

In 1988 we starr-ed to develop the specific procedures related to the ab-

normal events presented in the design of the CANDU reactors.

For that purpose we adopted the Symptoms Oriented Approach, applied in

some countries after the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl accidents.

The Logic Diagram that we have chosen is similar to the ones used in

Atucha 1 NGS (Argentina) and Point Lepreau NGS (Canada), among other

countries.

These new documents should assure more simplicity in tne recognition,

diagnosis and control of abnormal situations or emergencies.

In the so-called Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's) the operator ig-

nores the causes that produced the event and takes action according to a

previous diagnosis after the analysis of information obtained from the

Control Room which will be confirmed by means of the EOP afterwards.
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3. EOP's CRITERIA

The new EOP's had to accomplish with the following aspects:

a. Facilitate as much as possible the diagnosis or recognition of a pos-

tulated event and its confirmation.

b. Prevent unnecessary application of the EOP's.

с Give the best way to mitigate each abnormal situation.

d. Prevent unnecessary reactor shutdown or Heat Transport System cool-

down.

e. Continous monitoring of special parameters.

f. Utilization of specific action which are indicated in OM's when they

are applicable.

The operator has to watch the evolution of certain safety parameters and

take action according to them and also to other process variables consid

ering the following aspects:

- to reduce the ongoing transients.

- to control the automatic protective activation.

- to iniciate the mitigation of the event.

- to bring the reactor to a safe final state.

The OM's contemplate normal and abnormal operating conditions. The

later can be the beginning of more complicated situations which can lead

to a certain abnormal event covered by an specific EOP.

In some circumstances an incident can be found in both papers (OM's and

EOP's). In these cases the operator must fulfill the EOP's requirements

first.

Another document to be followed in case of an abnormal event, is the

Emergency Manual (E.M). This manual contains the actions to be taken

after an accident in order to assure the control of the situation in the

long run.

If a parameter related to the reactor safety does not keep its nominal

value but stays within the acceptable limits, the operator will try to

control it following the instructions of the OM's. But if the parameter

cannot be controlled, the specific EOP will be used.

4. CRITICAL PARAMETERS SELECTION

The application of an specific EOP does not need the previous knowledge

of the cause of the event. It requires to take into account certain pa-

rameters mainly related to fuel cooling and the appropriate heat sink.

- 3 -



The parameters involved in CANDU reactors that meet these two critical

functions are basically:

Pressure and inventory of the Heat Transport System

Pressure and inventory of the Steam Generators.

Any fault able to take those critical parameters away from their values

can probably cause damage to the fuel and the release of unwanted radio-

active material into the containment. As a consequence of this/ the con-

tainment pressure and activity wi .. become anothers critical parameters.

Considering that these critical parameters will have more or less influ-

ence on an event it was necessary to establish a hierarchi zation. In the

established relationship Re tivity comes before Containment and this

before Heat Sink in most of the postulated abnormal events.

The critical parameters hierarchiration adopted was:

Reactor Power — ^ Containment Pressure and Activity = Э Boiler Pressure

—'p Reactor Coolant Pressure — ^ Reactor Coolant Inventory f

Boiler Inventory.

This means that, for example, the Reactor Coolant Inventory cannot be

stabilized until Reactor Pressure is controlled.

There are some postulated events where corrective actions are not nece_s

sary to GO before others. But due to the simplicity of the operation {Eg

Containment) has been given priority over others more important.

CANOU reactors have three major and diverse systems able to remove the

power after shutdown (decay power).

They are:

a. Steam Generators

b. Shutdown Cooling System

c. Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) with its heat exchanger after a

LOCA condition.

The preparation of each EOP has to include the heat sink hierarchy from

"a" thru "c" when there is not a LOCA condition.

For LOCA condition the prevailing heat sinîc supported by Emergency Core

Cooling is:

d. Boiler using feadwater + ECCS

e. Shutdown Colling System + ECCS

f. Boiler using Emergency Water Supply (EWS) + ECCS

5. EOP's REQUIREMENTS

This most important requirements are the following:

a. The EOP1 s must clearly establish the sort of event and its confirma-

tion.
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If the confirmation is common to other events the use of the most impor-

tant EOP's must be assured.

b. The EOP's must clearly establish if the shutdown is necessary and how

it is achieved.

c. The EOP's must establish the operating conditions of the containment.

d. The EOP's must indicate the mitigation operative actions keeping prop_

er monitoring of the main parameters and of those related to the event.

e. The EOP's must give the heat sink configuration to be set up and show

the conditions according to the established hierarchiation.

f. The EOP's must make sure that a single additional fault does not pre-

vent the achievement of the safety conditions of shutdown containment

and heat sink.

6. EOP's FORMAT

The EOP's have two parts. The first one is an introduction to each of

the events. The essential objective is to provide a theoretical re-

training to the operators. The second part is a diagnosis and mitigation

of the event. Logical diagrams are used in their presentation.

According to the critical functions already established and its related

critical parameters, the operator makes a diagnosis watching the associ-

ated instrumentation and the information available in the digital con-

trol computers.

The adopted format centers the operator's attention on that information

and on the possible redundancy indicating the name of the instrument,

its location or identifies the function (trend, bar chart, etc.) availa-

ble in the control computers.

We should remark the operator's permanent attention on some critical pa-

rameters or special conditions that the EOP's cannot guaranteed, which

will be considered later.

7. EOP's LIFECYCLE

The EOP's was diagramed by the Accident Analysis Area of the Embalse NGS

Technical Unit.

Taking the operation and training experience as a basis and by the appLi

cation of simulations results carried out with special codes, logical

sequences for each event could be established.

Later, the operating staff revised the procedures according to their

theoretical training. On this stage it was possible to know if the
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procedure was clear and could be easily followed by the operator. After
this, the procedures were approved and issued instead of the Abnormal
Event Manual.

After an EOP's is approved in the Station, is sent to the Technical Re-
vision Committee in CNEA head office.

With this preparation, revision, approval and validation schedule is pos_
sible to improve the performance of the Embalse NGS.

Recently, with the IAEA support, was done the Embalse EOP's validation
at Gentilly 2 NGS simulator (Canada).

This was the most important step done in the EOP's lifecycle because in
the new revisions will be included each operation action in a correct
s- uential order.
The Q.A. département monitors the fulfillment of each EOP lifecycle.

8. THE USE OF EOP's FOR RE-TRAINING

The operators who have to apply the EOP must undergo detailed training

in the structure, systematics and approach of the EOP.

This training programme begins with the review of preliminary draft pro-

cedures during the first part of the verification-validation process.

The draft verification is accompanied with lectures about the codes re-

sults of the diferents abnormal events simulations.

The next step is a Control Room walk through exercise. This is done on

regular periods of time by each crew of operators.

During this stage the operators focus their atention on the instrumenta-

tion involved in each EOP.

At present there is a re-training program in the Gentilly 2 NGS Simula-

tor (Canada) intended for the Operations and Technical Uni- Group, which

also allows the revision of the EOP's.

Besides, a specific EOP is yearly used in the mitigation of a simulated

accident where ether areas of the CNE and CNEA participate. In this si-

mulations all the staff is trained according to the indications of the

Emergency Manual.

9. ABNORMAL E ..NTS COVERED BY EOP's AT CNË

So far the following specific EOP's have been developed and are vali-

dated:

1 . Control Transference from MCR to SCR.

2. Dual Station Control Computer Failure.

3. Loss of Feed Water.

4. Loss of Electrical Power.

5. Loss of Service Water.

6. Loss of Instrument Air.

7. Loss of HTS Feed Pumps.

8. HTS Liquid Relief Valve Failure.
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9. Loss of Moderator System.

10. Loss of End Shield Cooling System.

11. Large Loss of Coolant Accident.

12. Small Loss of Coolant Accident,

13. Steam Generator Tube Failure.

14. Pressure Tube Failure.

For the last three specific EOP's a generic EOP is being developed (Fig.

1 ) . The EOP is based on the use of ordinary and specific alarms for each

event and will be included in the three specific EOP's.

10. IMPROVEMENT OF EOP's

As it was previously mentioned, the Abnormal Event Procedures either

Event-Oriented or Symptoms -Oriented may not assure that the operator

can make a correct diagnosis. The causes that contribute to this are lo-

gical: stress, short time available, or a probable fault in the announ-

cement system. For that reason, CNE have begun to develop a compatari sea

system to help the operator. The new system will have two essential fun£

tions: the diagnosis of certain abnormal event and the permanent monito-

ring of some parameters related to the station safety. For the first

purpose we will use the alarms, that are available in the annunciation

system of the control computers, wich are involved in each abnormal

event according to EOP's•

By means of a properly elaborated alarms matrix, the coincidence in the

existance of two or more of these alarms will help in the diagnosis of

the corresponding event.

The second purpose is to select those critical parameters related to sa-

fety (Reactor Power, H'JS pressure, Boiler level, Containment pressure,

etc.), and to monitor them permanently during the event.

If any of those parameters is above the aceptable limits, the system

will warn the operator, who will start the necessary corrective actions

inmediately. In order to apply this system we will use an interphase be-

tween the Station Control Computers and other off-line computer system

In the same system we can follow the event according to the specific

EOP, which will appear on screen as the actions indicated in the EOP are

fulfilled.

Control can be made either by the Control Room Operators or by the emer-

gency group formed to do such thing as indicated in the Emergency Ma-

nual.

Another remarkable aspect of the system will be the possibility of re-

training the Operation staff. This fact becomes important since in Ar-

gentina there is not yet a full-scope simulator.
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11. ГОР EXAMPLE

Figure 2 ilustrate a typical CNE specific EOP. In the draft are shown

the diagnosis and mitigation stages of the procedure to cover the Heat

Transport Liquid Relief Valves Failure event.

The associate instrumentation wich is used for the diagnosis of this

event are: the electromagnetic indicators (one for each valve), the рад

el window alarm and some messages from the Announcement System through

the process digital computers.

After the diagnosis is confirmed the early stabili ration of major para-

meters (Reactor power, Containment activity and pressure, etc.) are se-

lected before cooldown is iniciated.

Prom HTS pressure evolution obtained by codes (fig. 3), the procedure

indicates when the operator has to reduce the reactor power (pressuriœr

level and HTS pre ure keep constant).

At CNE there are not reactor trip signals for this event but if the trip

is produced for any reason, the HTS pressure becomes the must important

parameter to be controled.

The strategic questions enclosed in diamonds must be satisfied either

via a NO response or via a Y response. The corrective actions wich are

enclosed in rectangles can be specified in the OM's or, if is not, a

number appears in the logic and represents relevant tasks. In these

cases, the actions necessary to meet the tasks are included in the EOP

(Not shown in the fig. 2 ) .

Some parameters called critical already (Reactor power, HTS pressure,

etc) enclosed in double diamonds must be monitored contir.uosly by the

Control Room Operator using their associated instrumentation.

In the future, this will be done by comput.ari red monitoring system as

part of the Operator Support System under developing.

Also, in the EOP are included the specific action wich are under the

r -ponsability of the Second Control Room Operator and the Order to Ope-

rate (ОТО forms) for Field Operators.
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2.3 SYMPTOM- ORIENTED PROCEDURES

For each safety function the operating manual contains a chapter with instructions and

informations regarding: definition of criteria for achievement of safety functions, potential

causes for the violation of these criteria, plant state diagnosis, measures to restore the safety

function, system efficiency under various boundary conditions, thermalhydraulic phenome-

na.

The criteria for safety functions to be at risk have been defined, in such a way, that they are

never fulfilled as long as the safety systems operate as intended and event-oriented pro-



]. ABSTRACT

As a result of the accident at Three Mile Island, regulatory requirements
were issued to upgrade Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) for nuclear power
plants. The use of human-factored, function-oriented, EOPs were mandated to
improve human reliability and to mitigate the consequences of a broad range of
initiating events, subsequent failures and operator errors, without having to
first diagnose the specific events. The Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG)
responded by developing Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs) in a
human-factored, two-column format to aid in the transfer of the improved
technical information to the operator during transients and accidents (i.e.,
periods of high stress). The Emergency Response Guidelines are a network of 43
interrelated guidelines which specify operator actions to be taken during plant
emergencies to restore the plant to a safe and stable condition. Each utility
then customizes these two-column format ERGs to produce plant specific EOPs.

Since the creation and maintenance of this large web of interconnecting
EOPs is an extremely complex task, a computerized system was developed to
address the administrative and regulatory requirements for maintaining the EOPs
and the associated supporting documentation. The Plant Operating Procedure
Information Modeling (POPIM) system was developed to provide procedure
documentation specialists with a controlled, database-driven means to build and
maintain human-factored procedures and their supporting documentation. The
POPIM system is a software package which integrates off-the-shelf word
processing, database management, and optical scanning microcomputer software,
resulting in a menu-driven computerized tool that aids the procedure
documentation specialist in this time-consuming and tedious effort.

All procedures created on the POPIM system employ a common page structure
and format which was originally developed from human-factors principles
established in military applications and later refined for nuclear power plant
emergency operations. For ERGs or EOPs, the pages for presentation of operator
action steps use a two-column format within the procedure form. POPIM
automatically maintains the relationship between the two columns whenever a
step or substep is generated, revised, moved, deleted, or added. In addition,
POPIM automatically maintains step and substep hierarchy and automatically
re-sequences step identifiers and internal step references. These automatic
features virtually eliminate inaccuracies and inconsistencies that can arise by
producing EOPs through conventional word process techniques.

POPIM also provides the ability to print multiple fonts to distinguish
various procedure components. High-level steps are automatically printed in a
bold face type, while substeps and expected responses are printed in a normal
type. The user is not required to adjust font type. To further distinguish
notes and cautions from action steps, they are written across the entire page
and are typed in italics. These features enhance the human-factored aspects of
the EOPs.

In summary, the consistent structure and format of EOPs developed utilizing
the "electronic Writers Guide" capability within the POPIM system add
significantly to the comprehensibility of the procedures. This, in turn, can
minimize operator confusion and errors when executing the procedures.
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2. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is twofold: 1) to describe the POPIM system
and its unique features for procedure development and maintenance, and 2) to
show how the POPIM system alleviates many of the human-factors and
implementation concerns identified in NRC audits of plant specific EOPs, which
were developed from the generic WOG guidance.

In order to provide some background for the discussion of these two
objectives, the first section of this paper briefly describes the history of
the WOG development programs addressing emergency response and the NRC concerns
when developing plant specific EOPs from the generic WOG ERGs. The next
section describes the POPIM system design, the hardware/software configuration,
and the use of the POPIM system for procedure generation and maintenance. The
final section of the paper discusses common deficiencies related to typed or
word processed procedures followed by a discussion of how the POPIM system
helps to reduce these deficiencies and also how POPIM addresses NRC concerns.

3. HISTORY/BACKGROUND OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT

Following the accident at Three Mile Island, the Westinghouse Owners Group
Procedures Subcommittee was formed to provide generic emergency response
guidance for inadequate core cooling, multiple events and failures, and
sympton-based operator guidance. The NRC review of this revised procedural
guidance pointed out the need for smoother transitions between procedures,
particularly from the classical accident procedures (i.e., Loss of Reactor
Coolant, Loss of Secondary Coolant, and Steam Generator Tube Rupture) to the
newly developed generic guidance. As the complexity of the generic guidance
increased, it became apparent that a new framework for emergency operating
instructions was needed. The WOG Procedures Subcommittee responded by creating
the Emergency Response Guideline program in 1981. The new program was based on
a well-defined framework (both logic and structure) for emergency operations
and utilized two complementary and interrelated guideline substeps, one
event-related and the other function-related. This interrelated guidance
provided prioritized operating procedures for recovering the plant from an
emergency tranient while at the same time ensuring that the plant safety state
was explicitly monitored and maintained during recovery.

The NRC concurred with the ERG program concept and the WOG Procedures
Subcommittee proceeded with the development of the first issue of the ERGs.
The NRC Safety Evaluation of the first issue was received in mid-1983 and
concluded that the ERGs were acceptable for implementation into plant specific
emergency operating procedures. Subsequent revisions to the ERGs in 1984 and
1987 further enhanced and improved the ERGs as feedback from utilities,
Westinghose, the NRC, and INPO were incorporated into the ERG program.
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However, NRC audits of plant specific EOP programs have identified many
problems associated with utility efforts in developing, upgrading and
maintaining their EOPs. Two of the NRC1s key concerns are whether human
factors considerations have been addressed and if deviations between the plant
specific EOPs and the generic technical guidelines have been adequately
justified. Due to the repetitive nature of the individual EOP and ERG steps
and the vast amount of documentation required to support the EOPs, an automated
system has been developed to help alleviate errors in procedure generation and
to provide record keeping and tracking capabilities during procedure
maintenance.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN

The Plant Operating Procedure Information Modeling (POPIM) system provides
a software package integrating off-the-shelf word processing, database
management, and optical scanning microcomputer software. The result is a tool
that assists the procedure documentation specialist with procedure generation
and maintenance tasks.

The POPIM system was originally developed to generate new and maintain
existing ERGs. Due to the extensive maintenance and revision process required
by the WOG for the ERGs, a computerized tool was developed by Westinghouse for
more efficient, consistent and accurate procedure processing. Like the ERGs,
Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) revisions are particularly complex because
of various requirements, both administrative and regulatory, for maintaining
supporting documentation. The maintenance of this documentation along with the
large web of interconnecting EOP's, contributes to a difficult and lengthy
effort. To simplify this process, a dedicated POPIM workstation can be used to
manage all EOP's and associated documentation.

Since the requirements of procedure documentation and control are varied,
the POPIM system is flexible enough to accommodate varied methods of input. A
wide variety of information may be utilized to create and maintain the
documents, and all will be merged into a single procedure. This information
may be in the form of graphics, calculations, matrices of setpoints, lists of
standard steps and tables of instrumentation and equipment.

The POPIM system provides a centralized and interlocking ERG/EOP database.
Each part of a procedure may be referenced separately or may be included as
part of the whole. POPIM provides for the ability to produce on paper and in
electronic storage the following: cover sheets, the entire procedure and all
associated attachments, figures and foldout pages. Also maintained are an
instrumentation and control matrix, step description tables, the procedure
background documents, setpoint references, procedure transition lists and step
deviation documents. Figure 1 illustrates the POPIM system integrated dataset
hierarcy.
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5. PROCEDURE GENERATION

The ERGs contain the technical basis for construction of plant-specific
EOPs. The two-column format used to present the ERGs contains rules of usage
which supplement the technical instructions and provide the basis for
human-factored implementation. This structured format, as discussed below, has
built-in human-factors concepts that ensure consistency of each procedure and
supporting documentation developed by POPIM.

All procedures created on the POPIM system employ a common structure
consisting of six elements: the cover sheet, the instruction steps, the
figures, the attachments, the foldout page and the footnotes page. Any
individual procedure may contain only as many elements as necessary to present
the intent of the procedure. The sequence of the elements is always in the
order listed above. Page numbering is sequential through all the elements
comprising the procedure.

All of the pages of a procedure produced on the POPIM system use the same
page structure, except for the Foldout Page which is discussed below. This
page structure employs a printed border to ensure all margins are correctly
maintained and all information is included within the page. Page cues are also
employed to ensure completeness and accuracy of each procedure. This type of
structured page format was developed from human-factors principles established
in military applications.

For ERGs or EOPs, the pages for presentation of operator action steps use a
two-column format within the procedure form. POPIM automatically creates the
procedure forms with a title block that presents the unique identifiers for
each procedure/guideline to avoid any confusion. The left-hand column is
designated for expected operator actions and response, and the right-hand
column is designated for contingency actions when the expected response is not
obtained. These pages use title blocks above the separate columns, either
ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE or RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED, for clear designation of the
columns. Using basic human-factors principals, action steps are written so
that the operator can proceed directly down the left-hand column only. This
column contains all the expected conditions, actions and checks required to
accomplish the stated purpose of the procedure/guideline.

If, however, the expected result or response is not obtained or the action
cannot be performed, the operator then moves to the right-hand column for any
contingency instruction. This column is appropriately and clearly titled
"RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED". Almost all action steps contain some contingency
statement in the right-hand column. If one contingency action is appropriate
for any of a series of left-hand column subtasks, it is simply stated once as a
high-level contingency. If a contingency is not provided, the the operator
proceeds to the next step or substep in the left-hand column as per the rules
of usage.

To distinguish from procedure pages, the cover sheet, figures, attachments
and footnote page use the printed form without title blocks. In addition, the
cover page includes the headings for the PURPOSE, ENTRY CONDITIONS and ADVERSE
CONTAINMENT CONDITIONS. If no text is placed into the ADVERSE CONTAINMENT
CONDITION field, the heading does not appear. Also, the footnotes page uses
the standard page format with a single centered heading "FOOTNOTES". If
nothing is entered into the fields for figures, attachments or footnotes, these
pages are not to be printed. This eliminates any superfluous information and
ensures that these additional pages contain only what is needed in a concise
manner.
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The Foldout Page does not use the bordered-page format. It is intended to
summarize only the information which an operator should have continuously
available, so page content will vary by guideline/procedure. However, in
following good human-factors practices, the information on the foldout page is
to be surrounded by a box to ensure that nothing was missing. The following
section describes how the POPIM system functions in the procedure generation
mode where a precise human-factored, structured format has been programmed onto
the system for efficient, accurate and consistent procedure generation.

5.1 Data Entry

Structured and consistent data entry can become very difficult, especially
when generating dual column format procedures. Each time a step or substep is
generated, revised, moved, deleted or added, the corresponding right-hand or
left-hand column must be manually realigned. To alleviate this tedious task,
POPIM automatically maintains the relationship between the two columns. In
addition, substeps, which provide details for performance of the high-level
action steps, are automatically indented to distinguish them from the
high-level action steps.

The POPIM system provides automatic maintenance of step and substep
hierarchy when the procedure is changed. Re-sequencing occurs on addition,
deletion, movement or copy of steps and substeps. References to other steps
within a step's text fields also automatically change (internal substep
references do not automatically re-sequence). All these automatic features of
the POPIM data entry process help to eliminate errors and inconsistencies in
the resultant procedures generated.

5.2 Data Manipulation

The POPIM system includes the capability to copy and delete steps within a
procedure. Cautions and notes associated with the step are copied and deleted
respectively. Automatic step re-numbering and internal step referencing will
also occur whenever a step is copied or deleted.

Movement of steps and substeps is supportée in the POPIM system. This
eliminates the need for the procedure specialist to re-type all information if
the step/substep location is to be changed. All step re-numbering will be
accomplished programmatically. Associated cautions and notes may be moved
along with the step, or may be moved independently.

5.3 Text Search Capability

POPIM provides the ability to perform string searches and alphabetized step
sorts within the ERG/EOP steps, substeps, cautions and notes. With the string
search, the user may search up to three, 15-character strings in combination.
A listing of the procedure/guideline steps, substeps, cautions and notes in
which the string appears is produced. The alphabetized step sort provides all
of the high level action steps which are used throughout the ERGs/EOPs. This
list may be used for verifying consistent step application. Utilities such as
string search and alphabetized step sorts provide the ability to review the
uniformity of phrases and terminology used within the procedures.
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5.4 Printing

The basic POPIM system provides the ability to print out the plant specific
EOPs in the ERG-format. The fonts used and the forms developed attempt to
replicate the ERG appearance as closely as possible. As discussed previously,
the use of different fonts and print styles to highlight key activities in the
ERGs was based on human-factors principles developed in military applications.

The system provides the ability to print font characteristics to
distinguish various procedure components. High-level steps are automatically
printed in a bold face type, while substeps and expected responses are printed
in a normal type. The user is not required to adjust the font type. To
further distinguish NOTES and CAUTIONS from action steps, they are written
across the entire page and are typed in italics.

A hard-coded printing routine guarantees a standardized format, i.e., step
text always begins in the same column, two blank lines follow each step, etc.
In addition, it guarantees alignment of the ACTION EXPECTED RESPONSE with the
corresponding RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED.

 ч

5.5 Document Control

Configuration control is a key concern for all procedure writers. To
simplify this task, the POPIM system includes: margin bars, a master and a
working copy, standardized setpoints and a standard step list.

Margin bars are available for steps, substeps, cautions and notes.
Compressed print is used to display up to ten characters of text descriptive of
the change. This field is available with margin bars on steps, substeps,
cautions and notes. (Identifying text may include the name of the person
making the change, date and revision number, etc.)

A master copy of the procedure is maintained intact while changes are made
to a working copy. This preserves the original procedure. The working copy
may be made the master copy through a utility provided in the system. The
procedure specialist has the ability to back up on floppy diskette both the
master and working copies of the ERGs/EOPs. Backed-up copies of the procedures
may be restored when needed.

6. EOP SUPPORTING INFORMATION

A wide variety of associated documentation must be controlled along w th
the corresponding procedure. The basic POPIM system includes some of the key
documents associated with procedures and provides for consistency between these
documents and the related procedure.

6.1 Standard step document

This document includes a list of standard steps from which individual steps
may be copied into any procedure. In this way, consistency is ensured
throughout the procedure set. The standard step document may be modified when
needed. Access to the standard step document is available while adding,
changing or copying steps. The step list may be printed independently of other
procedures.
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6.2 Setpoint document

POPIM includes a setpoint list document from which individual setpoints may
be referenced. When the setpoint list is revised, all steps containing the
revised setpoint(s) are updated accordingly. Setpoints are referenced by using
a unique identifier. The setpoint may be a single value or a table of values.
The setpoint list may be modified by the user. The system also generates a
setpoint list that includes the unique setpoint identifier, value and
description. Also included in this listing is each location where the setpoint
is used in the EOP. The use of a setpoint list document reduces the chances
for error when entering setpoints into the procedures. This has traditionally
been a difficult process and with this added feature in POPIM, the entry of
erroneous setpoints has virtually been eliminated.

6.3 Instrumentation/equipment matrices

The procedure writer may generate a matrix which provides a listing of
instrumentation/equipment used throughout the ERGs/EOPs and a reference of the
step in which the instrumentation/equipment is used. The sort may be either by
reference or by step. This information is very useful for task analysis
activities and in a Control Room Design Review where human interaction with the
procedures and the control board is assessed.

6.4 Step deviation documents

POPIM generates a step deviation document for the plant specific EOPs.
This document includes a list of the ERG steps and corresponding plant specific
EOP steps. When no corresponding EOP step exists, a dash (-) is displayed.

The system will also generate an EOP difference documentation form. This
form provides a plant specific step list showing the corresponding ERG step
number and an explanation or basis for the difference. ERG steps not included
in the EOP's are indicated by a dash (-) followed by the corresponding ERG step
and an explanation of why the ERG step was deleted. The document automatically
reflects step numbering changes made because of additions, deletions or
rearrangement. Should the ERG step numbering change, the POPIM user may change
the ERG step references. These changes will then be incorporated into the
deviation document.

Step deviation documentation has become an essential element of the NRC's
review of utility EOP programs. Since the NRC has approved the generic ERGs
for implementation, it is imperative that the technical content and intent of
the ERGs are properly translated into EOPs. The step deviation documentation
has become an acceptable means of documenting step differences based on plant
differences. Though the ERGs have not as yet been approved by the NRC for
their human-factors content, individual utilities can use the step deviation
documentation as a means for justifying proper human-factors content.
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7. CONCLUSION

As previously stated, the NRC has identified numerous weaknesses in plant
specific EOP programs, particularly in the areas of EOP human-factors
concerns. The POPIM system was developed to help address these NRC concerns
and to aid the procedure documentation specialist in ER6/E0P generation and
maintenance. By including the procedures and all of supporting documentation
in one database, efficiency, accuracy and consistency was accomplished, thus
alleviating many of the tedious tasks associated with generating and
maintaining all the interrelated information. For example:

о Changes in plant design requiring EOP revisions are readily
accomplished using the standard step document and text search
capabilities.

о Setpoint changes are uniformly made throughout the procedure set by
changing the appropriate value or values in the standard setpoint
list,

о Consistent terminology in the EOPs is ensured through the use of the
spell check and custom dictionary capabilities,

о Updating of the technical basis documents is easily handled and
controlled through the POPIM network.

о Cautions, notes, tables and graphs are uniquely emphasized and
consistently placed to prevent an operator from missing critical
information at the time it is needed.

Finally, the consistent structure and format of ERGs/EOPs developed
utilizing the POPIM system add significantly to their comprehensibility and can
minimize operator confusion and errors. Good structure and format can aid the
operator in quickly finding the necessary information. Conversely, bad
structure and format can impede operator performance and directly contribute to
error. The POPIM system is a computerized tool that greatly simplifies and
enhances the generation and maintenance of procedures in an acceptable,
human-factor format.
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ABSTRACT

The new modular procedure concept which is being implemented in German PWRs
meets the increasing requirements on clarity, manageability and human factors optimization
while keeping the efforts involved in updating, reproduction and storage on an acceptable
level. The concept uses three levels of detail for presenting the required information: strategy
chart with automatic and manual action modules, resolution of action modules into individu-
al actions and background information, resolution of individual actions into detailed step
programs. The procedures are written with the aid of a electronic publishing software that
runs on multiple platforms such as Unix work stations, MS-DOS PCs and Macintosh compu-
ters. To facilitate the generation of new procedures the action modules will be stored in a
relational databank containing all relevant plant specific information. Verification of ther-
malhydraulic plant behavior is done by computer simulation at the time of development. Use
of the plant analyzer developed by SIEMENS is envisaged. Final man-machine interface va-
lidation is done by full scope simulators during training sessions of reactor operators. Future
development will be directed to combine the event-oriented and the safety-function oriented
approaches to a fully harmonized concept and to integrate the new modular procedures for-
mat into the computerized control room of the cockpit type being developed by SIEMENS.

1. INTRODUCTION

To date layout options for the emergency operating procedures have been restricted by
the fact that the operating manuals are generated and updated by means of conventional
word processing systems. Consequently, graphics are used on a considerably smaller scale
than desirable. Thanks to modern computers with integrated electronic publishing and
graphic software it is possible to meet increasing requirements in updating, reproduction,
storage and human factors optimization of the operating instructions.

In the last few years SIEMENS has developed a new procedure format to comply with such
requirements. It is thought to be a major step towards a modern computer based procedure
concept that will be required in control rooms of the cockpit type.

After a survey on the overall procedure concept, the paper will describe this new format, as
well as the tools used to develop and validate the procedures. It will discuss the status of
implementation and will give an outlook on further developments planned in the coming
years
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2. PROCEDURE CONCEPT

2.1 OVERALL STRUCTURE

The basis for the man- machine- interface concept for a nuclear power plant has to be
defined during the planning phase. Kind and amount of operator actions required under upset
or accident conditions depend, to a large extent, on the configuration of operating and safety
systems and on the degree of automation of the engineered safety features. For SIEMENS
nuclear power plants, the period of grace before operator actions are required, is 30 minutes
for internal events and 10 hours for rare external events such as airplane crash with
destruction of the main control room. The engineered safety features have to be automated
so that during this time period no operator action is required for accident mitigation. This
does not mean, however, that operator actions are not allowed within this time span /1 / .

The most important task of the operator, after the onset of an abnormal event leading to
reactor trip, is to check whether the safety systems are operating as foreseen and whether
critical safety functions are at risk (Fig. 1 and 2). Accomplishment of safety functions
guarantees that the plant is in a safe condition regarding heat generation and removal and
activity retention, independent of the root cause of the event. If safety functions are fulfilled
the operator will perform the event diagnosis with the aid of an accident identification tree
and will use the corresponding event-oriented operating procedure to stabilize the plant and
bring it into a longterm safe condition.

If the safety functions are jeopardized or the event cannot be identified, the operator has to
restore the safety functions using special symptom-oriented instructions. For licensing
reasons these are divided into safety function-oriented procedures and accident management
procedures. While the former procedures use the same operating modes as licensed for
event-oriented design basis accidents, the latter are based on special operating modes which
are acceptable only under very improbable beyond design conditions, such as complete loss
of redundant safety systems.

2.2 EVENT- ORIENTED PROCEDURES

The event-oriented procedures are based on the precise knowledge of the root cause of
the event. Normally, a given procedure is representative for a whole group of potential event
sequences, although in the past, the number of variants covered explicitly has steadily
increased. The knowledge of the event allows to optimize the cooldown procedure with
respect to component loads. Operational systems are used as much as possible. With the
number of event-oriented procedures ( more than SO in the KONVOI plants) the diagnostic
task has become rather complex. Reliable diagnostic aids are, therefore, required to support
the operator for this type of procedure.
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2.3 SYMPTOM- ORIENTED PROCEDURES

For each safety function the operating manual contains a chapter with instructions and

informations regarding: definition of criteria for achievement of safety functions, potential

causes for the violation of these criteria, plant state diagnosis, measures to restore the safety

function, system efficiency under various boundary conditions, thermalhydraulic phenome-

na.

The criteria for safety functions to be at risk have been defined, in such a way, that they are

never fulfilled as long as the safety systems operate as intended and event-oriented pro-

cedures are performed as prescribed. Otherwise, the operator would be forced to take safety-

function oriented actions before an imminent danger to the plant was present. His actions

then might conflict with automatically initiated actions or event-oriented instructions.

Unlike the event-oriented procedures, the function-oriented instructions do not, at present,

have strict procedural format with detailed indication of individual components. Instead it is

left to the operator to take the required measures depending on his personnel assessment of

urgency and effectiveness. This appears suitable for the operator because consideration of all

possible plant conditions in a strict procedural format would be rather complex and difficult

to understand as long as the procedures are presented only on paper. The use of these

function-oriented operating instructions, therefore, requires a high degree of operator re-

sponsibility and substantial training.

Event and function-oriented procedures primarily cover design basis events. At the moment

the symptom-oriented approach is being extended to cover additional beyond design event

sequences with complete loss of redundant safety systems by "Accident Management

Procedures".

2.4 EVENT DIAGNOSIS AND SAFETY FUNCTION MONITORING

Successful application of event-oriented procedures requires a clear identification of

the specific event. Presently operator aids are restricted to an accident identification tree and

the specification of identification criteria for and plant response of the respective event.

More recent plants now use the PRISCAR system, a high-performance computer based

process information system, for this purpose. This system also contains a number of display

formats for critical safety function monitoring giving a detailed presentation of the actual

plant state including the availability of operational and safety systems /3/.
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3. PROCEDURE FORMAT

3.1 EXISTING PROCEDURES

Since NPP Grafenrheinfeld emergency operating procedures are divided into two
parts: a strategy section and a detailed step program. Both have the same structure with
identification criteria, automatic actions, relevant safety functions, plant state to be reached
and operator actions to be performed.

While the strategy section is written in free text form and is intended to serve the shift super-
visor to keep a clear view of what is happening and what has to be done, the detailed step
program lists each single component with precise designation which might have to be opera-
ted on during the procedure. Both parts are self-contained documents. Content and format
correspond to the requirements of KTA rule 1201 which regulates all the details of the
operating manual. Only the strategy section is a licensing document and part of the operating
licensing file.

In the course of time the requirements regarding amount and depth of background infor-
mation have steadily been increased. The same holds true for the number of event sequences
to be described since more and more equipment failure variants have been included. As a re-
sult the procedures have become more and more complex and difficult to use under stress
conditions.

3.2 NEW MODULAR FORMAT

The main objective of the new format is to further separate the different kinds of
information, so that each of the potential users gets only that information which they are
interested in or which they have to pick up in the actual situation. The result is easier and
more direct information access for the operator to the difficult task of accident control under
stress conditions on the one hand and improved manageability of the procedures regarding
quality assurance, updating, reproduction and storage.

The modular structure of an individual procedure is shown in Fig. 3. There are three levels of
detail. Level 1 comprises a short survey upon the scope of event sequences to be treated, for
each sequence a description of main characteristics, a flow chart to verify the identified
event, a flow chart showing the time sequence of automatic actions up to the start of operator
intervention, a flow chart with the required manual actions and a number of diagrams such
as typical transient behavior of important plant parameters up to cold shutdown. In level 2,
for each block of manual actions shown in the level 1 flow chart a sequence of action modu-
les is given. In addition, there is the possibility to provide background information to these
action modules if necessary. Potential users of level 1 and 2 are the shift supervisor, his
representative, the safety engineer (if any), and possibly, some specialists of the internal and
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extemal crisis management organization. In level 3, for each structure element of level 1 all

the details are given, which are required to perform the specified actions, e.g. designation of

measuring lines and components, location of the push buttons, detailed sequence of operator

actions, etc. The level 3 information is thought to be like a dictionary for the operator where

they can look up all the details they need.

The new modular structure equally conforms to the regulations of KTA rule 1201: Levels 1

and 2 correspond to the strategy section and level 3 to the step programs. In contrast to the

existing procedures, however, there is no strict separation between the strategy section and

the step program any more. The step programs form of loose leaf collection which can be

used only in conjunction with the level 1 flow charts.

3.3 FLOWCHARTS

Level 1 mainly comprises flow charts. By using well defined structure elements for set

of actions, for branching points and for notes and alarms and by carefully choosing the text

in these structure elements it is possible to give the user a quick overview on the automatic

actions as well as on the the required sequence of manual actions. Especially for more

complex procedures, the flow charts prove to be very useful, since they allow the possibility

to include more branches than would be feasible in a pure text format. At the same time, text

duplication is largely avoided because the action blocks and modules can be used several

times in a procedure so that background information and detailed step programs appear only

once in level 2 and 3.

Flow charts are also used to verify the event diagnosis and to identify either variants to be

covered by the procedure or exits to other procedures.

3.4 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

There is a strict separation between the instructions about "what to do" and additional

background information which does not directly influence the course of actions, at least, if

every thing evolves as foreseen. The background information is to support the user when the

accident evolves in a different way than described in the procedure. Since a procedure for a

given group of events normally does not contain every imaginable event sequence be-

longing to that group but only main variants, the information presented is to enable the user

to decide in his own responsability whether they can or should deviate from the procedure,

e.g. by performing additional measures. Examples of such information are: objectives and

rational for a required action, dynamic plant response, thermalhydraulic basis. In addition,

recommendations ("unformatted" instructions) can be given for situations which appear

possible but not probable so that no special branch in the flow chart need to be provided.
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3.5 DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

Each structure element in the flow charts of level 1 has its' own set of detailed
instructions. Example: each time the level 1 flow chart asks for checking of some plant para-
meter the relevant measuring channels to be used for that check are given in the level 3
detailed instructions. This is important when there are several measuring lines with different
characteristics which serve different purposes. As the existing procedures, the new modular
procedures contain step programs with detailed instructions for checking of plant parameters
and actuation of components which can be used as check lists by the operator so that they are
sure that they have performed the actions in the right order and have left nothing out.

3.6 DIAGRAMS

The minimum information given in this level 1 chapter is the time sequence of

important plant parameters not only during the automatic phase but also during the manual

phase. Additional diagrams and tables can be added which might be helpful for diagnostic

purposes.

4. TOOLS TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT

4.1 WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE

Most of existing procedures have been written down with the aid of pure word pro-
cessing systems. Diagrams and flow charts had to be produced by conventional drawing
techniques and integrated into the text manually. Consequently, graphic elements are
presently used only to a limited extent.

In the last few years the capabilities of computers have immensely increased. The new
modular procedure format makes extensive use of modern features of electronic publishing
software such as integrated text and graphics processing, character sets and spelling checkers
for different languages, automatic index processing, scanning of pictures, dynamic links to
databases, cloning of text, text groups, fields, graphics and easy portability to other computer
platforms.

4.2 DATABASES

To reduce the costs for compilation and quality assurance of the new modular procedu-
res, the use of databases is planned in two ways. One is the development of a Manual Action
Databases where all the structure elements of the flow charts are stored in a normalized form
so that they can be picked up easily by the "designer" of a procedure. The other is to
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establish links to other existing databases which are used for process, electrical and I&C
engineering in order to facilitate the checking routine regarding the alphanumerics of
components, mechanical and electrical design data, interlocks, protection signals, etc.

4.3 SIMULATION

While the dynamic plant response during the automatic phase of an accident is usually
extensively studied during the safety analysis, computer simulation of the manual phase is
presently done during the development phase only if engineering judgement is felt not to be
enough. This has led to a number of "If's and "Then"s in the existing procedures for the pure
reason that the designer was not totally sure whether a certain plant state could be reached or
not. Although, in the new modular procedure format it is easier to include a larger number
of variants it is of great importance to reduce the variety of event sequences as much as
possible. This can and will be done by using a plant analyzer such as the one developed by
SIEMENS. It should be noted that SIEMENS has performed a great number of experimental
tests in its PKL test facility to validate the thermalhydraulic basis and the post accident
operating modes implemented in her PWRs.

5. PROCEDURE VALIDATION

Experience shows that working only on the strategy level with the detail level being
performed by the utility, as seems to be practice in other countries, requires a lot of updating
after completion of the detail level. SIEMENS, therefore, usually works out both the strategy
level and the detail level. Each procedure is discussed in detail with competent engineers of
the utility, members of the shift or of the crisis management team, in order to make sure that
the strategy fits into the utilities overall concept and that all plant specific details have been
considered. Extensive checking is also done by the independent expert who works in charge
of the licensing authority. The last step of the procedure validation cycle takes place in the
training center when the shift personnel trains the procedure on a full scope simulator.

6. STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION

A number of utilities, mainly those who plan to update their procedures anyway, from
the technical point of view, plan to implement the new modular procedure format in their
plants. For NPP Grafenrheinfeld all event-oriented operating procedures for upset and acci-
dent conditions are in development for a few years already. One procedure is implemented in
the control room after having passed extensive tests at the full scope simulate at ESSEN.
Neckarwestheim 1 has implemented some procedures in the new format and plans to update
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the rest in the next few years. Work for Grohnde has started two years ago and will comprise

all event-oriented procedures. The same holds true for NPP Trillo 1 in Spain. For most

german PWRs the accident management procedures for secondary and primary bleed and

feed, which are still in the licensing process, have been written in the new format.

7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Although the new modular procedure format has been developed for existing plants

with a conventional control room, it is a good basis for presenting the procedures on a CRT

in the control room (Fig. 4). Investigations have been started, therefore, on the question how

the new format can be adapted to a computer screen so that the capabilities of modem

process information systems can be used most efficiently.

After having adapted the procedure format to modem man-machine-interface requirements

the development will be directed again to improving the procedure concept from the techni-

cal point of view. The objective is to integrate both the event-oriented and the symptom-

oriented approach into a unified concept of accident control which covers all possible plant

states and event sequences from a malfunction up to a beyond design basis event.
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ABSTRACT
The nuclear industry use procedures to provide that different tasks are performed in a controlled way.
Procedures are used in normal and abnormal situations, and are supposed to support the operators as
much as possible in different sequences. But also the management level needs guidance in incident
situations to support decision making.

There must, for example, be a procedure for a change in the operation mode of the feed-water
system, when the demand is to perform correctly without mistakes rather than performing within
timelimits, as well as procedures for complex incident sequences, when the demand is to perform
within given timelimits in a acceptable way.

This paper describes the Vattenfall Forsmarksverket approach to solve the procedure complex.
Forsmarksverket is a BWR-site with three plants of the ABB Atom advanced reactor design with
internal circulation pumps. Two of the plants are twins with a net electrical output of 1000 MW each,
they were taken in commercial operation in 1980 and 1981, and the third plant is a 1200 MW net
electrical output plant in commercial operation in 1985.
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1 BASIC REQUIREMENTS.
Some basic requirements for most procedures can be identified:
-They shall secure that all steps in a sequence are performed.
-They shall structure the sequence in order to support the operators understanding of the task
-They shall be adapted to the conditions in which they are supposed to be used.
-They shall be adapted to the organisational level where they are used (objectives, responsobility).

The first both requirement is met by performing tasks in a logical order, by use of standardised
phrases and, if possible, by feedback of performed actions.

The two last requirements makes it necessary to have different types of procedures for different
conditions. According to our experience, a common step by step procedure works well in normal
conditions and simple tasks. However as the tasks get more complicated, with a number of options,
another procedure format is needed to secure accurate operator respons.

The flowchart format have for us proved to be the best choice for more difficult sequences, expecially
for the shift supervisor who wants to have an overwiev. For the other operators seems a mixed
flowchart and step by step procedure to work well. And for the responsible in the emergency
organisation, unit manager and plant operations manager, we have choosed a handbook format
combined with checklists. These procedures will be better described later in this paper.

2 OPERATIONS PHILOSOPHY.
In Vattenfall reactors are the operating responibility to a great extent delegated to the shift crews. The
procedures sets the limits for permitted actions, but these actions includes everything from normal
operation to severe accident handling in a core melt sequence. In the last sequence will of course the
emergency organisation within one-two hours support the shiftcrew.

Freedom during responsibility and a open climat are characteristics of the Swedish nuclear industrys
operation management philosophy and working methods. The individual knowledge and initiativ
ability are important parts. Disciplin and working management within the operating crew are not
regulated in detail.

This philosophy are based on three equal parts, figure 1:
1. Competent Personel, a good Technology, enough Resources.
2. Procedures, Methods, Rules.
3. Motivation, Efforts

The control room is in all condition the heart of operations. All activitys within the unit are supervised
from the control room. It is the shift supervisor responsibility that the unit in every moment is within
given tech spec, limits and, in an accident situation, within the limits of the procedures.

3 PROCEDURES FROM NORMAL OPERATION TO ACCIDENTS.
Forsmark NPP have five levels of procedures to cover sequences from normal operation to severe
accidents, figure 2. The two lower levels are used in normal conditions and the three upper in incident
conditions. The lower levels are normal step by step procedures used to operate single systems,
system operating procedures, or a combination of systems, plant operating procedures.

The three upper levels are Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) for the reactoroperator, the
shiftsupervisor, and also for the unit manager and plant operations manager when they arrives.

The EOP for the reactoroperator is a symptombased step by step procedure following a checklist to
verify that the automatic functions have worked as intended. We have lately tried to mix flowchart
and step by step procedures to give the reactoroperator the possibility to overwiew the situation with
a help from the flowchart procedure and then do a more detailed check with the step by step
procedure.
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The EOP for the shift supervisor, on the other hand, is a function based flow chart procedure. The
difference compared to the operators EOP provides a diversed way of working which reduces the
probability for both making the same mistakes. A skilled shift supervisor take advantage of both his
crews teamwork and the slight differences in approaches of the procedures by a continuing dialog
about critical safety functions.

Use of the EOP is initiated by reactor scram or an event which schould have caused a scram. With
support from the EOP the shift supervisor checks the four main safety functions; reactivity, core
cooling, radioactiv release barriers and heat sink. For each function a few parameters have been
defined, resulting in a total of fourteen parameters to be checked through a disturbance. When the
four main safety functions are stabilized is a check of alarms which have not immediatly affected the
safety initiated. Alarms for fire, flooding and non prioritized process alarms are controlled, possible
recovery of tripped safety systems and electrical grid status are checked.

The EOP for the shift supervisor is intended for use only by the shift supervisor and has been worked
out to a rather low level of detail, taking into account the level of knowledge and experience of the
shift supervisors. Thus the EOP can help the shiftsupervisor to keep an overview of the situation, and
it is the only document he needs during a disturbance.

In an accident situation the first priority is to make the reactor uncritical and to restore core cooling. It
this does not succed there will be a point in time where maintaining containment integrity takes over
as first priority. The focus shifts from preventing measures to limiting the accident consequences.
The procedures, and the organization, must handle this shift in focus.

In the later stage of an accident where plant functions are severely degraded the EOP's are no longer
the main support for the operators. In this stage the accident management is primarily knowledge
based, and the measures taken are guided by the knowledge of the emergency team. The main tool in
this stage is the Handbook for Severe Accidents (the uppermost level of the system of figure 2). In
this handbook the most important results and conclusions from severe accident analyses performed
for the plants have been summarized under different headlines with references to actual documents. It
also contains strategies for handling various accident situations and points out important factors with
respect to accident management To be userfriendly is the handbook supported with a few checklists
to be used by the unit manager. In the same way as the EOP for the shift supervisor is used at each
scram, is the checklists in the handbook used by the unit manager each time the reactor scrams, when
he arrives to the controlroom.

4 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES.
The development philosophy was to develop the EOP for the shiftsupervisor and the Handbook for
severe accidents in close cooperation with the users. A workinggroup consisting operators,
representatives from the emergency organization and human factor specialists was formed. The
working group members did then assign different tasks to experts in their organisations.

It is of great importance that the operators, and especially the shift supervisor, have a high confidence
in and accept a procedure aimed to be used in severe situations. The best way to attain this acceptance
is to let the operators take part in the development work.
We also believe that severe accident procedures must be straight-forward and easy to use, not
necesserely finding the optimal solutions to all situations. We expect the confusion and stress-level of
the operators and other involved personel to increase to a rather high level as the scenario gets worse.
In this situation the procedures must support the operators to "good enough" solutions. An example
is that in our procedures it is always to prefer to add water to the vessel and core, even if it might be a
problem during short time frames of the accident

To achieve this goal the following three general rules were kept in mind:
-Belive in the accident When developing aids for accident management you must mentally realize the
accident and take the real needs as a starting point
-Do not he to smart. Choose straight forward strategies and simple solutions.
-Do not get lost in details. The main direction and the goal to be achieved must be clear and obvious.
Take necessary actions and be one step ahead instead of behind.



5 VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION.
Several different programs for validation and verification of the accident management system and the
procedures involved have been carried out The shift supervisor EOP have been validated by two
different activities:
-A validation program using full scale simulators was carried out, where the usability of the EOP's
was checked by exercisis with several operator crews and different scenarios. Evaluation was made
both by human factor experts as observers and by questionnaires to the involved crews.
-Theoretical verification has been performed against written scenarios both from a man-machine
verification and a technical point of view. The man-machine verification was performed by different

shift crews and revealed not only incorrect parts of the EOP's but also control room enviroment
difficulties in reading and understanding different parameters.

Exercises have also been carried out with the aim of checking a complete strategy up to the fully
developed severe accident where the accident management is guided by the Handbook for severe
accidents. In this type of exercise, which has been found very useful, a scenario is illustrated using a
simple computer program with the results displayed on a personal computer monitor. Each exercise
involved a shift crew, a unit manager and his assistant and the plant operations manager. The aim was
both to validate the accident management strategy and the Handbook for severe accidents and check
the communication and colloboration between the different personnel categories and different
procedures.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EDUCATION.
As mentioned earlier the working group members did assigne work to experts in their organisations.
Whenever possible tasks were assigned to shift supervisors and reactor operators. This assignment to
operators proved to be a good part of the implementation.

Even simulator validations can in many aspects be considered as part of the implementation. The
follow-up on an EOP validation gives the operators an opportunity to discuss and understand
backgrounds and parts in the procedures.

The base in the implementation program was however an education divided in two parts. The first
part was a traditional classroom education, consisting procedure design and basis.

The second part was a discussion exercise. A video scenario illustrated on a personal computer
monitor (as in the validation above) was displayed and the operators followed the procedures and
talked their way through the scenario. The scenario was then interrupted at certain points and a more
detailed information and discussion followed. Our experience is that this type of education gives more
motivated and active students, and also better result

7 CONCLUSIONS.
The following are to our experience the most important parts in a procedure development program
and have guided the development of our procedures:
-the operations philosophy.
-the composition of the working group.
-different personnel categories and different time frames in a scenario demands different types of
procedures.
-validation must be performed with different perspectives and different technics.
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An A4 portrait presentation was chosen, double sided and bound in ring
binders. The volumes of the Station Manuals being identified by binder
colour.

Each SOI begins with introductory pages identifying responsibilities,
references, check sheets, prerequisites, precautions/limitations and a brief
introduction of the SOI stating its purpose and how that is achieved. The
instructions proper follow, using a three column format of Task or Step
Number, Action and Additional Information. Cautions and Warnings are included
at the relevant place in the text. Illustrations and Tables appear as near
as practicable to any reference to them - ideally on the facing page or in
throw-clear pages at the end of the SOI. The SOI is completed by an overview
flow chart which shows the main tasks in the SOI in a logically connected
manner. An additional document is currently attached to selected SOI known
as the SOI Bases. This is written by the SOI author to explain in more detail
how the SOI was conceived and the decisions taken in generating the SOI that
has been produced.

There are variations between SOIs in the detailed layout of the
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True validation can only be achieved by use on the plant. However an
increasing confidence in the validity of the SOIs was achieved by each step
above. Following document review the control room mock up Walk Through-Talk
Through (WTTT) allowed SOIs to be used by real operators in a replica of the
MCR. The steps in the SOIs could be followed, the location of controls and
times and staffing to achieve tasks could be established. No dynamic
information was present however, this having to be replaced by role playing.

The WTTTs undertaken resulted in the requirement for a significant
number of amendments to be made to the SOIs. Most of these amendments were
only small but because of their number there is no doubt that the quality of
the procedures in terms of their written correctness and useability was
substantially improved. Several generic procedural problems were discovered,
and therefore the results of the WTTTs had a knock on benefit to procedures
still being drafted.

The use of the simulator will further enhance confidence in the validity
of the SOIs. However, although dynamics will be added it should be realised
that uncertainties and simplifications in the modelling of plant behaviour and
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Session summary by J. Jenkinson, UK

The session comprised eight papers which covered a range of topics on

procedure design, development and quality assurance matters. It also

addressed the computerized presentation of procedures.

The subjects covered can be conveniently discussed under three headings;

current practices for procedure development and presentation, procedure design

and quality assurance issues and finally the use of computer techniques for

both design and for operational use.

Current Practices

Two papers, both from the UK, described how existing knowledge and

international best practices are being applied to a new NPP project and to

upgrades of existing plants. The paper by Mr. P. Mclntyre described the suite

of control room procedures for Sizewell В PWR. In choosing procedure formats

appropriate use had been made of both flow charts and text methods. The exact

form was tailored to the needs of the user. Significant resources (30

man-years) had been put into this work and extensive validation and

verification was being carried out, using plant operators as far as possible.

The full-scope simulator was also vital in achieving the overall station

programme of 63 months to build the plant.

Several interesting questions arose from the presentation. Comments were

made by Canadian Delegates concerning the need to take full account of

experience during commissioning in final validation of procedures. Other

issues of note were CCR communications tasks which could heavily load OCR

supervisors and the need to take account of operator tasks outside the CCR.

The paper by Mr. J. Jenkinson describes the application of well

established symptom-based approaches and critical safety monitoring systems to

existing UK Magnox and Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor Plants. Some modification

to the 'classical' set of water reactor functions had been shown to be
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necessary to take account of plant differences. The current work was a

further development of approaches used on the Heysham 2 Plant. To take

account of various human factors issues, a structured questionnaire has been

used to gain feedback from operators on a trial procedure. The results of the

study have confirmed the validity of the general approach but have indicated

some areas where improvements to the presentation are warranted.

Design O.A. Hatters

Mr. Pieroni of the IAEA gave a comprehensive overview of the Agency

activities to establish a framework for the systematic review of the quality

and adequacy of procedure design, upgrade and modification. The work had

benefitted from the experience of a number of member countries. Several IAEA

documents and guides were available and these could assist utilities,

regulators and licencees of plants. The documents covered audit activities,

quality of management in operations and regulatory inspection.

Mr. M. Green of HRA Ltd. described a scheme to enable existing operating

procedures to be assessed for deficiencies and these classified in a

structured manner. The work had been carried out on behalf of the Agency.

The emphasis of the work was to try to understand why any given deficiency

arose and hence it went beyond existing schemes which simply look at what

deficiencies exist. An eight point scheme was described. Some possible lines

for future work were discussed.

Finally in this section, Mr. A. Bardsley of AEA, SED described a system

for providing a rational basis for choosing a particular type of procedure for

a given application. The work had established a number of Performance Shaping

factors which related to the efficiency and effectiveness of a procedure in

use. Through these a given task situation could be classified. Similarly

event-based procedures could be classified according to the demands made on

the user. By comparing the two 'vectors' so produced, 'best-fit* choices

could be made. The work appeared to confirm the subjective choices currently

made by many procedures designed.

Computerized Procedures

Under the third heading Mr. N. Sazonov of the Russian Federation

described a p.c.-based system to give control room operators direct access to



operational documentation which currently existed in a fragmented form. For

this, a purpose-designed 'hypertext' software had been developed and

implemented.

Иг. Bastien of Westinghouse gave details of a workstation-based system,

COMPRO, which presented procedures in a systematic and standard manner using a

windows approach. The system also presented the operator with essential,

relevant plant data to assist him in executing the procedure. The system

could perform auto checking of the correctness of operator actions but such

actions were left with the human. The system would be operational at Bexnow

in about 1 year.

Finally, Mr. J. Teigen of the OECD Halden Reactor project described the

very comprehensive and sophisticated work done on the COPMA-2 system.

Running of workstations, COPMA allowed intelligent interacting between

the user and the system and through it the plant. A highly structured

approach was used. Off line facilities allowed creation and modification of a

procedure, using a structured language, PROLA.

Arising from these three papers were issues of hardware and software

reliability, but also it was clear that issues of the level of automation to

be employed in such systems must be discussed.

In common with Sessions 1 and 2, several presenters referred to

'statistical* data obtained from sources such as 1RS, etc. to demonstrate the

extent to which procedure issues influenced operational events. Whilst a

clear link was demonstrated, several attendees at the meeting felt that more

caution was needed in the way in which such data were used. It may be that

numerized data describing human reliability required different treatment from

that relating to physical system components. Combining both types of data to

produce overall system reliability, figures must be carried out with caution

if meaningful results were to be obtained.
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ABSTRACT

In order to operate a power station safely and efficiently the operating
staff require direction from the designers both of the plant and of the
administrative systems within which the station must be operated. This
direction is provided in written form via operational documentation. At
Sizewell 'B', a 4-loop Westinghouse based PWR power station, due to raise
power during 1994, an extensive programme of work is being undertaken to
provide a highly useable set of procedures for operation of the station. This
programme has been built on Nuclear Electric's experience on its gas-cooled
reactor power stations and on PWR operational experience worldwide. This
paper briefly describes the structure of the operating procedures at Sizewell
'B' and the approach taken to ensure a consistent and high quality
presentation to the user. The paper describes in more detail the development
of the control room procedures and focuses particularly on their presentation
to the operator, verification and validation, and the interrelationship with
Man-Machine Interface, staffing and training development.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sizewell 'B', a 4-loop Westinghouse based PWR power station, is due to
raise power during 1994. An extensive programme of work is being undertaken
to provide a highly useable set of procedures for operation of the station.
This programme has been built on Nuclear Electric's experience on its gas-
cooled reactor power stations and on PWR operational experience worldwide.
The approach to all aspects of the safety and economic viability of the power
station has been examined in two public inquiries and is subject to regulatory
control from И.М. Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. The role, and content,
presentation and validation of the operating procedures has been subject to
these examinations.

This paper briefly describes the structure of the operating procedures
at Sizewell 'B' and the approach taken to ensure a consistent and high quality
presentation to the user. The paper describes in more detail the development
of the control room procedures and focuses particularly on their presentation
to the operator, verification and validation, and the interrelationship with
Man-Machine Interface (MMI), staffing and training development.

2. SIZEWELL 'B' POWER STATION

Sizewell 'B' Power Station is the latest British nuclear power station
to be constructed, and the first commercial PWR to be built in the United
Kingdom. The design of the station is based on Bechtel's generic design as
embodied in the SNUPPS (Standardised Nuclear Unit Power Plant System) plants
at Callaway and Wolf Creek USA.

The plant incorporates a Westinghouse 4-loop pressurised water reactor
which produces some 3425 MW of heat. Electrical output is via two 660 MW
turbine-generators which produce a combined net output of approximately 1185
MW(e).

Two control rooms are provided - the Main Control Room (MCR) and to
provide an alternative in the event of a need to evacuate the MCR, an
Auxiliary Shutdown Room (ASR).

The MCR is equipped with the following desks, panels and consoles (see
Figure 1). The consoles comprise of a Main Control Suite (MCS), General
Services Panel (GSP) and Electrical services Panel (ESP) which permit all
necessary normal operations and to cater for any off normal conditions that
may arise. These also contain any alternative manual controls for use when
the automatic provisions have failed.

These suites are provided with Visual Display Unit (VDU) facilities and
appropriate discrete displays, so as to achieve the requirement for an
integrated information display system suitably structured to display alarms
and data and taking advantage of the data display capabilities of computers.



The MCS is suitably placed for convenient operation by the operator(s),
with the operator's desk communication circuits extended to sockets at
strategic locations around the MCS. Other facilities are provided to cope
with information system failures and to provide on-site and off-site
communications.

The ASR has a more limited set of controls and information systems
reflecting its primary role to enable shutdown conditions to be attained and
maintained in the unlikely event of loss of the MCR.

A large human factors effort has been applied throughout the design and
validation of the MCR and ASR Man Machine Interfaces. This has led to a
design incorporating many features to support reliable operation and the
avoidance and recovery from operator error.

3.0 STATION MANUALS

In order to operate a power station safely and efficiently the operating
staff require direction from the designers both of the plant and of the
administrative systems within which the station must be operated. This
direction is provided in written form via operational documentation.

The plant designer needs to ensure that the plant will be operated
within the assumptions made when defining the design and the related safety
case. Similarly the owner needs to ensure that the station is administered
in line with company policy on health and safety, quality assurance and other
matters.

These needs are discharged via the operating and maintenance
instructions and relevant system and plant descriptions used by the power
station staff and located in the Station Manuals suite.

The Power Station Manuals for Sizewell 'B' comprise a nine volume
structure as follows:

• Volume 1 - Station Nuclear Administrative Manual

• Volume 2 - Station Operating Instructions (SOI) Manual

• Volume 3 - Plant Operating Instructions (POI) Manual

• Volume 4 - Systems Description Manual

• Volume 5 - Plant Description Manual

• Volume 6 - Common and Specialist Equipment Manual

• Volume 7 - Plant Maintenance Instructions (PMI) Manual

• Volume 8 - Special Maintenance Equipment Manual

• Volume 9 - Health Physics and Chemistry Instructions Manual

Volume 1 contains the Site Licence and the associated regulatory consent
approvals. The Technical Specifications will form part of Volume 1.

The Technical Specifications contain the limits and conditions
identified in the safety case together with the requirements for examination,
inspection, maintenance and tests of plant which may affect safety.
Compliance with the Technical Specifications is necessary to maintain the
plant within the safety case.

The concept of Technical Specifications was developed in the USA and has
been applied in many countries where PWR power plants have been built. The
structure of the Sizewell 'B' Technical Specifications is based on the
approach at Westinghouae plants in the USA, suitably modified for application
to the Sizewell 'B' safety case and UK regulatory practices.
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The safety case for Sizewell 'B' power station has been developed from
a knowledge of the delivered design plus assumptions on how the station will
be operated. A primary requirement for the operational documentation is to
define those conditions and limitations that must be met during operation.
It is then the operating staff's duty to operate the plant within these
bounds. The correct implementation of the Technical Specifications is
achieved via the Station Operating Instructions (SOIs) forming Volume 2 of the
Station Manuals.

The SOIs are used for operations from the Main Control Room (MCR) or
Auxiliary Shutdown Room (ASR) and a small number of other activities of
particular nuclear safety significance - fuel handling, movement of heavy
objects and radioactive waste management.

The Site Licence requires that operating instructions be provided to
ensure that the Operating Rules (i.e. Technical Specifications) are
implemented and the SOIs will discharge this requirement. However, the Site
Licence also requires that all operations which may affect safety are carried
out in accordance with written instructions. Although the SOIs cover this
requirement in part, there is also coverage by other volumes of the Station
Manuals.

Volume 3, the Plant Operating Instructions (POI) contains the step-by-
step operating procedures for all the power station systems and plant where
the operations are predominantly performed locally from local control panels
or motor control centres and not from the MCR or ASR.

Volume 4, System Descriptions, contains general and detailed system
descriptions functionally oriented to cover all the station's systems and
associated plant. It describes the principles of operation and the
relationship and interfaces with other systems.

Volume 5, Plant Descriptions, contains detailed descriptions of plant
items which are in modular form and is primarily aimed at maintenance
personnel.

Volume 6 contains the technical information for repeatable common items
such as valves, actuators, instruments and relays and other standard items.
The specialist equipment manuals for equipment such as microprocessors,
programmable logic controllers, computers and telecommunications are also
included in this manual.

Volume 7, Plant Maintenance Instructions (PMI), contains step-by-step
instructions covering both preventive and corrective maintenance for all
plant. It also contains fault finding, spares identifications and parts
lists. The preventive maintenance instructions for electronic systems include
system setting-up instructions and functional test instructions.

Volume 8 contains descriptions, operating instructions and maintenance
instructions for special equipment provided for maintenance activities.

Volume 9 contains instructions relating to Health Physics and Chemistry
procedures.

3.1 Station Manuals Production

A common specification has been produced to ensure that a consistent,
high standard is attained in the production of all the station manuals.

The Technical specifications are prepared by the PWR Project Group team
responsible for the production of the safety case. The same team manage the
production of the SOIs and this process is developed further below.

For the other Volumes, the source material is drawn from the plant
suppliers who have the expertise in their own equipment. Technical authors
use this source material to produce instructions or descriptions to the
formats and standards in the specification.
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Station Manuals production is managed by the PWR Project Group in
accordance with project procedures and quality assurance requirements.
Publishing of the manuals is by modern electronic publishing techniques.

The manuals are subject to verification and validation processes
appropriate to the nature of a given document. Generally verification is by
document review to project procedures. Validation of operating instructions
is achieved/ where possible, by actual performance of the operation on the
plant itself, either during commissioning or early plant operation.

Arrangements on the station will control the preparation or modification
of the manuals during the operating life of the station.

4. STATION OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The SOIs are structured in seven parts as follows:

• 1 - Normal Operations

• 2 - Actions after Alarms

• 3 - Abnormal Operations

• 4 - Other Operations of Particular Nuclear Safety Significance

• 5 - Plant Surveillance

• б - System SOIs

• 7 - Control Room Information Book

All operations performed primarily from the Main Control Room (MCR) or
Auxiliary Shutdown Room (ASR) are proceduralised in the SOIs. In addition
some of SOI parts 4 and 5 cover operations on the plant. These include
refuelling and aspects of radioactive waste management, the movement of heavy
objects and plant surveillance required by Technical Specifications.

A subset of the SOI will be furnished to the Health and Safety Executive
under arrangements to control the Preparation, Review and Amendment of
Operating Instructions as required by the Site Licence. The SOI to be
furnished will be known as 14-day SOI recognising that the said furnishing
must take place within 14 days of issue for first use or on each amendment.

The SOIs have been based on operational experience at similar plants,
particularly the SNUPPS plants in the USA. Both event and function based
abnormal operations procedures are provided. In general the operating staff
would use event-based procedures to diagnose a fault and then implement an
optimum recovery procedure for that fault. The function-based procedures are
fault independent, instead looking at the state of the critical safety
functions and providing guidance to the operator in restoring any that are
outside acceptable limits.

4.1 SOI Production

Production of the SOIs is by a staged process, balancing the need for
early information for other purposes with the uncertainties of an evolving
design.

The approach for the production of the SOIs has varied depending on the
type of document. For the main suite of normal and abnormal operations (parts
1 and 3) it was in the three following stages:

(a) Outline SOIs

(b) Preliminary detailed SOIs

(c) Final SOIs
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The outline SOIs were produced at an early stage to provide the basis
on which the sois would be developed. Matters of strategy were covered but
no attempt was made to develop detailed operator instructions.

Preliminary detailed SOIs were produced primarily to make available a
reasonably complete set of normal and abnormal SOIs for training development
and procedure validation on the Sizewell 'B' simulator. These documents were
developed from the outline SOIs and design and safety case documentation.
They were subject to a desktop review and in many cases to an interactive
walk-through-talk-through exercise utilising a mock-up of the MCR. Engineers
experienced in PWR operations were used in these exercises. In this way an
adequate verification and partial validation of the preliminary detailed SOIs
was achieved before use on the simulator.

Increased validation via the simulator or on-plant usage represents the
main activity to turn preliminary detailed SOIs into the final SOIs presented
for station operation. These final SOIs will be subject in turn to revision
throughout the life of the station to take account of operational experience,
modifications and other relevant factors.

The aim of the SOI programme has been to produce a well verified and
validated set of SOIs for plant operation. To underpin this, a significant
effort in task analysis has been undertaken as will be described below. In
addition, a review of SOIs has been undertaken to check for possible operator
errors and recoveries both in normal operation and particularly with respect
to post-fault actions.

The approach for other parts (2 and 4 to 7) of the SOIs was similar to
the above although the production of outline or preliminary detailed SOIs only
occurred in cases of particular value. However, the need for verification and
validation has also been recognised for these documents and some task analysis
has been performed.

4.2 SOI Presentation

The presentation of operating procedures such as the SOIs needs vo
recognise the context in which the procedures will be used. Thus an operation
completely in the control of the operator such as a start up is not
necessarily best proceduralised in the same form as a fault procedure, where
the operator is reacting to the plant condition. Taking such an approach has
led to a set of consistent SOIs for Sizewell 'B' but which differ in details
from one type of SOI to another.

The test of the presentations used in SOIs will be their success in use,
both on the simulator and in operation. At the time of the meeting to which
this paper is presented (March 1992) the first SOI validation exercises are
still to begin and in some sense the SOIs remain only partly demonstrated.
Consequently the detailed format and structure of the SOIs may yet be amended
in the light of experience although the overall principles are expected to
remain as they are.

A decision was taken at an early stage in the Project to use a paper
based medium for the SOI and not to attempt to produce electronic versions for
use in the MCR. This decision reflected the desire across the Project as a
whole not to experiment with the design of Sizewell 'B' but to build and
operate to a proven design other than where there were clearly demonstrable
benefits for change. The benefits of electronic SOI were not considered to
be clearly proven. The SOIs themselves are stored and published
electronically.

Having chosen a paper medium a range of formats and structures were
available, both from existing practices in the UK and from overseas. A review
of these was performed in the context of the Sizewell 'B' MCR design and MMI.
A limiting feature was the desire for consistency across the Station Manuals,
a policy aimed at providing instructions and descriptions that were easy to
recognise and use from volume to volume.
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An A4 portrait presentation was chosen, double sided and bound in ring
binders. The volumes of the Station Manuals being identified by binder
colour.

Each SOI begins with introductory pages identifying responsibilities,
references, check sheets, prerequisites, precautions/limitations and a brief
introduction of the SOI stating its purpose and how that is achieved. The
instructions proper follow, using a three column format of Task or Step
Number, Action and Additional Information. Cautions and Warnings are included
at the relevant place in the text. Illustrations and Tables appear as near
as practicable to any reference to them - ideally on the facing page or in
throw-clear pages at the end of the SOI. The SOI is completed by an overview
flow chart which shows the main tasks in the SOI in a logically connected
manner. An additional document is currently attached to selected SOI known
as the SOI Bases. This is written by the SOI author to explain in more detail
how the SOI was conceived and the decisions taken in generating the SOI that
has been produced.

There are variations between SOIs in the detailed layout of the
instructions pages within the 3 column approach. Normal operations SOI, where
the operator leads the plant, have few decisions and a simple textual approach
has been used (Figure 2). The Actions column provides all information
required for the task. The Additional Information column is largely used to
identify the location in the MCR of controls or instrumentation and the
location of useful formats on the VDUs.

In the abnormal operation procedures, where the plant leads the
operator, there are often many more decisions to be faced. In recognition of
this a flow-chart approach has been used to try to use good human factors
techniques to limit the likelihood of operator error in moving through a set
of decisions. Other aspects remain the same as the normal operations SOIs.

In some fault procedures there are few decisions and a text approach has
been used. This reflects that there is a negative aspect to the flow charting
approach in that the number of instructions per page falls significantly with
the same size of lettering. The lettering size is a constant (11 point) in
the Station Manuals for clarity. The fault procedures which are flow-charted
tend to extend over more pages than if text-based with consequent costs in
portability and ease of use. The level of detail, size and ease of use of the
fault SOIs will be examined closely during the SOI validation exercises on the
simulator to determine what changes if any are needed.

Within the abnormal operations SOIs resides the functional monitoring
and recovery SOIs, utilising the critical safety function (CSF) approach. The
functional recovery SOIs have the same formats as the other abnormal operation
sois described above. A set of status trees for each CSF are also provided
within the functional monitoring SOI (Figure 4). These provide a simple flow-
chart to guide the user through a rapid determination of the health of each
CSF. These are used by the control room supervisor, independently of the
operator, to provide a diverse confirmation of the safety of the plant
following a reactor trip. Specialised VDU formats are provided to ease the
CSF checks but, as the information system may itself be faulty, status trees
are provided for use with the Safety Information Display System (SIDS) and the
Plant Overview Panel (POP) (Figure 1).

Colour has been restricted in the Station Manuals to places where it is
of clear benefit e.g. system composite diagrams. There is no use of colour
to date in the SOIs. It is judged that the use of black and white publishing
techniques has achieved adequate clarity (see for example Figure 4).

The presentation of the SOIs may continue to evolve as they are
validated and used but a reasonable basis is considered to have been developed
by the process and decisions described above.
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4.3 SOI Verification and Validation

A major objective of the SOI development process is to ensure that as
far as reasonably practical the SOIs are demonstrated to have the following
attributes:

(a) Completeness All significant tasks that have to be
performed from the control rooms are included.

(b) Technically Accurate Addresses proper incorporation of generic and
plant specific technical information from
source documents and plant hardware.

(c) Written Correctness In terms of legibility, format consistency,
identification information, information
presentation, procedure referencing and
branching.

(d) Useability They provide sufficient information in an
understandable form enabling the control room
staff to successfully complete each
instruction in the optimum manner.

(e) Operational Correctness They are compatible with plant responses,
plant hardware, and software and that the
instructions can be successfully carried out
by the control room staff without excessive
workload demands being placed upon any one
person.

The SOI verification and validation process aims to achieve the above
objective where verification and validation are defined as:

Verification: The evaluation performed to confirm the written correctness
of the SOI and to ensure that the generic and plant
specific technical aspects have been properly incorporated.

Validation: The evaluation performed to determine that the actions
specified in the SOIs can be successfully followed by
trained operators to achieve the required plant manoeuvre.

Verification and Validation should not be viewed as totally independent
activities. A procedure is not completely verified and then completely
validated in two discrete phases. Experience of evaluating Sizewell 'B' SOIs
has shown that the process of Verification and Validation is interactive and
iterative.

The verification and validation of the SOIs is in several stages:

(a) Review of Preliminary Detailed SOIs

(i) Document Review

(ii) Control Room Mock-Up Walk Through-Talk Throughs

(b) Simulator Trials

(c) Review of Final SOI

(d) Use of SOI in the Plant

A staged process was necessary to be able to influence and support
related activities such as the design of the MCR and ASR, the definition of
MCR staffing and the development of training.
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True validation can only be achieved by use on the plant. However an
increasing confidence in the validity of the SOIs was achieved by each step
above. Following document review the control room mock up Walk Through-Talk
Through (WTTT) allowed SOIs to be used by real operators in a replica of the
MCR. The steps in the SOIs could be followed, the location of controls and
times and staffing to achieve tasks could be established. No dynamic
information was present however, this having to be replaced by role playing.

The WTTTs undertaken resulted in the requirement for a significant
number of amendments to be made to the SOIs. Most of these amendments were
only small but because of their number there is no doubt that the quality of
the procedures in terms of their written correctness and useability was
substantially improved. Several generic procedural problems were discovered,
and therefore the results of the WTTTs had a knock on benefit to procedures
still being drafted.

The use of the simulator will further enhance confidence in the validity
of the SOIs. However, although dynamics will be added it should be realised
that uncertainties and simplifications in the modelling of plant behaviour and
other simulator limitations will prevent 100% validation being achieved before
use on the plant itself. Feedback from commissioning tests will enable
confidence to be gained that the final simulator design represents the plant
and that the simulator validation of fault SOIs (that cannot be validated on
the plant) is adequate.

4.4 SOI Support to Related Activities

The verification and validation of the SOIs has been used to examine the
adequacy of the SOIs in the context of the MMI, MCR staffing and training
development. The WTTTs have identified shortcomings in MCR labelling and have
provided evidence for guiding the design of user friendly VDU formats. By and
large the MMI as a whole has been shown to be operable in conjunction with the
SOIs.

The proposed staffing of the MCR is a supervisor, an operator and a
support engineer. A full crew WTTT has demonstrated that this staffing regime
is workable although some areas for further consideration were identified.
Further confidence will be gained via the work on the simulator.

The simulator is being produced by a staged process and the SOIs have
been used to provide a basis for exercising the simulator in each stage of
acceptance tests. The development of training courses on the simulator will
be done in conjunction with SOI validation to optimise utilisation of this
valuable tool.

The production process of the SOIs has not been and should not be in
isolation from other related activities. The SOIs, MMI, staffing and training
must be mutually supporting and development of each needs to be an interactive
process. The achievement of an integrated approach has been and will remain
a major aim.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the steps being taken to produce a. consistent
set of quality, verified and validated operational documentation. The key
aspect of validation has been emphasised and in the case of the SOIs the steps
in achieving verification and validation have been detailed. The interactive
nature of procedural development along with design, staffing and training
matters has been particularly noted.
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SOI
1.1

Page 20 of 83
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SIZEWELL В STATION OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
SOI 1 REACTOR START-UP
SOI 1.1 HEAT-UP FROM COLD SHUTDOWN TO

INTERMEDIATE SHUTDOWN

TASK/
STEP
NO.

6.8

6.8.1

6.8.2

6.9

6.9.1

6.9.2

ACTION

Increase VCT Level if Necessary for Residual Gas
Calculation

Check VCT level greater than 50% as measured on
BG-L0149A. If not, increase VCT level to 60% as
follows:

(a) Check BG-HS0110D selected to Stop

(b) Select BG-HS0110A to Manual

(c) Select Boric Arid Batch size of 600x10 litres on
BG-QIK0110A

(d) Select Reactor Make-up Water Batch size of 600
x 10 litres on BG-QKOllOB

(e) Select BG-HIS0110CA to Open

(0 Check BG-HIS0110DA selected to Neutral

(g) Select BG-HS0110D to Stan

(h) Monitor indication of flows and rise in VCT level
via DPS

(i) When VCT level is 60%, select BG-HIS0110D to
Stop

(j) Select BG-HIS0110CA to Neutral

(k) Select BG-HS0110A to Auto.

Record VCT level as indicated on BG-L0149A and
Average RCS WR Pressure as indicated on SF-P01001.

Pressurise RCS

WARNING
IF AUTO MAKE-UP IS ACTUATED BY THE FALL IN
VCT LEVEL DURING PRESSURISATION TO 24.1
bar s. FURTHER VENTING IS REQUIRED. IN THIS
EVENT, GO TO TASK é.12 'PERFORM RCP 2 MINUTE
RUN1 WHEN TASK 6.9 IS COMPLETE. (REFERS TO
TASK fct.)

Raise RCS pressure to 24.1 bar g as measured by
BG-P0131A by adjusting the DV of the RCS Letdown
Pressure Control Valve BG-PCV0131 and while pressure
increases, carry out operations 6.9.3 to 6.9.6.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

DPS Format No. R0302.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

DPS Format No. R03O2.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

Control on Reactor Panel.

DPS Format Nos. R0302 and R02.
Accurate readings are essential for
future calculation.

DPS Format No. R0301.
Control on Reactor Panel.

Figure 2 Example of Text Based SOI Presentation
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SIZEWELL В STATION OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
SOI 6.4 ACTIONS AFTER LOSS OF SECONDARY

COOLANT

TASK
STEP
NO.

14.0

14.1

14.2

143

14.4

14.S

14.6

14.7

ACTION

! RE-ESTABLISH NORMAL CVCS CHARGING
1 FLOW

f Is at least one CVCS Charging Pomp in operation? 1

\
mm

YES NO I

Stan one CVCS Charging Pump using
switches:

BG-HIS0843A pump A
BG-ŒS0844A pump В

as appropriate

I
f Is one CVCS Charging Pump now Л
I operating? J

^ 1 YES NO 1

1 Is at least one ECS Ршпр nmning? 1

YES NO 1

Actuate ECS
HS0511

- 1
i

Instrua Support Engineer to сапу out
APPENDIX G as soon as possible

GOTO \
TASK 15.0 X

V1"

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

DPS format R03.

Reactor Panel.

DPS format R03.

DPS format R0309.

Plant Overview Panel.

Figure 3 Example of Flow Chart Based SOI Presentation
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Items", [5] lists a variety of common procedural deficiencies. Berndt et al,
1989, [6] have also identified a variety of deficiencies in relation to the
procedures at Ontario Hydro.

Location and cross-referencing

Morgenstern et al, 1987, considered both access and interface problems
pertaining to EOPs. Problems of access included lengthy indexes, unclear
index descriptions and insufficient tabbing. Interface problems included too
many transitions, referenced procedures often described incompletely,
unclear/incomplete entry/exit conditions and lack of place-keeping aids.

Barnes & Radford, 1987, [7] reported similar problems in their review of
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SIZEWELL В STATION OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
SOI 8 RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CSFs

STATUS TREE В FOR CORE COOLING
SIDS/POP

SOI
8.1

Page 26 of 37

SIDS Format No. (laier)

CAUTION
This Sutis Trtt it for u t only ia
assodatioa with SIDS/POP

Core exit
thermocouple
temperatures
less than
650«C

START

Core exit
thermocouple
temperatures»
less than
355«C

RCS subcooiini
buedon coce exit
thermocouple
temperatures and
RCS pressure WF
(rester than 0*C I - _ -
(Use Fig 2D) | Y E S

RVLISSutic
Upper Head
level indication
greater than 0%

E X T K C M B
CHALLENGE
SOI M
tpplkable

EXTREME
CHALLENGE
SOI 8.3
applicable

YES

RVLISSutic
Upper Head
level indication
greater than 0%

SEVERE
CHALLENGE
SOI 13
applicable
SEVERE
CHALLENGE
SOI 8.3
applicable

OFF NORMAL
SOI8J
applicable

Core Exit
Thermocouple
temperatures
lest than
3S5»C

L

SEVERE
CHALLENGE
SOI 13
meltable

OFF NORMAL
SOI 13
•ррКсаЫе

NO CHALLENGE

Fig 2B STATUS TREE В FOK CORE COOLING

Figure 4 Example of SOI Status Tree Presentat ion
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research for the IAEA was conducted.

The study, detailed in Livingston, 1991, [13] aimed to identify and evaluate the factors
affecting procedural support in emergencies and abnormal incidents. The specific research
objectives were:

( 1 ) To develop a comprehensive classification scheme of procedural deficiencies and their
more fundamental causes.

(2) To provide information on the EOP development, training and updating process.

(3) To suggest ways in which EOPs can be improved.

2. Method



Specialists' Meeting on Operating Procedures
for Nuclear Power Plants and their Presentation

31 march - 2 April 1992, Vienna

OPERATING PROCEDURES WITHIN
THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMME

Chengkai Chen and Nestor Pieroni
Division of Nuclear Power

IAEA

Summary

The quality assurance programme for nuclear power plant operation
provides an interdisciplinary approach to all activities affecting quality.
The quality assurance programme documentation includes various types of
procedures. Programmatic procedures represent administrative tools for
directing the total effort in a planned and systematic manner. Work-oriented
procedures are used to perform and control work processes. As appropriate,
the format and content of procedures should be standardized. Each procedure
is reviewed and approved, prior to initial use. Temporary procedures are
subject to the same review, approval and verification processes as normal
procedures. The plant management has the main responsibility to ensure and
verify that the operating procedures are effectively implemented.
Verification of implementation of procedures includes techniques such as
surveillance of activities, examination of records, interview of personnel and
audits.

The following points reflect some recommendations and guidance included
in the IAEA documents listed in the reference.

Quality Assurance Programme for Plant Operation

Quality assurance is an essential aspect of good management and includes
all those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate
confidence that an item or service will satisfy given requirements for
quality. The total actions established and implemented to ensure quality
constitute the quality assurance programme.

The quality assurance programme provides an interdisciplinary approach
to all activities affecting quality and describes how work is to be managed,
performed and assessed.

The purpose of the quality assurance programme during the plant operation
stage is to ensure that:

1) The nuclear power plant and its components and systems are operated
safely and reliably in accordance with their design intent and
specified operational limits and conditions.

2) The level of quality required for the plant components, systems and
structures to adequately perform their intended functions is
maintained.

3) Modifications to these components, systems and structures are
performed in a manner that safety commitment is not adversely
affected.

The quality assurance programme is binding for all plant operating
personnel responsible for quality of items and services important to safety
and shall not be regarded as the sole domain of any single group or unit.
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Quality Assurance Programme Documentation

The quality assurance programme documentation may take different forms
that generally comprise a description of the programme and various types of
procedures.

The quality assurance programme description is often a summary document,
including a formal statement of the quality policy of the operating
organization with an index to identify all documents pertaining to the
programme and to relate them to the requirements of appropriate regulations,
codes and standards. The quality assurance programme description identifies
items and activities to which the programme applies and defines
responsibilities of the various organizational units for the programme
implementat ion.

Activities affecting the quality of a nuclear power plant are prescribed
by appropriate written procedures. These procedures expand the quality
policies and the planned and systematic activities presented in the quality
assurance programme description and provide specific detail on how the
activities are to be performed. The extent of the details presented depends
on the experience of the organization and the qualification of the individuals
performing the work.

Before commencement of plant operation, the operating organization
ensures that detailed procedures for operation of the plant are set out in
writing. Many procedures are normally prepared in co-operation with the plant
designers and suppliers. However, it is the responsibility of the operating
organization to ensure that they are prepared, reviewed and issued in
accordance with the established requirements.

Procedures during the plant operational stage are written separately to
address operational states, accident conditions and emergency situations and
are presented in such a way as to avoid ambiguity with regard to the required
activities.

Procedures are usually categorized in two basic types: programmatic
procedures and work-oriented procedures. These two types of procedures are
usually used in combination to ensure that the quality objectives of plant
activities are systematically achieved and maintained. When a procedure has
a short term applicability, it is characterized as temporary procedure.

Programmatic Procedures

Programmatic procedures are primarily concerned with management strategy
and provide direction for establishing and maintaining effective management
of the quality assurance programme. For example, the procedures which provide
direction to the responsibilities and sequence to be followed in the
preparation, review, approval and control of other procedures, are
programmatic procedures.

Programmatic procedures do not normally include technical data since they
are contained in working documents. However, working documents are referenced
in the programmatic procedures when appropriate.

A grouping of areas covered by programmatic procedures during the plant
operational stage may be as follows:

- responsibilities, authority and communications
- interface arrangement
- staffing, training and qualification
- document control and records
- control of modifications affecting design bases
- control of consumables and replacements



- item and process control
- security and visitor control
- housekeeping and cleanliness
- calibration of measuring and testing equipment
- non-conformance and corrective actions
- review, audit and assessment

Work-Oriented Procedures

Work-oriented procedures, developed to support the implementation of the
programmatic procedures, are used to perform and control work processes and
to verify the work performance. Work-oriented procedures usually include
quantitative and/or qualitative criteria for determining that the activities
have been satisfactorily accomplished.

Typical work-oriented procedures during the plant operation stage should
cover areas such ass

- system and equipment operation
- maintenance
- radiation protection
- in-service inspection
- refuelling
- calibration and tests
- emergencies and other significant events
- chemistry control
- radioactive waste management

The format and content of working documents (including procedures,
instructions and drawings) vary and depend upon the application involved. The
primary consideration is to ensure that the procedures are suitable for use
by the appropriate personnel and that the contents are clear, concise and
unambiguous, whatever the format. However, the format and content should be
standardized wherever practical so as - to facilitate control and use by
performers.

Temporary Procedures

Where circumstances demand issuing procedures which have short term
applicability, the situation is assessed by plant management. Temporary
procedures may be needed during the plant operational stage in order:

- to direct special operations during testing, refuelling, maintenance
and modifications;

- to provide guidance in unusual situations not covered within the scope
of the normal procedures;

- to ensure orderly and uniform operations for short period when the
plant, any system or component is performing in a manner not prescribed
by existing procedures.

When a temporary procedure is required, the specific plant configuration
needs to be specified. Special provisions are made for designating the period
of applicability and for eventual cancellation of the temporary procedures.

Format and Content of Procedures

Each procedure is sufficiently detailed for a qualified individual to
perform the required function without direct supervision. The format and



content may vary depending on the application of the procedure and the
practice of the operating organization.

Generally, the title of a procedure indicates the activity and the system
or unit to which the procedure applies. It also includes an identification
number, a revision number, date and approval status. The elements of
procedures should be standardized to include, for example:

1) Purpose: The purpose for which the procedure exists, briefly and
concisely stated.

2) Scope: The boundary of the procedure delineated.

3) Definitions: Definitions of technical terms used in the text that are
uncommon or have meaning specific to the procedure.

4) References: Sources of further information which may be necessary
for understanding the background to specific actions, e.g. procedure
interfaces.

5) Responsibilities: Primary responsibilities for the successful
outcome of the procedure.

6) Hain body:

- Prerequisites: Independent actions or other conditions which shall
exist, prior to the use of the procedure. Prerequisites applicable
only to certain sections of a procedure are also identified.
Special personnel qualification, tools or instrumentation necessary
to accomplish the procedure are specified.

- Precautions and Limitations:: Precautions to important measures
and limitations on parameters to alert the individual performing a
task to protect equipment, personnel and the public, or to avoid an
abnormal or emergency situation.

- Main Actions: Step-by-step sequence of actions to be performed
in order to achieve the purpose of the procedure.

- Acceptance criteria: Quantitative and/or qualitative acceptance
criteria for determining that important activities have been
satisfactorily accomplished, including requirements for and
methods of verification.

- Restoration: Step-by-step requirements for placing the equipment
or system into the desired status following completion of the main
actions covered by the procedure.

- Check-off list: Check-off list may be included as part of the
procedure, or may be attached as appendices.

7) Documentation: Types and forms to be used for communicating
instructions, information and results.

8) Records: Records to be generated and their classification. Reference
to other procedures which govern the filing, storage and retention of
records.

In addition to the above elements, the following supplements
additional elements apply specifically to emergency procedures:

or

- Symptoms: A list of symptoms identifying an emergency, such as
alarms, operating conditions and probable magnitudes of parameter
changes.
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- Automatic actions: Automatic controls provided by the reactor
protection system during allowable time interval before the
operator intervention.

- Immediate operator actions: Steps specifying immediate actions
for controls, or for confirmation of automatic actions that are
required to stop the degradation of conditions and mitigate the
consequences.

- Subsequent operator actions: Steps needed to return the reactor
to normal condition or to provide for a safe extended shutdown
period under abnormal or emergency conditions.

Review. Approval and Verification of Procedures

Each procedure is reviewed and approved, prior to initial use, by the
established level of the operating organization and, as appropriate, the
design organization. The frequency of subsequent reviews is specified. This
depends on the type and complexity of the activity involved, on the length of
time the specific plant has been in operation and on the experience gained.
The applicable procedures are reviewed after any of the following events:

1) An unusual occurrence at the plant, such as an accident, an
unexpected transient, a significant operator error or an equipment
malfunction.

2) Occurrences at other nuclear power plants, if relevant information
is available.

3) Any modification to a system.

4) Difficulty encountered in complying with the procedures.

The review is carried out by knowledgeable personnel other than the
originators and the approval is given only by authorized individuals.

In order to ensure that activities important to safety in nuclear power
plant operation are prescribed by written procedures of a type appropriate to
the circumstances, each procedure is verified prior to use, and the
completeness and adequacy of all operating procedures are verified before the
commencement of the plant operation. Verification include review by the
supplier of items and services as appropriate. Verification of the
establishment of procedures includes:

1) Reviewing the list of issued procedures to check that they cover all
the necessary programmatic as well as work-oriented aspects of
nuclear power plant operations according to the established
requirements.

2) Determining whether the format and content of procedures are adequate
and standardized in accordance with the elements and sequence required
in the specified programmatic procedures.

3) Determining whether the procedures were reviewed, approved and issued
according to the provisions included in the specified programmatic
procedures.

The verification process should also ensure that the steps of the
procedure have been evaluated by such means as a walkthrough at the actual
plant or performance of the procedure at the plant simulator, if feasible.
The suitability of plant operating procedures is demonstrated to the maximum
extent possible during the pre-operational and initial startup test programme.



Changes made to any of the procedures are reviewed and approved by the
organizations that performed the original review and approval unless the
operating organization designates another qualified organization.

To accommodate the possible need for changes in approved procedures when
there is no time for the normal review and approval process, rules are
established for assigning responsibility for rapid approval of such changes.

Arrangements are made for the regular review of all procedures and for
the communication of any decisions to the operating personnel and other users
of these documents. Revisions are undertaken in accordance with the
programmatic procedures and executed by authorized personnel.

Temporary procedures are subject to the same review, approval and
verification processes as for the normal procedures.

adherence to Procedures

Measures are established to ensure that the operating personnel are
familiar with and adhere to procedures in all activities important to the
safety. For conditions not covered by approved procedures, the operating
personnel are given written instructions to take actions.

The conditions are identified for which:

1) The written procedure are necessary to be at hand (such as, as a hard
copy or video display) and be followed step by step while the task is
being performed.

2) The operator needs to commit the procedural steps to memory.

3) The completion of significant steps are verified and check-lists are
initialled or signed by the responsible personnel.

Procedures that are available at hand include those for extensive or
complex jobs where reliance on memory cannot be trusted such as reactor
startup, or tasks which are infrequently performed. Procedural steps that are
committed by the operators to memory include those steps to be taken in
response to emergency situations.

Verification of Implementation of Procedures

Effective implementation of the operating procedures is essential to
ensure that the nuclear power plant and its components and systems are
operated and maintained safely and reliably.

Verification techniques include surveillance of activities, examination
of records, interview of personnel and audits.

Surveillance is carried out by monitoring, observing or witnessing the
selected work process, including associated inspection and testing, in order
to verify whether activities are being performed in accordance with prescribed
procedures and technical specifications.

Examination of records can verify the compliance with procedures
executed. Examples of records include:

- documents produced in conformance with the operating procedures which
furnish objective evidence of the quality of items and activities
affecting safety;

- documents reporting test results and data concerning the conduct and
outcome of tests in accordance with the test procedures;



- documents reporting operational history and maintenance information of
the plant, such as instrument charts, certificates, log books and
computer print-outs;

- documents containing deficiency and abnormal occurrence data and
information such as those on unusual events and activities or on
materials that do not conform with established requirements.

Interviews with responsible management and personnel performing the
activities, such as operation, maintenance, modification or refuelling, can
provide an important source of information to verify whether and how
effectively the provisions included in the procedures are accomplished.
Discussion with management, foremen and craftsmen to identify their
understanding of the specified requirements and their qualifications are very
useful to determine whether work is being effectively performed in adherence
to the procedures or whether the procedures are appropriate to the
circumstances.

A series of planned and systematic audits are used to verify the
implementation and effectiveness of the quality assurance programme, including
application and execution of the operating procedures. Audits are conducted
in accordance with a prescribed auditing procedure composed of the following
steps: preparation, pre-audit conference, audit performance, post-audit
conference, report and follow-ups. Audit personnel are trained and qualified
to a specified level and are independent of the activities being audited.
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ABSTRACT

COPMA (Computerised OPcralion MAnuals) is a computerised procedure following sys-
tem developed at The OECD Haldcn Reactor Project. The first version of the COPMA
system became operational in 19S9. Based on the experiences made with the first version
we arc now developing a second version; COPMA-H.

The COPMA-II system will consist of three main components as described in this paper:
1) A procedure editor used by the procedure writer for entering and editing procedures
written in a dedicated procedure language. 2) A procedure database containing the proce-
dures generated by use of the procedure editor. 3) The COPMA-II On-line system which
is intended to assist process operators in retrieving and executing procedures.

The On-line system may be connected to the process computer so that COPMA may auto-
matically read lhe values of process parameters referred in the procedures. These values
can be used by COPMA to automatically determine the correct flow of control in the pro-
cedure based on the current state of the plant (as specified by the procedure writer).
COPMA may also support continuous monitoring of process conditions and provide the

monitored becomes fulfilled. By use of



Abstract

Procedures, particularly emergency operating procedures (EOPs), are an important method of
operator support and one which appears to be particularly vulnerable to problems. Any
deficiencies in this area are likely to result in reduced human reliability and hence lead to a
lower level of overall system reliability and availability. This paper outlines recent research
carried out for the IAEA, aimed at identifying and evaluating the factors affecting procedural
support in emergencies and abnormal incidents. These factors have been developed into a
comprehensive classification scheme of procedural deficiencies. This classification scheme
was based on findings from literature reviews, interviews with NPP personnel responsible for
EOP development, and assessment of the effectiveness of procedures during a number of
documented NPP incidents. The resultant classification scheme goes beyond identifying
deficiencies which manifest themselves in the procedures (e.g. technical inaccuracies and
incompleteness), to more detailed areas pertinent to the procedures development life cycle and
its relationship to training. It is proposed that deficiencies within these areas are the cause of
many of the problems which appear in procedures. It is these 'root causes' which must be
addressed if procedures are to provide an effective means of operator support. Further
analysis of incidents using the above classification scheme identified weaknesses in current
incident reporting systems which prevent effective identification of, and therefore solutions to,
these more fundamental deficiencies.

1. Introduction

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) in 1979 has resulted in considerable interest in human
factors related activities. One of the important outcomes of the TMI accident was the
realisation of the importance of effective procedural support for operators. This resulted in the
inclusion of a long term plan for the upgrading of procedures in the TMI action plan,
NUREG-0660 [1]. The plan required the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to
undertake a course of action which would improve the quality of procedures in commercial
power plants. The action plan has also resulted in the comprehensive documentation of the
various procedural deficiencies which were commonly found to exist.

At a general level the literature typically reports that although significant improvements
have been made a number of procedural deficiencies still exist. For example, Goodman
and DiPalo, 199!, [2] report on the preliminary results of the Human Factors Information
System set up for the NRC. Based on an analysis of approximately 700 human
performance related Licensee Event Reports, from a total of 1440 for 1990, 69% identified
procedural problems as a contributing factor to the event. Other researchers have reported
similar findings. Morgenstern, 1987, [3] conducted a study which identified and then
coded incidents in which procedures were identified as the cause of human performance
errors. The most frequently cited errors were: use of incorrect procedures (29.7%); use of
correct procedures but at wrong time (16.8%); implementing procedures after the correct
deadline for doing so (13.8%); failure to carry out the procedure correctly (11.2%).

At a more specific level the literature has gone on to identify a number of problem areas. A
brief review of these areas and their associated problems is given below.

• Procedural content and format

Blackman, 1989, [4] detailed a number of procedural content and format
deficiencies in a review of Emergency Operating Procedures in the US.

The draft NUREG report entitled "Recurring Procedural Observation



Items", [5] lists a variety of common procedural deficiencies. Berndt et al,
1989, [6] have also identified a variety of deficiencies in relation to the
procedures at Ontario Hydro.

• Location and cross-referencing

Morgenstern et al, 1987, considered both access and interface problems
pertaining to EOPs. Problems of access included lengthy indexes, unclear
index descriptions and insufficient tabbing. Interface problems included too
many transitions, referenced procedures often described incompletely,
unclear/incomplete entry/exit conditions and lack of place-keeping aids.

Barnes & Radford, 1987, [7] reported similar problems in their review of
abnormal operating procedures.

Besides reporting on deficiencies relating to procedural content, format and presentation,
other more fundamental problems concerned with the procedure development lifecycle have
been documented in the literature.

• Procedure development and implementation

The development of EOPs involves the use of two main documents, a plant-specific technical
guideline and a procedure writers1 guide. The plant-specific technical guideline establishes
the technical foundation of the procedures while the writers' guide establishes the plant
policy for the presentation of information, based on human factors principles and defined
plant-specific conventions.

The NRC considers two points to be of particular importance to this development process,
the use of appropriate staff and a good verification and validation programme. The first
involves assembling a multi-disciplinary team, including senior operators, engineers and
human factors personnel responsible for writing the EOPs. The second views verification
and validation as a means of ensuring the integrity and accuracy of the development
process itself, in terms of supporting the specific technical guidelines and the writers'
guide.

Bongarra & Perensky, 1988, [8] looked at the effectiveness of the
development and implementation of EOPs. Their study showed that some
80% of licensees had not adequately implemented their own EOP writers'
guide during EOP development nor had they verified and validated their
EOPs. Also, both the training and the evaluation of the ability of operating
staff to use EOPs were found to be inadequate. Several common problems
were identified with the nuclear power industry's efforts to upgrade EOPs.
These included lack of conformance with writers' guides, deficiencies in
plant-specific technical guidelines, lack of an effective quality assurance
programme for EOPs and deficient guidelines in writers' guides. Similar
findings have been reported by Morgenstern et al (1987) and Blackman
(1989).

Trump et al, 1988, [9] in their review of writers' guides, found that these
guides were not providing procedure writers with the level of guidance they
required to write technically accurate, complete and usable procedures.



• Training and procedures

The importance of the relationship between training and procedures is acknowledged by
Morgenstern et al, 1987, who go on to detail a number of problems with this relationship.
For example, procedures were found to be completely divorced from station training
manuals; they did not contain information as to why a step is taken; operators may not be
retrained when procedural changes take place. They also found the absence of a
mechanism whereby lessons learnt during team training is fed back and incorporated into
plant procedures. Indeed, the study showed that only one out of the nine plants evaluated
had formally addressed the issue of coordinating both the operator training and procedure
development functions.

Bento, 1988, [10] in an analysis of human performance problems in Swedish
nuclear power plants, found the cause of 20% of such problems were due to
procedural deficiencies and that of these a third were related to training.

Barnes and Radford, 1987, suggest a number of reasons for the lack of
feedback from training to procedure development, including poor
communications in general, and resistance to revision of procedures due to
overburdened management and review systems.

• Managerial and organisational problems

Below are a variety of managerial and organisational problems which are judged to hinder
the production of good EOPs, as noted by US NRC, 1988 [11]:

plants may not have adequate or easily accessible basis documents for the
development of EOPs.

a multi-disciplinary approach to EOP development may not have been
adopted.

an independent review to ensure EOPs are correct and can be performed
may be lacking.

a systematic maintenance and revision process, to ensure the quality of
EOPs does not degrade over time, may be lacking.

adequate management commitment, and a sufficiently high priority for EOP
development may also be lacking.

An IAEA working session in 1988 [12], examining the Incident Reporting System (1RS)
with specific reference to event reports with human implications, also notes that the root
causes of procedural deficiencies can mostly be traced back to deficiencies in plant
organisation and management. They list the following possible causes: insufficient
feedback of operational knowledge; insufficient training and knowledge; lack of effective
quality assurance programmes used to maintain and improve operating procedures;
problems which occur are not comprehensively addressed by corrective actions.

It becomes apparent from reviewing the literature in this area that the trend is moving away
from pin-pointing procedural deficiencies at the level of the EOPs themselves and is now
attempting to identify their root causes. It is only by identifying and addressing these root
causes that these deficiencies can be dealt with. It is against this background that the recent



research for the IAEA was conducted.

The study, detailed in Livingston, 1991, [13] aimed to identify and evaluate the factors
affecting procedural support in emergencies and abnormal incidents. The specific research
objectives were:

(1) To develop a comprehensive classification scheme of procedural deficiencies and their
more fundamental causes.

(2) To provide information on the EOP development, training and updating process.

(3) To suggest ways in which EOPs can be improved.

2. Method

The research objectives were achieved through a detailed review of the literature on
procedural problems and guideline documents, interviews with NPP personnel possessing
first hand knowledge in this area, and by systematic assessment of the effectiveness of
procedures during a number of reported incidents in NUREGs, and databases. The method
of study outlined below enabled the gradual development of a comprehensive classification
scheme of procedural deficiencies and their root causes.

i) A review of the literature was conducted to identify frequently cited procedural
deficiencies. Identified deficiencies were then developed into an initial
classification scheme.

ii) A selection of incident reports was analysed to establish whether a procedural
deficiency was identified as a contributing factor to the occurrence of the incident.
Incident report descriptions of procedural deficiencies were classified using the
newly developed scheme, and any unclassifiable deficiencies were noted as new
problem areas.

iii) On the basis of (i) and (ii) a more extensive literature review was conducted to
identify the fundamental causes of the frequently cited procedural deficiencies, and
to provide information on the EOP development, training and updating process.

iv) Experts in the field of EOP development were interviewed. The interviews and the
second literature review served to extend the initial classification scheme of
procedural deficiencies.

v) Finally, another selection of incident reports was analysed as an initial method of
validating the extended classification scheme of procedural deficiencies.

3. Classification of Procedural Deficiencies

On completion of the first literature review the classification scheme comprised of four
sections as follows:

1. Technical accuracy and completeness
2. Format considerations
3. Language considerations
4. Location and cross-referencing



Livingston, 1989 [14], presented details of this initial classification scheme, the contents of
which were referred to and highlighted in the literature review covered in section 1. It is
important to note that Livingston identified a number of factors in his incident report
review which influenced the effectiveness of the procedures involved in the incident.
However, these factors could not be adequately categorised within the existing
classification scheme. These uncategorised factors can be seen as symptoms of more
fundamental failings at a higher management and policy level. As we have seen, the recent
literature in this area tends to support such a conclusion. In order to address the emerging
problem of identifying these more fundamental causes within the classification system,
information was drawn from three sources.

(i) A more comprehensive literature review was carried out in order to extend and
update the original review.

(ii) Incident reports from a number of sources were analysed for references to
procedural deficiencies as a cause of, or factor contributing to the event.

(iii) Since the literature and incident reports may not present a balanced account of the
contribution of procedural deficiencies to the occurrence of incidents, interviews
were conducted with UK experts in the field of NPP EOPs. Those experts
possessing in-depth knowledge of NPP procedures, their development,
implementation and related operator training, were interviewed about their concerns
regarding EOPs.

These sources of information served to extend the existing classification scheme and
identified a number of more fundamental problem areas. Suggested solutions to these
problems were also made. The extended classification scheme included the following four
additional sections:

5. Development of procedures.
6. Verification and validation of procedures.
7. Revision of procedures.
8. Procedures and training.

It can be seen that these additional sections largely reflect areas of concern identified in the
literature, but they also contain a number of specific points based on data from the
interviews and incident reports. The final classification scheme, consisting of eight main
sections, each containing between five and nine specific points, provides the IAEA with a
tool to address not only the immediate causes of procedural deficiencies, but also the root
causes of many of them. It is these root causes, or latent failures, existing within a system
which lead or contribute to many of the procedural deficiencies currently identified in
incident reports. Such failures are not directly under the control of operators or procedure
writers, but are heavily influenced by organisational policy, safety culture and management
control.

As an initial attempt to validate the classification scheme a limited number of well
documented incidents were analysed. The resulting analysis in terms of frequency and
classification category is shown in Figure 1. The analysis found the most frequently
occurring deficiencies to be in the categories of technical accuracy and completeness and in
format considerations. These are the more immediate problems typically identified in
incident reports. However, deficiencies in the categories of verification and validation and
the relationship between procedures and training also occurred quite frequently considering
the small sample of incidents analysed. It is these types of deficiencies which are



considered to be the more fundamental problems. It is also argued that the high frequency
of deficiencies in the categories of technical accuracy and completeness could be the result
of failings in the verification and validation of procedures.

A major problem which restricted the validation exercise was the poor quality of
information contained within the incident reports reviewed. Investigations and reports
tended to concentrate on identification of immediate causes, e.g. the lack of technically
accurate information in the procedures, and not go beyond this level of analysis to identify
the underlying reasons for the deficiencies. This is a poor state of affairs as the incident
reports reviewed represented some of the better documented examples.

The classification scheme, once fully validated and refined, should provide NPPs and the
IAEA with two outputs. First, it will provide guidance on the types of interventions
necessary at both the immediate and root cause levels in order to prevent procedural
inadequacies. Secondly, it will enable the development of a database of classified incidents
wï.ich can be used for trend analysis and the identification of chronic problems.

The above two outputs represent proactive and retrospective uses of the classification
scheme. To fully appreciate the scheme's potential it is useful to consider an example of a
proactive and a retrospective intervention. Proactive intervention involves preventing or
minimising deficiencies in the procedures before they are involved in an incident. This is
concerned with the procedures development process. The relationship between procedures
and training will be used as an example. The work by Morgenstern et al, 1987, Barnes
and Radford, 1987, and Bento, 1988, on the relationship between procedures and training,
has already been outlined. Information from UK NPP personnel differed somewhat from
this research. The results of the interviews suggest that recognition of the importance of
coordination between procedures and training has largely been achieved in the UK utilities.
For example, it was a commonly held view that training and procedures development
functions are inseparable, each providing invaluable information for the other. Indeed, in
all interviews it was stated that lessons learnt during training sessions were communicated
back to the procedure writers. This may be done in a variety of ways:

observed procedural deficiencies and errors made by operators may be reported in
order to improve the documentation.

via discussion groups conducted with the operators involved,

via walk/talk throughs of simulator exercises.

Thus, mechanisms can be established by which problems identified during training can be
communicated back to procedures personnel. Further investigation of these mechanisms
could provide valuable information for other IAEA members. As a starting point, Figure 2
illustrates the relationship between not only procedures and training, but also between
procedures and the monitoring/updating function. The training and procedure functions are
closely related in that the procedures will identify the training needs of operators as well as
structuring the training itself. The training function is equally important as it is the means
by which operators recove instruction in procedures or modifications to procedures. In
order for each to be most effective the relationship between the two must be symbiotic.
Many of the immediate procedural deficiencies reported in the literature and incident
reports could be traced back to failures in this relationship. The relationship between
procedures and the monitoring/updating function is also a close one. Procedures should
prescribe a clear structure for their own monitoring/updating, thus permitting easy and
appropriate modification of procedures following operational changes or failures.

6
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Conversely, procedures should also be responsive to the identification of, and adaptation
to, improved methods of work. A crucial premise inherent in the above approach is that
procedures should be essentially dynamic in character. The view is taken that procedures
should be considered a 'living document1 which evolves and grows in much the same
manner as plant knowledge.

Retrospective intervention deals with tackling the problem after it has arisen. One of the
most significant findings of this research was the limitations in incident reporting and by
implication, incident investigation. The problems of investigating and reporting an incident
in sufficient detail to allow identification of root causes are not peculiar to the nuclear
industry. Reports of all but the most serious incidents tend to identify only the immediate
failings rather than the underlying root causes. The consequence of this is a failure to
address the chronic problem areas, as the reporting systems do not identify them. Higher
quality information surrounding incidents should be sought, information explaining why an
incident happened and not just what happened should be collected. For example, it is not
very useful if an incident is reported as being the result of "defective operating
procedures". Better quality and more focused information concerning how it was defective
and why it was defective would enable far more effective interventions to be developed.

Often investigations rely heavily on the investigator's professional knowledge and
experience of the system under investigation. It is assumed that these are an adequate
substitute for investigative knowledge and the application of a systematic and structured
approach. Lacking a structured investigative framework and clearly defined guidelines,
many incident reports fail to identify the incident process as being multicausal, involving a
combination of immediate and root causes. Application of the classification scheme
developed would at a minimum make incident investigators aware of the full range of
issues which impinge on the effectiveness of procedures, and could serve as a basis for
initiatives to improve the quality of information reported.

4. Further Work

Further work based on the classification scheme is divided into two main areas,
improvements in and validation of the classification scheme, and how to improve incident
investigation and reporting to allow the root causes of deficiencies to be identified.

In relation to improving the classification scheme, it is advisable to review the list of
IAEA-IRS reports which were identified through a search of the 1RS database. (Some 464
reports were identified.) This would further validate and possibly extend the classification
scheme. Also, more utilities should be interviewed in order to provide a more
representative sample of IAEA members and to ensure completeness of information
obtained. Work in this area would enable further refinement of the classification scheme
and ensure its applicability and usefulness to the IAEA.

To improve the quality of incident investigation and reporting, investigative tools and
training provided for investigators requires improvement. Wider application of the Human
Performance Evaluation System (HPES), which was initiated in US utilities, is one
possibility. Also, the IAEA currently has a working group looking at ways of improving
incident reporting, the findings and recommendations of which could impact on the future
quality of incident reporting.



Conclusion

To achieve a substantial improvement in the accuracy and usability of EOPs requires a
greater understanding of the more fundamental causes of procedural deficiencies. Whilst it
remains important to address what can be seen as the more immediate problems with
EOPs, such as technical accuracy, formatting and usability, many of these problems can be
seen as stemming from a failure at a more fundamental level, concerned with the policies,
management and culture governing the EOP development process. The classification
scheme developed for the IAEA addresses all these aspects. The scheme will help both in
prescribing solutions to problems and by providing the IAEA with a source of data useful
for identification of procedural problems which are implicated in incidents across countries.

Two main conclusions can be drawn from this study. Firstly, it is apparent from the
incident reports reviewed that there is a failure to identify the fundamental problems
associated with EOPs. The classification scheme should play an important role in
rectifying this situation. Secondly, greater emphasis should be placed on policy and
process considerations when developing EOPs. It is by addressing these issues that the
industry will gain most and EOPs will be made more accurate, usable and effective.
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ABSTRACT

СОРМА (Computerised OPcration MAnuals) is a computerised procedure following sys-
tem developed at The OECD Maiden Reactor Project. The first version of lhe COPMA
system became operational in 1989. Based on ihc experiences made with the first version
we arc now developing a second version; COPMA-II.

The COPMA-H system will consist of three main components as described in this paper:
1) A procedure editor used by the procedure writer for entering and editing procedures
written in a dedicated procedure language. 2) A procedure database containing the proce-
dures generated by use of the procedure editor. 3) The COPMA-II On-line system which
is intended to assist process operators in retrieving and executing procedures.

The On-line system may be connected to the process computer so that COPMA may auto-
matically read the values of process parameters referred in the procedures. These values
can be used by COPMA to automatically determine the correct flow of control in the pro-
cedure based on the current state of the plant (as specified by the procedure writer).
COPMA may also support continuous monitoring of process conditions and provide the
operator with a notification when some condition monitored becomes fulfilled. By use of
the on-line connection to the process computer, the operator may initiate manipulations of
process components from the On-line system.

COPMA-II will be available on general purpose Unix workstations. Both the procedure
editor and the COPMA-II On-line system are designed as window-oriented applications
based on X-Windows and with man-machine interfaces composed of components adher-
ing to the OSF/Motif standard for look and feel.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the computerised procedure system, COPMA-II, currently under develop-
ment at The OECD Halden Reactor Project. COPMA is an acronym for Computerised operation
MAnuals. We also provide some reflections regarding possible future development of the COPMA
system.

The first version of the COPMA system became operational in 1989. It is reported in [1] (see
also [2] and [3]). The system is one among several computerised operator support systems installed in
the Halden Man Machine Laboratory (HAMMLAB). This laboratory is built around a full-scope PWR
simulator facility. COPMA may run as a stand-alone system or as a pan of an integrated surveillance
and control system prototype called ISACS-1 (rcf. f.4]). In the fall of 1989, COPMA was subject to a
human factors experiment in HAMMLAB with HBWR (Halden Boiling Water Reactor) operators as
test subjects (ref. [5]). Based on the experiences made with the first version of the system, we are now
developing a second version; COPMA-II.

The COPMA-II system will consist of three main components:

(a) The Procedure EDitor, PED-II, is a tool used by the procedure writer for entering and editing
procedures. It constitutes the off-line part of the COPMA-II system. An a-version of PED-H
was completed by the end of October 1991 (ref. [6]).

(b) The procedure database15 containing the procedures generated by use of PED-II. Procedures in
COPMA are written by use of a dedicated PROccdurc LAnguagc, PROLA. This procedure lan-
guage has been developed as a part of the COPMA project (rcf. [6]).

(c) The COPMA-H On-line system is intended to assist process operators in retrieving and execut-
ing procedures. COPMA-II On-line may be classified as a complete and static computerised pro-
cedure following system. Complete in the sense that COPMA alone is intended to provide the
process operator with all ihc procedural information he needs. Static in ihc sense that it works
with a fixed set of predefined procedures, i.e. there is no generation of new procedures during
on-line operation (réf. [7J).

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between PED-H, the procedure database, the COPMA-H
On-line system and the process computer. We will now take a somewhat closer look at each of the
main components constituting the COPMA-II system, starting with the procedure language.

" In ihc current version of COPMA ihc database is just a scl of plain, user-readable ASCII files.
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2. THE PROLA PROCEDURE LANGUAGE

The procedure language forms lhe basis on which both the procedure editor and the on-line sys-
tem is built. Below, we give a brief description of the current definition of PROLA followed by some
comments on possible future revisions of the language. There is a light connection between the seman-
tics of the procedure language and how procedures arc implemented in the COPMA-II On-line system.

2.1. PROLA language description

According to the PROLA definition each procedure consists of:

(a) A short and unique code constituting the procedure identifier. Procedure identifiers should be
composed of characters and digits in a way reflecting some categorisation of the procedures. A
carefully designed set of procedure identifiers facilitates efficient search among procedures in
the editor and in the on-line system.

(b) A descriptive procedure name.
(c) An optional procedure description.
(d) Zero or more steps.

Each step consists of a step identifier (some sort of alphanumeric numbering), a short descrip-
tive name and zero or more instructions.

Finally, each instruction consists of:

(a) An instruction identifier (numeric numbering of instructions within each step).
(b) An instruction type and a corresponding type-specific instruction body. In the current revision of

the procedure language there are twelve different instruction types. These are outlined in Table I.
(c) An optional set of process format references. These are identifiers of process mimic displays to

be (optionally) mapped on adjacent screens (if any) when the instruction becomes current in
COPMA-II On-line at procedure execution time.

(d) An optional comment associated with the instruction. Such comments are entered by the proce-
dure writer and are displayed together with the instruction when it is viewed or becomes current
in COPMA-II On-line during procedure execution.

By default, instructions are executed one after the other as they are ordered in the step. However,
some of the instructions allow the flow of control to branch off to other steps or instructions in the pro-
cedure and continue from there.

In COPMA-II On-line, not only can several procedures be executed at the same time, but also
several copies of the same procedure can be executed in parallel. The activity concept is used in
COPMA to identify and distinguish theses copies when they are executing. An activity is an executing
copy of a procedure. An activity can cither be created by COPMA-II On-line when the operator explic-
itly starts to work on a procedure, or created automatically when executing the Initiate instruction. This
instruction creates a new activity which can be treated by the operator as any other activity.

2.2. Future revisions of the procedure language

The current version of the procedure language is simple and straightforward. As a part of the
development of a future version of COPMA, we consider redesigning PROLA. Several improvements
can be identified:

(a) When comparing PROLA to the set of well known conventional programming languages devel-
oped in the field of computer science, we find that our procedure language is quite В ASIC-like,
and suffers from some of the same weaknesses known for this type of language. The procedure
writer may, for instance, construct poorly structured procedures by use of the Goto instruction.
To prevent the procedure writer falling into some well-known pitfalls, we have to provide him
with a set of guidelines for the writing of correct procedures. The procedure language may be
improved by introducing some sort of (sub)proccdurc or module concept

(b) Perhaps PROLA should offer the procedure writer an opportunity to become more explicit
regarding the goal and the applicability (preconditions) of the procedure. A mathematically
more stringent procedure language may result in qualitatively better procedures. Also, it may
facilitate automatic or semi-automatic validation and verification and even licencing of proce-
dures. The V&V staff at the Halden Project has done some initial studies in this area [8].
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(с) If prccondilions and/or subgoals arc stated explicitly for individual parts of a procedure, the
COPMA On-line system may notify lhe operator if some process signal indicate thai things arc
not working out properly (as expected by the procedure writer). Also, this will be a good starling
point for looking into how procedures could be generated "as you go". With a declared goal plus
given prccondilions and knowledge of how to operate the process to take it the goal-state from a
given state, we could generate an explicit plan for how to do it [9J.

3. THE PED-II PROCEDURE EDITOR

To enter procedures into the procedure database, the procedure writer needs an editor. PED-II is
a procedure editor specifically designed for the entering and editing of procedures written in PROLA2\

3.1. The man-machine interface

The procedure editor is a window-based application. The user interface is composed of a main
window and several transient pop-up dialog windows or message windows. Most of the functions
offered by PED-H are operated by use of a mouse. The keyboard is used only for text entering. The
main window of PED-II contains three panes as illustrated in Figure 2. These arc briefly discussed
below.

3.1.1. Active Procedures Pane

This pane (to the left in Figure 2) presents an overview of all the procedures which are currently
active. A procedure is active if it has been created in Editor Pane or if it has been fetched from the pro-
cedure database. Procedures are fetched from the procedure database into Active Procedures Pane by
use of a "search and pick" function. Each procedure within Active Procedures Pane is graphically rep-
resented by a rectangle labelled with the procedure identifier and name.

Only one of the procedures within Active Procedures Pane may be edited or inspected at a lime.
We call this procedure the current procedure. The current procedure (the one with the darker color) is
always displayed in front and at the top of Active Procedures Pane. To the right of the current proce-
dure all the steps associated with this procedure are displayed. Each step is labeled with the corre-
sponding step identifier. Only one step within a procedure may be marked as current at a time. To the
right of the current step, the instructions associated with this step are displayed. Each instruction is
labeled with the instruction type. Only one instruction may be marked as current at a time. A proce-
dure, step, or instruction may be made current by clicking at the corresponding graphical representa-
tion with the left mouse button.

A menu attached to this pane can be accessed by pressing the right mouse button. This menu
offers functions like copy, cut and paste of the current procedure, step or instruction, fetching proce-
dures from the database, and editing or inspection of the current procedure, step or instruction.

3.1.2. Editor Pane

In Editor Pane (to the right in Figure 2) the contents of the current procedure may be edited or
inspected. The layout of Editor Pane changes dynamically according to the type of information which
is edited at the moment; procedure, step or instruction information. Each instruction type has a pre-
defined set of attributes that can be edited, corresponding to the PROLA definition of the instruction.
Most attributes in the procedures, steps and instructions have associated single- or multi-line editors
for displaying textual information. The most complex instruction types, Autochcck and Monitor, have,
in addition, a simple graphical editor for editing a graphical representation of the logical part of a con-
dition.

3.1.3. Main Menu Pane

This pane shows the main menu of PED-II as push-buttons in the lower part of the screen. These
push-buttons perform the following functions: creating a new procedure, step or instruction, saving the
current procedure, generating a VAT (Variable Address Table; sec section 3.3.2) file for the current
procedure, and exiting PED-H.

2 ) For each procedure there is one corresponding PROLA file stored in plain ASCII formai in lhe procedure database. PED-H
records additionally three more ASCII files (storing graphical information and labels) associated with each procedure.
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3.2. Functional summary

The following main functions arc supported by PED-II:
(a) Facilities for searching among and fetching procedures in the Procedure Database.
(b) Create, edit or inspect procedure, step or instruction contents.
(c) General editing facilities:

- clipboards with copy, cut and paste functions (in Active Procedures Pane and Editor Pane),
- pop-up menus associated with text editors from where the procedure writer may choose among

a predefined set of alternatives according to the PROLA definition.
(d) Graphical representation of the logical part of Autocheck and Monitor instructions. Integrated

graphical editors for editing such logical representations.
(c) Supporting use of labels at step and instruction level so that the procedure writer may refer sym-

bolic names instead of absolute addresses in Gosub, Goto and Initiate instructions.
(0 Syntax check of edited procedure, step or instruction contents. Input violating the PROLA syn-

tax definition is rejected. When a syntax error is detected an error message indicating the loca-
tion of the syntax error is displayed to the procedure writer.

(g) Save a procedure in procedure database on PROLA format. Before saving, the procedure writer
is warned about any loose ended Gosub, Goto or Initiate references. If any such references
exists, the user may run a guided edit session to remove all of them.

3.3. tdeas of future procedure editor development

3.3.1. Procedure version handling

The procedure editor will be used both for writing new procedures and for revising existing
ones. A future version of the procedure editor should support a procedure revision control strategy.

3.3.2. Extended semantic analysis

Today, procedures edited by use of the procedure editor are checked for correct syntax and inter-
nal consistency with respect to Gosub, Goto and Initiate references. In addition, when the procedure
editor is fully completed and installed at a plant, it will be possible to check that process identifiers
(formats, components and signals) referred in the procedure really exist in the process computer data-
base. In PED-II this operation is called VAT (Variable Address Table) generation. The VAT genera-
tion facility represents a very limited type of semantic analysis. It will, for instance, check if it is
possible to map an action 'Close ValveRLOOSOOl ' to an existing process signal 'RL00S001B02', that
means, verify that the process id given as an argument to the close operation is a valve which has a cor-
responding close signal defined.

If we can assume that we have a process plant model available with knowledge about possible
actions on individual process components or subsystems together with their preconditions and effects,
we can have the procedure editor perform some sort of interactive semantic analysis of local pans of
the procedure edited by communicating with this plant model. Further, with explicit subgoals stated for
individual parts of the procedure, if supported by a revised version of PROLA, it may be possible to
perform an analysis of whether the corresponding contents of the procedure will or can take the plant
to a desired goal-state.

We may also imagine that the procedure editor relies on some son of automatic procedure syn-
thesis function. The procedure writer may specify subgoals to be planned for and the procedure synthe-
sis system may come up with (a set of) proposals for procedure fragments. The procedure writer would
be in charge to select and, if necessary, modify the plans/subprocedurcs proposed.

4. THE COPMA-II ON-LINE SYSTEM

4.1. The man-machine interface

Like the procedure editor, the COPMA-H On-line system is also designed as a window-oriented
application. The system will be mainly mouse-driven, only using the keyboard for optional text input.
The user interface will be composed of five panes, each contained in a separate window as illustrated
in Figure 3, and a set of transient dialog windows or message pop-up windows. Below we provide a
brief discussion of each pane.
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4.1.1. Main Men» Pam*

This pane contains a set of push-buttons used for activating some important functions:
(a) Open: Provides the process operator with a tool (pop-up dialog window) for search among the

procedures in the procedure database. Procedures may be selected from a list of those matching
the last applied search criteria and brought into Active Procedures Pane by use of the mouse.

(b) Monitor: Maps Monitor Pane (see section 4.1.5) on the screen.
(c) Values: Maps a dialog window in which any process variable and its corresponding value may

be displayed. Values displayed will be dynamically updated every X second, where X is a (con-
figurable) integer number.

(d) History: Enters a tool for on-line inspection of and navigation in the history log. There will be
one entry in lhe history log for each activity that has been initiated by use of COPMA-II On-line
and one or more entries holding history information about monitor elements. The history log
will keep track of which instructions have been executed, the execution time, and the status of all
dynamic information associated with each particular instruction at the time it was executed.

(c) Info: Maps a pop-up window offering access to help information, status information for on-line
connections and an on-line system reconfiguration menu.

(0 Exit: Terminates the COPMA-II On-line system. A clean exit from the system requires that a set
of predefined conditions are satisfied (no running activities, outstanding monitor elements etc.).

4.1.2. Active Procedures Pane

This pane is analogous to the work desk on which to put the procedures fetched from the shelves
in the traditional paper-based procedures regime. This pane contains a list of all procedures fetched
from the procedure database together with all activities associated with the particular procedure. Only
one activity may be current at any time. This activity is highlighted. From this pane the user may:
(a) Open a procedure for inspection in the Procedure Overview Pane.
(b) Create a new activity starting at the first step and first instruction in one of the listed procedures.
(c) Make an activity current/switch to the activity.
(d) Remove a procedure with no associated activities from the Active Procedures Pane.
(e) Terminate and remove an activity.

4.1.3. Procedure Overview Pane

This pane presents the identifier, name, description and overview graph of the current procedure.
The intention with the overview graph is to present an easily perceivable overview of the procedure
currently worked with. The graph gives a simple, but complete, overview over the steps, instructions
and possible directions of control flow in the procedure. Each step and instruction in the procedure
overview graph will be colored according to its status. We will use separate colors to distinguish;
instructions that have been executed, the current instruction (awaiting input), an instruction that is
viewed, and instructions that are not executed (either not visited yet or skipped). Within the procedure
overview graph the user may, by use of the mouse:

(a) Open a step to display the associated instructions within it.
(b) Close a step in order to shrink/collapse the graph.
(c) Open an instruction to display the associated contents within Current Instruction Pane.
(d) Create an activity starting execution at the first instruction in a chosen step.

The pane may be used in two modes; view mode and execute mode. Execute mode is the default
operational situation when switching to an activity. While in this mode, some restrictions arc enforced
to ensure that the intentions stated for the Procedure Overview Pane arc fulfilled:

(a) A step in the graph will be automatically opened to display the location of the current instruction
when the thread of execution control reaches the step. The current step may not be closed.

(b) During procedure execution the overview graph will be automatically scrolled so that the opera-
tor can always sec the location of the current instruction.

(c) If the operator has navigated in the procedure while in view mode, the graph will be restored to
a state fulfilling the above restrictions when toggling to execute mode.

View mode is used to set the system temporarily in a semi-off-line state to enable the operator to
poke around without obligations. Any instruction may be brought into Current Instruction Pane for
inspection.
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4.1.4. Current Instruction Pane

The intention with this pane is ю present the details of lhe instruction currently viewed or exe-
cuted. Instruction contents will be presented in a way similar lo the presentation of instructions in lhe
Editor Pane in PED-1I. The pane may be used in two modes; view mode and execute mode. The mode
setting is controlled from Procedure Overview Pane.

In execute mode, the pane contains three subwindows for displaying (from top to bottom) the
previously executed (not skipped) instruction, the current instruction and the next instruction according
to some default convention. The instruction in each window is marked with a color according to the
coloring conventions used within Procedure Overview Pane. Only one instruction may be current at a
time within an activity. The operator has three execution options:

(a) Execute: Depending on the type of instruction (see Table. I), the execution of an instruction may
involve that COPMA-II On-line performs a number of actions.

(b) Skip: The current instruction is skipped and the next instruction according to the default sequen-
tial flow of control becomes current. Finish and Return instructions may not be skipped.

(c) Previous: The instruction executed prior to the current one is made current.

The Comment function offers the operator a means to make comments to be added to the his-
tory log associated with the current instruction in the current activity.

4.1.5. Monitor Pane

The Monitor Pane presents an overview of all terminated monitor instructions. When a monitor
condition either succeeds or fails (failure is concluded only at the end of the monitoring time interval)
the operator is notified and the identifier for the monitor element is appended to the list in this pane.
From this pane the operator may also access pop-up windows in which he may define and enter his
own simplified monitor instructions (these need not be a part of any predefined procedure), or he may
inspect any of those currently running in the background.

4.2. Functional summary

The following main functions are supported by COPMA-II On-line:

(a) Search tool for fast access to a named procedure.
(b) Separate window providing an overview of procedures fetched from the procedure database and

their associated activities (Active Procedures Pane).
(c) Automatic generation of a mouse-sensitive procedure overview graph. The graph will be

dynamically updated to show the location of the instruction currently executed, but may also be
used for navigation and selection when just viewing the procedure contents.

(d) View step and instruction contents. The presentation of instruction contents will be similar to the
presentation in Editor Pane in PED-II.

(e) Only one activity may be current at any time. Further, only one instruction may be current at any
time within an activity. The process operator may:
- Execute the current instruction.
- Skip the current instruction (except Finish and Return instructions).
- Go back to the instruction executed previous to the current instruction.

(0 The operator may trigger automatic display of process formats associated with the current
instruction,

(g) Use of colors to indicate instruction status (current, viewed, executed and unvisitcd/skipped)
both in the procedure overview graph and in the Current Instruction Pane,

(h) The values of process variables referred in an instruction arc fetched from the process computer
and presented to the operator when the instruction becomes current at procedure execution time.
All process values presented will be dynamically updated. Colors and graphics arc used to
present the (dynamic) truth value of logic expressions in Autochcck and Monitor instructions,

(i) Separate window for presentation of terminated monitor instructions. The operator may also
define his own simplified monitor instructions outside the procedures and inspect any monitor
instruction currently running in the background,

(j) History logging function including status of Autochcck conditions, tick-off fields associated
with Action, Manchcck and Manual-action instructions as well as comments written on-line by
the operator. Access to view, print, and navigate within the activity history log.
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4.3. Ideas of future on-line system development

4.3.1. Methods for identifying and retrieving the correct procedure

Identifying and retrieving the correct procedure may be a time-critical process. In the current
approach, the operator is supported with ал efficient tool for searching for a named procedure in the
procedure database. We may extend or redesign the search tool to support a graphical/icon-based
search strategy; something in the spirit of the folder and file representation used e.g. on Macintosh
computers. We may also consider tools assisting the operator in his search for procedures referring
specific components, process signals, format identifiers etc.

COPMA On-line may be integrated with operator support systems having the ability to extend
the knowledge about the current or future plant state ;, e.g. a diagnosis system as demonstrated in our
Integrated Surveillance And Control System prototype ISACS-1 [4). Integration with a process plant
prognosis system based on a faster-that-real-time simulator may facilitate some sort of 'what if analy-
sis used for checking the consequences of running a procedure or performing individual component
manipulations. The extended knowledge may give an entry to some cross-reference table or another
knowledge source telling which procedure should be applied. The operator is still in charge and has to
accept or reject the procedure proposed.

COPMA may itself perform active monitoring of the state of the process (e.g. by use of pattern
matching/recognition techniques or by communicating with systems that perform some kind of state
identification) and automatically suggest procedures to be performed according to the process state.

4.3.2. A more dynamic approach

Today, COPMA is only able to run predefined procedures. The set of procedures in the proce-
dure database is supposed to cover every relevant state of the plant. It may be worthwhile to consider a
more dynamic approach. We may, for instance, distinguish between procedures covering only local
parts of the plant and those with a plant wide scope. In the local domain it may be feasible to rely on a
procedure synthesis approach (ref. [9]).

A future COPMA system may support a flexible level of automation with respect to the execu-
tion of a procedure. Some parts of the procedure may be executed automatically without consulting the
process operator. The decision on which parts to run automatically may be controlled by the configura-
tion of the COPMA system or perhaps it may be controlled by the operator on-line.

4.3.3. Getting out of the chair

With today's COPMA the operator is restricted to be very close to the terminal from where
COPMA is ran in order to be able to read what is presented at the screen and communicate with the
system. Wide-screens may be a means of handling this problem. We may also consider using other
techniques to provide remote COPMA-interaction (portable input devices).

4.3.4. Multi-user version

With a control room concept in which the operational staff is organized so that each staff mem-
ber is responsible for a specific part of the process, it may be interesting to consider developing a mul-
ti-user version of COPMA reflecting the control room organization. Such a system may consist of a
common core system and dedicated screens for each actor in the control room (e.g. shift supervisor,
reactor system operator and turbine system operator).

5. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PLATFORMS

PED-H is (and СОРМА-И On-line will be) running on general purpose UNIX workstations
using the X-Window system (XI1 Release 3 or 4). The color graphic man-machine interfaces arc to a
large extent composed of components adhering to the OSF/Motif standard for look and feel. The dif-
ferent functions offered by the system are available through graphic objects (e.g. push-buttons) and
menus in the system. Functions are chosen by manipulation of these graphic objects and menus wilh a
mouse unit. A two- or three-button mouse is required. The keyboard is used only for text input.
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COPMA version [I (including PED-II) is developed on HP9000/s400 Unix workstations (run-
ning HP-UX 7.0 or newer) with 19" color monitors and 8 MB RAM or more3*.

PED-II is developed using ANSI С and TelcUSE - a commercially available User Interface
Management System manufactured by Tclesoft AB. COPMA-II On-line will be developed using
CLOS (Common Lisp Object System), С and TelcUSE. By use of the TelcUSE Porting-kit and the
Lisp-to-C-Translator developed by Chestnut Inc., we plan to port PED-II and COPMA-II On-line to
other conventional Unix-based hardware platforms, like e.g. Sun SPARCstations and HP9000/s700
RISC-machines.

6. S U M M A R Y

A second version of the computerised procedure following system COPMA is under developed
at The OECD Haldcn Reactor Project based on the experiences made with the first version. The COP-
MA-II system will consist of a procedure editor used by the procedure writer for entering and editing
procedures written in a dedicated procedure language, a procedure database containing the procedures
generated by use of the procedure editor, and, finally, an on-line system used in the control room by the
process operator for retrieving and executing procedures. The on-line part of the system is connected to
the process computer so that COPMA may automatically read the values of process parameters
referred in the procedures and, by means of user interaction, send requests to the process computer to
perform automatic control actions. COPMA-II will be available on general purpose UNIX worksta-
tions.
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Table I: PROLA instruction types

Instruction type

ACTION

AUTOCHECK

FINISH
GOSUB

GOTO

INITIATE

MANCHECK

MANUAL-ACTION

MESSAGE
MONITOR

RETURN

WAIT

Description

Used for specifying one or more actions/manipulations to be per-
formed on specific process components. The actions will be executed
from the COPMA-II On-line system in the order they are stated in the
instruction. The operator may disable any single action from being
executed.
Automatic evaluation of a condition specified with respect to a set of
process variables. The values of these variables will be automatically
and continuously read from the process computer by the COPMA
On-line system when the instruction becomes current. Depending on
the result of the evaluation at the time the instruction is executed, a
GOSUB, GOTO or INITIATE instruction, as specified in the conclud-
ing part of the AUTOCHECK instruction, is performed.

Terminate the current activity.

Causes the control flow to jump to a set of instructions constituting a
subroutine within the procedure. When having executed a GOSUB
instruction, the first following RETURN instruction will let the flow of
control return to the instruction following the last executed GOSUB
instruction.

Causes the control flow to jump to a specified step or instruction within
the current procedure.

Initiate an activity. The new activity may either start at a specified step
inside the current procedure, or at the beginning (first step, first
instruction) of another procedure.
Display a message to the operator requesting a manual check of some
process conditions. After the manual check has been performed, the
operator should respond to the COPMA-II On-line system by choosing
among a predefined set (as specified by the procedure writer) of out-
come alternatives. Depending on the result of the manual check, a
GOSUB, GOTO or INITIATE instruction will be performed.

Consists of one or more text fields describing manual actions to be per-
formed by the operator. For each manual action entry performed, the
operator should respond by marking a tie-off field in the COPMA-II
On-line system.

Display a text message to the operator.

A process condition is continuously monitored in the background dur-
ing a specified time interval. If the condition evaluates to true within
the time interval the THEN pan of the MONITOR instruction is exe-
cuted. If the condition has not been satisfied at the end of the time
interval, the ELSE part of the instruction is executed. Either conclusion
part may specify an INITIATE instruction to be performed. The time
interval may be specified by use of explicit time limits, by use of logi-
cal process conditions, or as a combination of both.

Causes the flow of control to return to the first instruction following
the last executed GOSUB instruction.

Prevents the operator to execute the next instruction in the activity for a
specified time interval. The time interval may be specified by use of
explicit time limits, by use of a logical r-ocess condition oras a combi-
nation of both.

10/12
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Figure 1: СОРМА-П overview.

Figure 2: A sample PED-II screen.
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ABSTRACT

The use of symptom-based procedures has now become well established on water reactor plants
throughout the world. As part of a programme of enhancements to Magnox and Advanced Gas-
Cooled Reactor plants Nuclear Electric in the UK is developing fault management procedures based
on the critical safety function approach which will be known as Symptom-Based Emergency
Response Guidelines. Current initiatives are examining the role of operators in abnormal situations
and the provision of additional operator support to enhance operator performance in Beyond Design
Basis faults . Operating procedures have for too long been 'allowed to happen' as part of an overall
design approach. This is no longer defensible. Operating procedures should be 'designed', against
specific acceptability criteria, in the same way as any other part of the operator interface as part of a
structured approach to interface design. Using an initial pilot SBERG a structured evaluation was
carried out, involving operating staff from one shift at the pilot plant. A documentation package was
produced consisting of introductory material to explain the nature of the trial, the SBERG Entry
Checklist, the pilot SBERG, and a user questionnaire. This paper outlines the work being carried out
and discusses certain human factors issues which arise from the evaluation results. The work has
brought to light a number of issues concerning procedure design, together with user and usability
criteria. Initial assumptions about the nature of suitable advice to support operators in beyond-design
basis situations have been justified and the work indicates ways in which the pilot product can be
improved and enhanced. The work provides a basis for a programme cover the provision of SBERGs
for a number of Magnox and Advanced Gas-Cooled plants.

THE APPLICATION OF SYMPTOM-BASED OPERATING PROCEDURES
TO UK GAS-COOLED REACTORS

The use of symptom-based procedures has now become well established on water reactor plants
throughout the world [1]. As part of a programme of enhancements to Magnox and Advanced Gas-
Cooled reactor plants Nuclear Electric is developing fault management procedures based on the
critical safety function approach. This paper describes certain human factors aspects of the work and
discusses issues which have emerged from a user trial.

1. BACKGROUND

Nuclear Electric is a nuclear utility created through the recent privatisation of the electricity supply
arrangements within the UK. The Company, which is owned by a single Government shareholder,
operates some 24 Magnox and Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR) within England and Wales.
The plant designs span a large number of years since the first UK reactor programme was
commenced in the late 1950's. In order to seek longer operating lives and to comply with
enhancements requested by the UK regulatory authority, Nil, Nuclear Electric are engaged in a series
of plant improvements and enhancements to the plants.

The work on the older Magnox reactors results from a Long-term Safety review programme (LTSR)
and is known as Lifetime Extension work. Some £77 million is being spent on upgrading six plants;
Hinkley Point A, Trawsfynydd, Dungeness A, Sizewell A, Oldbury and Wylfa. The enhancement
costs are more than justified by the low generation costs of the plants which produce energy for less
than 2p/unit. In addition the plants continue to make a significant contribution to reduced CO2
emissions.

On the more modern AGR plants, emphasis is being placed on improving plant output and efficiency.
Crucial to this is the establishment of flexible on-load refuelling which has been successfully
demonstrated at Hinkley Point B. This involves technical improvements to the plant and its control
and protection systems but also requires safety studies to establish safety cases which meet regulatory
requirements whilst allowing the necessary operational freedoms.
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For both designs of reactor, the importance of the human contribution to safe operation has long been
recognised. However, current initiatives are directed to examination of the role of operators in
abnormal situations and the provision of additional operator support to enhance operator performance
in faults. This includes the provision of operating procedures to cover so called Beyond Design Basis
faults (q.v.).

2. CURRENT OPERATING PROCEDURES

Although the design and terminology used for operating procedures differs in detail from plant to
plant, existing Nuclear Electric operating procedures can be classified under two headings, normal
operations and operations during faults. Normal operations cover plant start-up, operation at power,
load-change, etc. and also encompass on-load re-fuelling operations. In drawing up the fault
procedures as part of the initial design work account has been taken of a series of Design Basis
Faults. In preparing the safety case for a plant, a range of credible initiating faults is considered and
the consequences of a postulated series of events is analysed and shown to be safe. From this work, a
set of reactor operating constraints are identified and these are made available to operations staff in
the form of a set of Operating Rules, compliance with which is a condition of the Site Licence for the
plant. In addition, a set of instructions are derived to define necessary and appropriate operator
actions following a fault.

By definition, therefore, the procedures for management of such faults are deterministic and may be
termed Event-Based, since their use derives from the assumed occurrence of a defined event, or series
of events. It is implicit that the operators will correctly perform a degree of diagnosis in order to
select the correct fault management procedure. The design of plant information displays and training
programmes recognise this and seek to ensure a high degree of reliable diagnosis, based on simple
decision making within the reinforced structures of the control room team.

Current analyses recognise the possibility of events or series of events outside the claimed design
basis, albeit these are judged to be of low probability. International experience has shown the need to
address such low-probability situations which can arise from unexpected combinations of events,
including plant failures, design errors and human failings. As the scope of such analyses is extended,
the range of possibilities to be considered and the numbers of combinations thereof become
unmanageable. Apart from any limitations in an operators ability to diagnose such events,
deterministic analysis becomes impractical and an alternative approach becomes necessary. As more
and more severe situations are considered, the ability of the designer to reliably predict the exact state
of the plant, post-fault becomes doubtful. It is therefore inappropriate to offer the operator with a
single, fixed set of instructions, which in the event of a major fault, may be neither appropriate or
executable, depending on the state of the plant.

In such situations, emphasis therefore switches away from rigid adherence to fixed, prescriptive
statements to that of providing the operating team with a set of advice and guidance, with sufficient
information to enable them to make decisions about the suitability of any particular procedure module
or item, based on the information available to them locally about the state of plant systems and
resources. This advice is referred to as Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs). These supplement
the existing suite of operating procedure documents and are designed to prevent fuel failures which
could lead to core degradation and as a consequence, a large radioactive release. The guidance
provided extends to a point where the fuel is largely contained within the clad material and the
geometry of the primary cooling circuit is largely undisturbed. Situations which extend beyond these
premises are covered by another programme of work known as Severe Accident Guidelines. The
approach adopted in the production of the ERGs is essentially one of considering the prevailing
symptoms and then determining an appropriate response, The procedures are thus Symptom-Based,
and the procedure documents are therefore termed Symptom-Based Emergency Response Guidelines
(SBERGs), see [2].



3. TECHNICAL BASES

The technical basis for the advice which is provided in the ERGs lies in the experience which the
Company has had in commissioning the plants, together with a number of years of successful
operation. In addition ,a number of Beyond Design Basis Accident (BDBA) studies have been carried
out incorporating computer models and desktop analysis. This work has been carried out by Nuclear
Electric's Technology Division, Nuclear Systems Branch. The results of this work are documented in
technical reports which provide the basis for the advice which is given. These reports provide a
comprehensive technical statements and justification for any recommendations. They are produced by
technically proficient engineers, essentially for consumption by similarly qualified engineers.
Although the operations teams of Nuclear Electric plants possess such competence, they are not ,in
general, experts in plant behaviour during faults, and the question must be asked, is the advice
provided in a form suitable for use at the 'coal face'?

4. CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS

The use of the Critical Safety Functions (CSF) concept for fault mitigation on water reactor plants
has been well developed and documented in the literature. The reasons for the approach and the
benefits to be gained are similarly well understood. The approach provides a structured, systematic
means of addressing the safety of a plant which is intended to be shutdown and as such, can lead to
enhanced safety and operator performance, irrespective of the extent of automated shutdown
provisions. See Figure 1. The extent of the available literature may lead the reader to assume that
there is little to be added to the store of knowledge on this particular topic. Similarly, it might be
assumed that the concept could be applied to other types of reactor plant, without modification.

In the development of Nuclear Electric's most recent AGR design for Heysham П power plant, the
use of the CSF concept was addressed as part of the development of normal post-trip operating
procedures. In this work, post-trip actions were structured around the monitoring of CFSs and a
purpose-designed post-trip monitoring display was developed. See Figure 2. The work showed that
the nature of gas-cooled reactor plants calls for some modification to take account of the differing
plant designs and operating characteristics. The two most important functions, control of reactivity
and pressure vessel integrity are common to the classical set of CFSs. In place of the usual primary
cooling and secondary heat removal functions, the gas reactor functions can be combined into a
single 'reactor heat removal function. Finally, the plants rely on fuel cladding and vessel integrity to
prevent radioactive release. No formal claims are made on the building structure as a containment.
Thus the usual 'Containment Integrity' function is absent and more attention must be paid to vessel
integrity and fuel clad considerations.



The resulting set of gas reactor CFSs are therefore: -

Control of Reactivity
Pressure Vessel Integrity
Reactor Heat Removal
Control of Radioactive Release

From these, a set of operational objectives can be identified. These, together with the associated
monitoring parameters and resulting ERG are shown in Table 1.

Critical Safety
Function

Operational
Objective

Safety Parameter

Supplementary
Parameter

SBERG

Control of
Reactivity

Achieve and
maintain sub
criticality

Reactor flux

Control Rod
Insertion

Reactor shut-
down
- short term
- long term

Pressure Vessel
Integrity

Avoid PV
breaches

Gas circuit
pressure

Gas circuit
temperatures

Control of gas
pressure

Reactor Heat
Removal

Avoid high gas
circuit
temperatures

Gas circuit
temperatures

Amount of in
service post-trip
cooling plant

Ensuring adequate
post-trip cooling
- pressurised
- de pressurised

Control of
Radioactive
Release

Minimise activity
release from gas
circuit

Gas circuit
activity

Indication of
failed fuel cans.
Gas circuit
activity
Management of
gas circuit activity
- circuit intact
- circuit breached

Table I. Overview of Critical Safety Functions and related SBERGs

5. OVERALL STRUCTURE OF SBERGs

The SBERGs are intended to support control room operations staff in the event of a beyond-design
basis fault. Since the use of the SBERGs is intended to be independent of an exact diagnosis of a
fault, a systematic way of determining if an SBERG should be used and if so which one, must be
provided. This is achieved using an entry checklist which may be applied after each and every reactor
trip, irrespective of the cause. The checklist consists of a number of simple binary decisions and
provides unambiguous directions as to which SBERG to apply. From the checklist, the operator will
be directed to one of eight SBERG documents which are listed in Table 2.

1. Secure short-term shut-down
2. Secure long-term shut-down
3. Control high gas circuit pressure
4. Check adequacy of heat removal
5. Recovery from inadequate heat removal - Gas pressure > 10 bar A
6. Recovery from inadequate heat removal - Gas pressure < 10 bar A
7. Control of high activity - Gas circuit intact
8. Control of high activity - Gas circuit breached

Table 2 - SBERGs

The use of the entry checklist does not constitute an urgent priority item. The operator may complete
normal post-trip procedures before applying the checklist. Alternatively, the checklist can be applied
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by another member of the control room staff, such as the control room Supervisor. For the pilot
AGR plant, Hinkley Point B, the envisaged time window in which the checklist will be initially
applied is between 20 and 45 minutes, post-trip. If, when the checklist is applied, a parameter is
found to be outside the stated limits, the appropriate SBERG is used to restore the critical function to
an acceptable state and appropriate actions are taken to address the fault situation. Once, used, the
checklist is then periodically applied until defined time and temperature criteria are met. It is
expected that the period for reapplying the checklist will 30 minutes.

As part of the development work, and as a result of feedback obtained from users, the entry checklist
has been refined and simplified. The essential elements of the list are given in Table 3.

SYMPTOM SBERG

Reactor flux reducing more slowly than normal I. Secure short-term shut-down
rate?

Less than 22 bulk control rods inserted? 1. Secure short-term shut-down

2 or more bulk or regulating rods failed to insert ? 2. Secure long-term shut-down

More than 22 or less than 45 bulk rods failed to 2. Secure long-term shut-down
insert on trip?

2 or more bulk or regulating rods failed to insert 2. Secure long-term shut-down
on trip?

Reactor gas pressure grater than 44 bar G? 3. Control gas circuit pressure

Average channel gas outlet temperature more than 4. check adequacy of heat removal
550 «C?
OR
Boiler gas outlet /circulator gas outlet temperature
more than 350 'C?

Is gas pressure more than 10 bar G? 5. Recovery from inadequate heat removal -
If so, is there feed to 2 main boilers? Pressurised reactor
OR
Is there feed to 2 decay heat loops?

Is gas pressure less than 10 bar G? 6. Recovery from inadequate heat removal - De-
If so, is there feed to 2 main boilers AND a total pressurised reactor
of 3 gas circulators in fed quadrants?

Are gas circuit activity levels high? 7. Control of high activity - Gas circuit intact

Are site activity levels high? 8. Control of high activity - Gas circuit breached

n. b. Items shown in italics are short-term actions required within the immediate post-trip period. As
such they will be presented in additional ways and form part of training for 'normal' post-trip
operator actions.

Table 3 - SBERG Entry Checklist



t. USER AND USABILITY CRITERIA

The development of the SBERGs is taking place under a documented and controlled quality
assurance system, consistent with British Standard BS S882 [ 3 ] . This requires a formal approach to
at all stages of the work and appropriate justification of design decisions. It can be observed that,
although nuclear utilities throughout the world have adopted a highly responsible and professional
attitude to the design, operation and decommissioning of nuclear plants, it is only in recent years that
the standards applied to the design and production of operating procedures have become formally
applied.

In the opinion of the author, operating procedures have for too long been 'allowed to happen' as part
of an overall design approach. This is no longer a defensible stance and operating procedures should
be 'designed', against specific acceptability criteria, in the same way as any other part of the operator
interface. In a structured approach to interface design, the appropriate time for operating procedures
to be formalised can be debated. One approach could be to formalise instructions early on, as a result
of a structured analysis of operating goals and tasks. Details of the 'hard' and 'soft' operator
interface could then be similarly derived from these analyses. In this context, the terms hard and soft
refer to discrete or hard-wired displays on conventional indicators and associated controls as well as
the soft or computer-based displays on VDUs, plasma screens, etc. Conversely, (and what is the
more usual traditional approach), the operator interface is designed before the procedures are
formalised. In the latter case, the procedure writer has the benefit of available details of the operator
interface and can therefore make specific references to its use in some detail. However, he may not
have access to the analysis on which the interface design is based (if such analysis exists). He may
therefore not adopt the same basis for the procedure design as that used for the interface and may not
reflect the correct operating goals and tasks in the documentation.

These opposing approaches pose questions about the effectiveness and efficiency of the approach to
procedure design [and modification] which is often used. To overcome the difficulties which are so
identified, it is appropriate to adopt a parallel development approach which allows procedures and
operator interface to exist in broadly similar states of development as the overall project or
modification project design proceeds. Sufficient cross checking between the two elements is
necessary, as is a suitably structured quality assurance system to ensure consistency of objectives and
approach.

Successful operational documentation must meet a number of needs. It must fulfil its defined
objectives in that it must support the user in the performance of one or more tasks but it must also be
presented in a form which the user finds acceptable. Often, one may find that the functional
objectives for procedure documentation are less than fully defined and thus criteria to assess the
effectiveness of the documentation are also not available. Moreover, scrutable user acceptability
criteria may not be available. User reactions to new forms of documentation may be shaped by
experience with existing documentation and also by training programmes. Strongly formed user
models of a documentation set may exist and these may result in user resistance to any additional
procedure forms. Recent studies of user reactions to additional operator support systems have shown
such trends.

User acceptability criteria are often found to be based on subjective reactions. Also, the inherent
adaptability of operators, which is of major benefit in many operational situations, can militate
against critical review of any new procedure. One approach to overcoming this difficulty is the use of
a structured questionnaire to elicit user views and reactions to a newly proposed procedure. In the
work described here, such a questionnaire has been used in order to asses the acceptability of a pilot
SBERG procedure.

We can therefore propose two sets of acceptability criteria for procedure documentation. Firstly, the
procedure designer can set down functional objectives, scope and usage statements, usability factors,
such as size, portability, etc., and in some cases, performance criteria, such as plant start-up or
management of a fault within a set time. In addition, there is need to identify what will be acceptable
to users. In this area it is not so easy to pre-define what will prove to be acceptable. In order to



support reliable operation and reduce the probability or human error, International good practices
indicate that procedures should be developed using a form or 'writer's guide'. Such a document
provides guidance on the form and style in which a procedure should be presented and may give
advice on how to achieve consistency, readability, etc. Often, such guides conform to established
utility norms and practices, the utility of which have been proven. Since, in a large project,
procedure writing is often a distributed task, involving many people in a variety of locations, the use
of such a guide can avoid problems which arise from individual styles and approaches being used.

7. PRESENTATION ISSUES

Based on experience with existing operating procedures for both normal operation and fault
management it is known that a number of formats are acceptable for this type of documentation. The
use of flow charts, two-column, three-column and narrative text are all well established. In addition,
Nuclear Electric have access to the results of research work, including that carried out by the OECD
Halden Reactor Project in Norway on the use of advanced procedure techniques.

These sources provide a basis for the choice of SBERG presentation form. Current indications are
that a range of styles will be appropriate. For those SBERGs where a significant amount of branching
is involved, such as SBERGs 5 and 6 (see Table 2) a flow chart form is appropriate. See Figure 3.
For other SBERGs, columnar or narrative text will be used.

In producing the detail of the pilot SBERGs, existing Nuclear Electric procedure writing guideline
documents have been used. These have been found generally satisfactory but it is likely that the
present work will lead to some revision of the current guides to account for this new application.
Consilient styles of English, terminology, shape coding , layout coding and use of colour have been
employed. In these areas, user feedback has been an important element in finalising presentation.

8. USER TRIALS

The nature of the SBERG advice makes actual testing on the plant impractical. Also, because the
faults which are addressed go beyond the design basis, it is not possible to use the existing plant
replica simulators to test the procedures 'in anger'. A conscious decision was made to involve
technical training staff in the design and evaluation process. In this respect, the training staff are
acting as advisory agents to the power plant, who are the 'customer'. This provides a degree of
independent in the review process. From initial design work within the Nuclear Electric headquarters
departments, a pilot SBERG was produced. Before proceeding to produce the full suite of
documents, a structured evaluation was carried out, using operating staff from one shift at the pilot
plant. A documentation package was produced consisting of introductory material to explain the
nature of the trial, the SBERG Entry Checklist, the pilot SBERG, and a user questionnaire. The main
elements of the questionnaire text is given in Table 4.

what is your job?
how long have you been in this post?
how long have you been in the UK electricity supply industry?
how much do you know about symptom-based procedures?
do you know why they are being developed?
how easy is the document to read?
how dear are the colour codes?
is the use of colour beneficial?
how clear is the procedure logic?
how easy is the procedure to understand?
is it dear when the procedure should be used?
are the limitations on use and associated consequences clear?
are the consequences of failure to achieve the objectives clear?
are you allowed to deviate from the detailed actions given?

8



are the reasons for each step clear?
is the right level of detail provided?
how easy is the document to use?
would you prefer fewer A3 sheets or more A4 sheets?
do existing information displays provide the information you need?

N.B. Answers could be given against a five-point scale and amplified by a comment if the subject
wished. The questionnaire made clear that all results would be held anonymously.

Table 4. Outline of User Questionnaire.

Responses were obtained from some 8 users, representing a range of staff positions and experience.
The responses were analysed a set of conclusions produced. In general, the conclusions supported the
need for the procedures and confirmed the acceptability of the form, content and style of the pilot
procedure. Specific commeats, such a s those shown in Table S may lead to modifications to the
SBERGs.

minimum safety requirements to be emphasised to support operator if there is a need to deviate
from the stated advice
usability of computer-based information to be examined
presentation of entry checklist limits to be made more concise
cross-references to SBERGs in existing procedures to be implemented
fewer A3 sheets generally preferred
introductory material to be repositioned at the end of the document
internal cross-referencing to be avoided
but, cross-referencing to normal procedures wanted
avoid similar but subtly different questions
ensure adequate print size/legibility
use о : colour essential/reinforce explanation of codes used
cater for colour-modified users
consider compatibility of colour codes with plant/handbook coding

Table 5. Issues arising from questionnaire response analysis

When the complete set of SBERGs for the pilot plant are produced and delivered to site, a period of
review will take place, when operations staff and technical specialists will study and assess the
documents. During this period, the concept of SBERGs will be incorporated into the staff training
programmes and it is expected that feedback from all these activities will become available to the
procedure designers. The SBERGs should be regarded as 'living documents' which may be subject to
modification and upgrade as user familiarity increases and knowledge of the plant grows. Any
changes arising from this process would take place under existing controlled documentation
modification procedures.

9. PRODUCTION PROGRAMME

As a result of the confidence and experience gained from the initial development work, a programme
for the production of SBERGs for other AGR stations and for Magnox reactor stations has been
developed. The initial work has provided guidelines for subsequent developments and it is now
possible to consider the use of commercial resources to produce the remaining documents. In this
event, adequate checks on document quality and consistency will need to be established.
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10. INTEGRATION

The SBERGs form an addition to the existing procedural support documentation on plants. la use,
the operations staff will need to use them in parallel with existing documentation, administrative
systems and information displays.

10.1 OPERATING PROCEDURES

As part of the initial pilot 'commissioning' work, a review will be carried out of the interface
between the existing procedures and the new SBERGs. Initial studies have indicated that in the case
of the pilot plant, there should be minimal need to change existing documentation. Changes are
expected to be limited mostly to the addition of references to SBERG procedures.

One important aspect which arises from the SBERG development work is the need to consider the
very short-term operator actions to secure short-term shut-down which have been identified. These
must be carried out in the immediate post-trip period and cannot therefore be included solely in the
SBERGs. The actions concerned are enhancements to existing well-established procedures and as
such, can be accommodated by supplementary instructions in existing procedures. Is expected that
the actions will become absorbed into the 'automatic' actions which operators carry out post-trip, by
virtue of their training and experience.

10.2 INFORMATION DISPLAYS

Reliable execution of the SBERG procedure requires the operating staff to access and interpret
several plant displays. In the pilot plant, important safety displays are provided by discrete, hard-
wired indicators, with the plant data-processing computer providing supplementary safety-related
displays. Before formal 'commissioning' of the SBERGs, a check will be carried out to ensure that
plant displays provide the necessary information in a suitable form. Initial studies suggest that certain
computer-based information displays would merit improvements to the way in which information is
organised and presented. It is likely that such improvement can be absorbed in other plant
enhancement programmes, such as the ongoing AGR DPS Refurbishment programme.

11. EMERGENCY INDICATION CENTRE USAGE

As part of the current programme of plant enhancements, stations are being provided with diverse
means of monitoring safe reactor shut-down and cooling for use when the main control room has
been rendered untenable or ineffective. This is achieved through the provision of Emergency or
Alternative Indication Centres (EIC/AIC). These comprise small, additional buildings, situated at a
location on the site which is remote from the main control room and proof against a number of
defined hazards such as seismic event, flooding, etc. The building house a suite of information
displays, using either hard-wired panels or computer-based systems. These provide the operations
staff with essential information on the state of the reactors and cooling systems. No controls are
provided. Reliance is placed on the automatic reactor protection systems and local-to-plant actions to
secure safe conditions.

It is expected that a form of the SBERGs will be made available in these centres to support operator
decision making, the exact form of these is to be decided, but it is likely that the pilot form will
remain largely intact with some additional qualification text added to account for the different means
of achieving control actions from the EIC/AIC.

12. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has outlined the work being carried out to design and establish symptom-based procedures
for gas-cooled reactors within Nuclear Electric, with emphasis on human factors aspects. The work
has built on existing knowledge and practices and has brought to light a number of issues concerning
procedure design, together with user and usability criteria. The work has largely justified initial
assumptions about the nature of suitable advice to support operators in beyond-design basis situations

10
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and has indicated ways in which the pilot product can be improved and enhanced. The work provides
a basis for a programme cover the provision of SBERGs for a number of Magnox and Advanced Gas-
Cooled plants.
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GOTO
FR.C.2

GOTO
FR.C.2
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LESS THAN TABLE ^ - ^

GOTO
FR.C.3

GOTO
FR.C.2

(3) - 4 RCP
(41 - 3 RCP
( 5 ) - 2 RCP
(61 - 1 RCP

RVLIS DYNAMIC HEAD RANGE
GREATER THAN TABLE

GOTO
FR.C.3
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1. Prepare To Restore Cooling

To pnvent hot o i t ranching Wow-con

stfuctufis» which пну fsH i t twnpiriturK

above S2O'C

RSSE should lean IGV's In t h e n

posWons

To enable one ctrculator in each quadrant

to be started if RSSE off

Gas circulators can be started from MCR
provided their IGV's are EITHER

• 1 4 1 ( ± 3 ) open (RSSE off)
OR

• ANY position (RSSE on)
To HmK electrical load on circulator
start-up

1.1
Y

STOP any gas drculaton

running In UNFEO quadrants

1 . 2 - 1
A n boner OR circulator gas outtet

ttrnptraturts In 3 or 4 quadrants

less than 4OO'C?

YES i 1 l«o
1 3 ' " '

•

/

/

/

Ensure that on each quadrant

• One IGV Is M y OPEN

AND
• O n e l G V I s i f - m j P E N

Adjust IGV's If necessary

^ ^

Ensure that on each quadrant

• Both rGV's are 1 1 ' - 1 7 W E N

Adjust If necessary

CAUTION:

DO NOT open fully both IGV's In any quadrant

This would have NO significant benefit to natural

circulation, and gas temperatures above 435*C

may prevent an IGV being closed to 11 - 1 7 °

later for circulator start

1.Э
IF feed Is NOT available Isolate
MB and DHL feed supplies to all
quadrants

Boiler outlet gas or COG temperature

Increase very rapidly If gss clrc. running

In quadrant with no feed.

Temperature Increase Is slower If quadrant

has feed, or If neither feed nor gas clrc. Is

available.

To епзЫв any gas circulator to be

started without further IGV adjustment.

Win not reduce natural circulation

At gas temperatures above 435 С IGV

adjustment may be difficult

RSSE should leave 'B' IGV at 11 ' - 1 7 '

open

Boilers should be fed sequentially to

minimise thermal shock.

Isolating all boilers will allow each to be

fed in turn when feed available

To minimise thermal shock during

recovery, wait about 15 minutes between

starting feed to each quadrant.
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completed this year.

Development of analogous system for Ignalina NPP control room
operating personnel of unit 1 was started this year as well.

CONCLUSION

Equipment of NPP operating personnel working places with
"HYD" is expected to allow:

- to decrease retrieval time under circumstances at the power



1. ABSTRACT

To assist plant operations personnel in assessing the overall status
of the plant in both normal and emergency conditions, a CRT-based
Computerized Procedures system, COMPRO, was developed. COMPRO utilizes
the written procedures as the basis for textual displays and prompts which
guide the operator through the procedures and at the same time provide
parallel information about relevant plant parameters. By presenting this
information in parallel the operator always sees where he is in the
context of the overall plant response. The purpose of the system is (1)
to guide the user step by step through the procedures by monitoring the
appropriate plant data, by processing the data and by identifying the
recommended course of action and (2) to provide the necessary parallel
information which allows the user to assess other plant conditions which
may require attention. The COMPRO system makes use of prompts which are
clear and understandable. Any cursor control device may be used for user
input to the system. A powerful relational data base management system
(RDBMS) is embedded within COMPRO. A relational data base consists of a
series of tables which are logically interrelated. A relational data base
management system is a software system which facilitates the management of
these tables. A ROBMS automatically provides the functions of (1)
accepting data and instructions from users, (2) retrieving information
from the data base, (3) updating the data base and (4) formatting and
outputting data to users. COMPRO uses the data base to store all the data
required to generate a procedure. Since this data exists external to the
COMPRO software, changes can be made to the data without requiring manual
changes to the software code.

2. BACKGROUND

Following the Three Mile Island event in 1979, operating procedures
at nuclear power plants have increased dramatically in size and
complexity. Written procedures were developed which contain explicit
directions for the control room operations crew to implement appropriate
operating response strategies. The individual charged with implementing
the strategy, however, remained tied to the static procedures, considering
changes to plant status in a serial fashion, potentially unable to
properly develop an overview of the plant condition.

To assist plant operations personnel in assessing the overall status
of the plant in both normal and emergency conditions, a CRT-based
Computerized Procedures system, COMPRO, was developed. COMPRO utilizes
the written procedures as the basis for textual displays and prompts which
guide the operator through the procedures and at the same time provide
parallel information about relevant plant parameters. By presenting this
information in parallel the operator always sees where he is in the
context of the overall plant response.

During the course of development of this system it became apparent
that the issues associated with operator-paced interactions are
independent of the specific power generation or process facility. Hence,
the concepts embodied in the design of COMPRO, along with the resultant
benefits of the system, may be equally applied to a nuclear power plant, a
chemical processing facility or a coal-fired power station.

Page 1



3. PURPOSE

The Westinghouse Computerized Procedures system assists plant
operators in executing procedures more efficiently and cost effectively.
The on-line tracking system allows the utility operating staff to access
and follow procedures in an easy and logical manner. The COMPRO system
may be used for all types of procedures including systems operating, plant
operating, surveillance, emergency operating, abnormal operating and alarm
response.

The purpose of the system is (1) to guide the user step by step
through the procedures by monitoring the appropriate plant data, by
processing the data and by identifying the recommended course of action
and (2) to provide the necessary parallel information which allows the
user to assess other plant conditions which may require attention.

The system accomplishes its purpose by the execution of the
concurrent and independent functions of procedure processing, parallel
information monitoring and conditions logging. The conditions logger
generates a permanent chronological record of parameter and component
states and actions taken.

4. OPERATOR INTERFACE CAPABILITIES

The COMPRO system displays the title of the currently active
procedure, the high-level status of the current procedure step, the status
of the components and parameters relevant to the current step, and the
actions required, if any, in response to the current step. The status
of the previous two steps as well as the upcoming two steps are also
displayed to give the user the context of the current step.

The COMPRO system supports the user in understanding overall system
or safety status by displaying a summary of those items which are
considered crucial while following the current set of procedures. Hence,
the user is able to judge whether these items are satisfied or not at any
time. In the case of Emergency Operating Procedures, these items are the
Critical Safety Functions.

The system also supports the user in understanding the status of the
other conditions which require monitoring during procedure execution.
Typically, Notes and Cautions appear throughout a set of procedures.
These refer to additional items which the user must remember. With EOPs,
Foldout Page items also must be monitored in parallel. The COMPRO system
alleviates the operator's memory burden by automatically keeping track of
these items. If one of them requires attention, the system informs the
user of the problem along with a statement of the procedurally recommended
action.

The COMPRO system makes use of prompts which are clear and
understandable. Any cursor control device may be used for user input to
the system.

Figure 1 is a description of the Computerized Procedures system
screen contents.

Page 2
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5. RELATIONAL DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A data base is a collection of related information or a common bank
of data. A relational data basa consists of a series of tables which are
logically interrelated. The tables are made up of rows and columns and
data retrieval is done by either selecting a subset of rows, selecting a
subset of columns or combining two or more tables. The relational data
base management system (RDBMS) is a software system which facilitates the
management of these information resources. A RDBMS automatically provides
four basic functions:

(a) Accept data and instructions from users.
(b) Retrieve information from the data base.
(c) Update the data base.
(d) Format and output data to users.

The availability of these functions reduces the coding effort required to
manipulate a data base. Also, utilizing a data base with a predefined
data format eliminates the need for the developers to design a data
structure, thereby reducing the development effort.

COMPRO uses the data base to store most of the data required to
generate a procedure, such as the procedure purpose and entry conditions,
the steps themselves, notes and cautions and the Critical Safety
Functions, and all plant specific data, such as plant input information
and setpoints. This data exists external to the COMPRO software and acts
as input to the program instead of residing as code in the program. Thus,
changes may be made to the data without requiring changes to the software
code. Insulating all data which is subject to change from the software
code eliminates the need for modifying code when procedure information or
setpoint values are changed.

The COMPRO system, in conjunction with the RDBMS, supports initial
data loading and subsequent maintenance of the data base to facilitate
changes to original data and addition of new data. Users may view the
current contents of the data base, search for specific data, make
modifications, delete old data or add new data. Various reporting options
to produce hardcopy reports of the data base contents are also available.

In addition to automatically providing the ability to retrieve,
append, modify and delete data, an RDBMS ensures data integrity. Data
consistency is automatically protected during updates and an ongoing
journal of all data base activity is kept so that the data base can be
fully restored to its original state in case of an application or hardware
failure. Validation checks in the RDBMS also protects the integrity of
the data base. Every update can be checked against a set of constraints
that are set by the users to ensure valid entries.

The RDBMS also provides a sophisticated set of security controls to
guard sensitive data against unauthorized access. For example, the system
could be set up to allow many users to view the contents of the data base,
but allow only one specified user to make modifications.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Operating procedures at nuclear power plants are very comprehensive,
but also quite complex. The operating crew must keep track of a let of
information concurrently. The design of a computer-based system to guide
the operators in executing these procedures must include the many issues
involved in plant recovery. The Westinghouse Computerzied Procedures
system is being designed to address these issues in such a way as to
greatly enhance the overall response of the operators while at the same
time allowing flexibility in meeting the needs of the particular transient
or operation at hand.

The benefits of the system are:

(a) The computer and the operator complement each other for a more
accurate implementation of the procedures.

(b) The system simultaneously monitors multiple plant parameters.
(c) The system brings all procedural information to one location.
(d) The system provides detailed record keeping capability of the

procedure execution.
(e) The relational data base management system facilitates procedure

maintenance activities.

The system has been used to computerize a startup procedure for a
coal-fired power plant and it is currently being used to computerize the
entire set of emergency operating procedures for a nuclear power plant in
Switzerland.
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CURRENT TIME AND DATE

SAFETY/SYSTEM
STATUS

CONTINUOUSLY MONITORED CONDITIONS
WHICH MAY REQUIRE ACTION

SPECIAL
ALERT

INDICATOR

CURRENT PROCEDURE TITLE

HIGH LEVEL STATEMENT OF PREVIOUS TWO PROCEDURE STEPS

HIGH LEVEL STATEMENT OF CURRENT PROCEDURE STEP

COMPONENT OR PROCESS PARAMETER STATUS MANUAL ACTION REQUIRED

TEXTUAL STATEMENT OF NEXT TWO PROCEDURE STEPS

USER PROMPTS

Figure 1. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURES SYSTEM CRT
SCREEN CONTENTS
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ABSTRACT

System of operating procedures and maintenance documentation
presentation to NPP unit operating personnel (system "HYD") is
consided in the paper. This system is developed on the base of a
hypertext computer technology.

Data of documentation volume on unit operating personnel
working places and manner of its utilisation are presented. "HYD"
principles of operation are considered. Stages of the system
installation at Leningrad NPP and current state of design are
described.
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INTRODUCTION

NPP (nuclear power plant) control room operating personnel

must be guided by various operating procedure documentation,

amount of which for each working place is about some dozens of

documents as a rule. To learn such amount of information and use

it with confidence under any conditions is impossible practically.

To search the operating procedures and maintenance documentation

requires unbearably much time and diverts from process monitoring

that is undesirable especially under transient and accidental

conditions at NPP, when operating personnel is to interfere

quickly and competently into the process running.

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem stated by plant personnel to engineers

developing representation system of operating procedures and

maintenance documentation for NPP operating personnel (system

"HYD" - HYperDocument) is formulated in the following way:

- to provide NPP operating personnel with effective access to

fragments of documentation depending on situation at a power unit

and its handy representation by Means of modern computer

technic and technologies;

- situation at a power unit must be connected to a process

state indication on basic informative means in a control room;

- information access mode - under user's inquiry;

- the system must submit to users without special computer

knowledge.

2. MANNER OF UTILIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF

DOCUMENTATION AMOUNT AT CONTROL ROOM WORKING PLACES

This documentation is used by the control room personnel

most intensively when transient and accidental conditions occur,

during complex regulating works. Besides, use of documentation

depends on the way the process is proceeding and personnel skill.

The analysis results of documentation amount at control room

working places are presented in the table 1.
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Estimation of disk memory, needed to install the document

base of low layer is presented in the table 2.

3. CHOICE OF MEANS TO SOLVE THE STATED PROBLEM

Personal computers of the type of IBM-PC/AT/286/386 were

chosen to serve as hardware for the stated problem solution.

Due to its rapid and multi plan development abroad and inside

of our country a hypertext computer technology was chosen to solve

the stated problem. Tool system "Hyperdocument", developed by

Institute of Application Mathematics of Russian Academy of

Sciences was decided to use for solving the stated problem.

4. REQUIREMENTS TO SYSTEM "HYD"

Following requirements are demanded to system:
- layering document base;

- independence of the system operation rate from the document

base volume;

- simple user interface;

- system operating mode under user's inquries;

- system turning according to the user requirements;

- ability to display texts, tables, pictures, schemes, plots,

histograms, user's task put into action with nest technique;

- adjustment for a certain user;

- ability to search information (context, model, complex,

etc. inquiries);

- network arrangement of the system hardware and software;

- real-time communication with a process computer, that is

the base for automated access to documentation fragments,

concerning the process current state.

5. "HYD" PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

System "HYD" is intended to view texts, made as a hypertext,

that is as a network of text fragments, logically connected one to

another.

Nodes of "HYD" hypertext network, defined when creating the

hyperdocument, are displayed as a "nests" - coloured parts of the

text. With it one nest, called active, is always distinguished among
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visualized nests. While viewing the hyperdocument user may make
any nest be active one by moving "generalised courser" and may
transit to the text fragment, attached to this network node by
"opening" it.

The viewed text is a set of pages. A page is a minimum text
block to be processed by the system. Documents are divided into
pages when defining the document hypertext network structure.

Pages that do not go in the screen are viewed by scrolling,
there is ability to move up to the top or down to the end of a
page.

Pages are arranged in named groups - sets, with it one page
may be placed in several sets. As to contents a set is material
e. g. a chapter, a digest, definitions of the main values, etc.
united by context.

Name of the present set (that is a set in context of which
the present page is viewed) is indicated on the screen. User may
roll pages of a set or move to the first or the last page of it.

Working with a hyper-document, user may view a list of set
names, arranging the hyperdocument as well as transit to any set.

There is ability to return to the text fragment from the nest
of which transition to the current page was made. Such return may
be done both consequently, step by step, and with the help of a
path that may be displayed under user's inquiry.

"HYD" provides for work with multi-symbol tables, width of
which exceeds screen width. Having got in such a table according
to a nest, user nay view it in any direction or in the modes of
"scrolling" or "rapid view" by using definite keys. There is
ability to fix in a table window the necessary number of rows from
the top and columns from the left. For example, the table name and
its first column may be fixed.

The most interesting peculiarity of system "HYD" is ability
to work with several documents simultaneously. Name of the current
document is displayed in the very top line of the screen, it being
changed in correspondence with transition to another document.
Transition from one document to another one is carried out with
the help of a "nest" technique and as a matter of fact does not
differ from transitions within one document. With it all
transitions made on multi-document level are reflected in the path
that may be called by user. The main document, from which
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transition is made, is distinguished with colour into the path

window. With the help of the path user may return to any call

within the current document.

Let's try an example.

Let's admit that a head of control room needs information

about condition of feed water supply to a steam-and-water

separating drums (SD) from local feed pumps (LFP). Standard Means

of this condition indication are placed on panels N10,11. The

system is utilized in the following way:

- main menu of panels N10,11 (see fig. 2) is chosen in

accordance with nest [10,11] of main menu of the inquiry system

"HYD" of the head of control room (see fig. 1);

- menu of feed water supply condition is chosen in accordance

with nest [Feed water supply] of the main menu of panels N10,11

(see fig. 3);

- then if nest [SD from LFP] is chosen, general information,

that is contained in documents, listed in the fig. 4, is displayed

in the form of:

{Condition}

•(Abbreviated document name, its number, number of the page,

number of the clause)

<Text fragment from the pointed document>

•{Abbreviated document name, its number, number of the page,

number of the clause>

<Text fragment from the pointed document>

If a head of control room ne^ds in information about blocking

state - he chooses nest Г Block ing], if he needs in state of

indication means when deviation - he choose nest [Indication] and

so on.

Since the pointed documents are arranged as hyperdocuments as

well, this means they contain nests and sets, user may deepen into

the document as far as he needs.

At any time user may return in a step by step mode with key

"Ins", by the path to any covered node of the system - with key
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F3, to main system menu - with key F6.

Detailed description of user interface is in appendix.

6. DOCUMENT BASE LAYERING

Document base is of a usual file structure. Each of the

documents presents in the base as a set of files that contain

textual and graphic material, tables and a hyperdocument itself.

Document base of the low layer includes operating procedures

and maintenance documentation. Document base of the second layer

includes specially developed materials that describe state of a

control room indication means withtheir communication with

document fragments from the base of the low layer.

Materials of the second and higher base layers are developed

by control room personnel and this allows to adjust the system

to operate with a certain user and carry out this work at a high

professional level.

7. SYSTEM TOOLS

Process of creation and viewing documents is presented in the

table 3.

Preparation of a document source texts including tables is

carried out by means of any text editor that arranges the output

file in ASCI 1-2. With it the document source text and each of the

tables must be arranged as separate files.

Preparation of graphic materials may be done by any graphic

editor. These materials are arranged as serparate files, worked

up by special condensing program.

Preparation of a hyperdocument description in a special

language for its further processing by hypertext compiler is

carried out by means of interactive system "PHYD", that provides

with:

- division of the source text into pages - minimum text

blocks to be processed by compiler;

- document source text listing;

- arranging of sets and attaching sets to nests;

- nests definitions and their attaching to sets, tables,

pictures, user's tasks;
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- definitions of colours for background and text on any

hypertext page or its part;

- gluing of pages of one set to scroll this set.

Then the hyperdocument description is processed together with

the document source text by compiler "CHYD", as the result the

file containing the hyperdocument is arranged, work with the

latter - the hyperdocument viewing on the screen - is carried out

with "HYD".

8. STAGES OF "HYD" CREATION

Inquiry system "HYD" is created in three stages.

On the first stage four subsystems for head of control room

(HCR), reactor operator (RO), unit operator (UO) and turbine

operator (TO) are created on the base of four PCs, the subsystems

running independently, (see fig. 5). This solution allows to

develop access to document fragments menu while experimental

operating of these subsystems.

On the second stage these subsystems are arranged in a local

network with unified document base, made on the network server

(see fig. 6). This facilitates greatly simplify the procedure of

inserting changes in the low layer document base in connection

with its correction.

On the third stage the local network is communicated to the

process computer that controls power unit state (see fig.7). This

allows to carry out in real-time mode preliminare choice of paths

to document fragments with the aim to cut access time.

9. THE PRESENT STAGE OF DESIGN

At present time:

- schemes of access to document fragments of the low layer

are developed completely all over the system;

- subsystem "HYD-Unit Operator" is developed completely. This

subsystem is installed at unit 3, Leningrad NPP;

- system operation in local network is examined under

laboratory conditions;

Works of the first stage of the system development for

Leningrad NPP control room operating personnel of unit 3 are to be
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completed this year.

Development of analogous system for Ignalina NPP control room

operating personnel of unit 1 was started this year as well.

CONCLUSION

Equipment of NPP operating personnel working places with

"HYD" is expected to allow:

- to decrease retrieval time under circumstances at the power

unit;

- to decrease amount of mistakes being done by personnel;

- to clear up and correct inaccuracies and contradictions in

documentation.

Besides, installation of the system in NPP Training Centres

will allow to improve greatly personnel's training.



Appendix

USER INTERFACE

User uses following keys when working with a hypertext:

keys to move courser - move generalised courser around nests

and scroll current page if it does not go in the screen;

Home, End - place courser at the top/end of a page;

Ctrl+Home, Ctrl+End - place courser on the first/last page;

PgUp, PgDn - place courser on the previous/next page of a

set;

ENTER - open an active option or a nest;

Ins - return to the page where the last opening of the nest

was made followed by transition to the current page;

Fl - display short "HYD" instruction (help);

F3 - indicate in a special window the path that got the

current page. Return to any mode of the covered path;

F6 - return to the beginning of the current text;

F7 - indicate in a special window a list of all sets attached

to the current document. Use to transit to any set attached to the

current document;

ESC - quit "HYD". In the mode of keys Fl, F3, F6, F7 - quit

the specialised window;

ALT+F2 - return from the low layer document to the page of

the main document the transition was made from.

When working with tables:

keys to move courser - table scrolling in rows and columns;

PgUp, PgDn - table listing;

Home,End - top/end of a table in columns;

Tab,Shift+Tab - move table to the right/left in columns;

ECS - return to the page where a nest was opened that called

transition to the current table.



Several operator aids have been designed to help the operator apply the types of procedures
identified above. Mostly in algorithmic form, the operator is asked questions about the state
of the plant Based on the answers, the operator is guided to different operational paths. This
procedure is inspired by computer programming techniques and will guide the operator
through an event with numerous paus and outcomes. Such operator aids are not discussed
in detail, but are given below in list form:

(a) Functional Restoration Guidelines;

(b) Optimal Recovery Guidelines;

(c) Functional Status Trees;

(d) Response Trees;



Table 1
Amount of documents at operating personnel working

places

Type
of the document

Text

Graphic
(techn. shemes)

Working place

HCR

153

176

UO

56

176

RO

31

5

TO

64

53

Note: 1. A verage amount of a text document is 70 pages.

2.Graphic m aterialform at exceeds form at A 4 (210x297 sm).

'M



Table 2
Amount estimation of low layer document base

Amount of low layer document base (Mb)

Text

ТбЛГ

Graph

56.3

Note:

1. Estimation was carried out under following admissions:

- lists of documentation at working places RO, UO,
TO are subsets of list of documentation at working place
HCR;

- one textual page takes 1.5 Kb ;

- one graphic page is displayed to operator as 8 screen
pages;

- one condensed screen page takes 40 Kb ;

2. Amount of graphic material to be inserted in the system

is to be determined more exactly.



Table 3
Hyperdocument creation and veiwing process

№

1

2

3

4

Operations

Preparation of documents source texts
and graphicic materials

Preparation of a hyperdocument description

Hyperdocument compiling

Hyperdocument veiwing

Means

Textual and
graphic editors

System "PHYD"

System "CHYD"

System "HYD"



MAIN MENU OF INQUIRY SYSTEM "HYD"

INQUIRY SYSTEM OF HCR , UNIT 3, LENINGRAD NPP-

MAIN SYSTEM MENU

PANELS OF OPERATORS' WORKING PLACES

REACTOR OPERATOR UNIT OPERATOR TURBINE OPERATOR

8

3,$

12,13

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

I mmj

I ^ i
I 22,23 """"I

FIG.l



MAIN MENU OF INQUIRY SYSTEM "HYD",

PANELS №10,11

INQUIRY SYSTEM OF HCR> PANELS № 10,11, UNIT 3

MAIN MENU

FEED WATER SUPPLY

SEPARATING DRUM

MAIN CIRCULATING PUMPS

vo

PIG.2



MENU FRAGMENT OF THE MODE OF FEED WATER
(FW) SUPPLY TO STEAM-AND-WATER

SEPARATING DRUMS (SD)

INQUIRY SYSTEM OF HCR , PANELS № 10,11 UNIT 3 •

FW supply

ta SD from LFP

FW sypply

SI

to SD from FP

D level regulation

•ч

У

urrn iu асглклмп
Blockings

Indication

Operation
requirements

Á Mechanical part

of SD level regulators

and FW filters

Electric part

of SD level regulators
\Deviation

Indication
of deviations

Blokmgs

' Actions

(operation requirements)
\

Indication
Щ-: of. faults

BlokingS

Actions

^operation requirements)

FIG.3



DISPLAY OF DOCUMENTS TEXT FRAGMENTS
DESCRIBING MODE OF FW SUPPLY TO SD

LOCAL FEED PUMPS

INQUIRY SYSTEM OF HCR , PANEL № 10,11

FW SUPPLY TO SD

UNIT 3'

FW supply to SD by local FP

Operator's manual [2P-I61] page 8, [C.29J
<Fext fragment from the pointed document

Operator's manual [2Р-Ш] page 37fc*30j
<Text fragment from the pointed document

Operator's manual [2P-I61] page 8, [c»321
<Text fragment from the pointed document

U3

FIG.4



"HYD" TECHNICAL STRUCTURE. FIRST STAGE.

SYBSYSTEM

"HYJD-HCr

SYBSYSTEM

"HYD-mr

SYBSYSTEM

"HYlMJO11

SYBSYSTEM

"HYD-TO"

FIG.5
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"HYD" TECHNICAL STRUCTURE. SECOND STAGE.

SYBSYSTEM

"ИТО-НСЯГ1

SYBSYSTEM

"HYD-KO*

SYBSYSTEM

"HYD-UO"

SYBSYSTEM

"HYD-TO"

ARCNET

PIG.6



"HYD" TECHNICAL STRUCTURE. THIRD STAGE.

SYBSYSTEM SYBSYSTEM SYBSYSTEM

"HYIMJO"

SYBSYSTEM

"HYD-TO"

ARCNET

NETWORK

PROCESS COMPUTER

COMMUNICATION

COMPUTER
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ABSTRACT

Due to the complex nature of Nuclear Power Plant operations several different approaches to
procedure structure, and content have been developed. This paper presents a methodology
for basing the decision of procedure format selection on a more rational basis. Several
operating scenarios are used and the methodology is applied to these; determining the
procedure format based on the type of tasks performed. There are different formats on which
to base procedures. This basis depends on die cognitive demands placed on the operator by
the procedure. The types of procedure looked at are event-based procedures, where the
operator must diagnose the event before the procedure is selected, and state-based procedures
where the operator needs to identify the plant state to be reached, without needing to identify
the particular event This paper describes eleven factors based on features of Nuclear Power
Plants which are used to determine attributes for the types of tasks to which the methodology
is applied. By matching the task attributes to the needs of the procedural basis the best
choices for different tasks can be judged. The analysis suggests that for normal operations
and anticipated transients event-based procedures are best, with the provision of fall-back
state-based procedures. State-based procedures should be available for multiple failure events
or where diagnosis is not possible. Also, this paper discusses the impact of computerisation
on the different types of procedure bases. Different levels of computerisation are studied
from a simple library to artificial intelligence. General conclusions are given, suggesting that
computerisation of event-based procedures would provide some benefit, and that
improvements to state-based procedures would only be effective if expert systems were
developed. Full automation of emergency operating procedures seems possible using
Artificial Intelligence systems, but the development costs would be high.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Written procedures for Nuclear Power Plant (NPPs) are complex. As a result of this
complexity several different approaches have been developed to write such procedures. This
paper deals with the differences between the procedural bases which are available. A
procedure which can only be used after the particular event has been recognised is called an
event-based procedure. If the procedure is referenced based on the physical state of the plant,
the procedure is state-based. Event-based procedures allow for efficient mitigation and
recovery from an abnormal event providing the event can be diagnosed correctly. State-based
procedures give a more general approach by directing tae operator to maintenance of the plant
in a stable condition regardless of the event that is occurring.

This paper presents a rational methodology for determining which procedural bases best fit
different tasks. The usual current approach seems to use subjective judgement with one
procedure writer using procedural bases for one application and another writer using his/her
preferred basis. This paper aims to improve this situation by providing a transparent
methodology for assessing which basis is best suited to different classes of tasks that the
operator performs.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF PROCEDURES

In this section a brief description of the different types of procedures are given. Firstly, NPP
procedures, for these purposes, are split into Proactive and Reactive procedures. Proactive
procedures describe a situation where an operator initiates an event to reach a desired
operational goal. Reactive procedures describe a situation when actions need to be taken to
mitigate an undesired plant condition that has developed because of operator error, equipment
failure or external events.

Secondly, as is discussed in the Introduction, there are different procedural bases. Event-
based and State-based procedures have been described earlier. Three other procedural bases
are also used in NPPs, and these are variations of State-based procedures.

(a) Symptoms-based procedures stress analysis and interpretation of trends and indications
of developing plant conditions. The symptoms are then addressed by the operator.
No real diagnosis of the event is required.

(b) Physical-State-based procedures are a refinement of the Symptoms-based approach.
In Physical-state-based procedures a set of critical state indicating parameters are
defined that are then maintained within a safe band by the operator. No diagnosis of
the event is required, so an efficient return to normal operations is not a feature of this
type of procedure.

(c) Function-based procedures seek to maintain a set of critical functions operable at all
times. If a function is threatened, a procedure is used to maintain that function. Such
procedures are a useful fall-back for operators.



Several operator aids have been designed to help the operator apply the types of procedures
identified above. Mostly in algorithmic form, the operator is asked questions about the state
of the plant Based on the answers, the operator is guided to different operational paths. This
procedure is inspired by computer programming techniques and will guide the operator
through an event with numerous paths and outcomes. Such operator aids are not discussed
in detail, but are given below in list form:

(a) Functional Restoration Guidelines;

(b) Optimal Recovery Guidelines;

(c) Functional Status Trees;

(d) Response Trees;

(e) Physical State versus Action Grids.

3. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS IMPACTED BY PROCEDURAL BASIS

The two main aspects of performance affected by the basis of the procedures used are the
amount of cognitive processing associated with the diagnosis and the efficiency of the plant
recovery. Event-based procedure require much more diagnosis than State-based procedures,
therefore any factors that affect the diagnosis performance of the operator will have a
different effect on Event-based and State-based procedures. Event-based procedures provide
a more efficient path to recovery than do State-based procedures. These two factors must be
traded against one another to determine the favoured procedure for a given situation.

For determining favoured procedural bases Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) have been
identified that affect the operators diagnosis ability, and identify those which we believe affect
the procedural basis. The values assumed for these PSFs for different tasks will form the
basis for determining the relative merits of Event-based and State-based procedures for a
given task.

The PSFs considered are presented in three groups. One group is requirements. These are
the inputs that the procedure requires for effective operation. The second group is the
allowances of the procedure. A procedure will allow certain characteristics before it begins
to degrade. Finally the procedure will provide certain results.

3.1 Requirements

(a) Training/Experience of the Operator - this is very important in determining how an
operator will recognise or diagnose an event. The effect of experience is not a simple
relationship. The more experienced an operator the more he/she will be able to draw
on analogous experiences to help with low frequency events. Thus experience effects
the ability to diagnose events that the most experienced operator has never seen. It
is assumed that the level of training is directly related to the expected frequency of



the event and its perceived risk.

(b) Information Availability - this requirement includes the amount and quality of
information available to the operator and feedback availability. The information
availability may be classed a high, medium or low.

3.2 Allowances

(a) Workload - the number and frequency of competing demands on the operator is
important in shaping diagnosis performance. The procedures should take this into
account by providing priorities and guidance about expected results. This study deals
with high and moderate levels of workload.

(b) Mean time between Occurrence - if the task is performed often, then the diagnosis
will be more easily performed because the operator will have a broader experience
base on which to build. The procedure will act as a checklist rather than a detailed
guide. A high Mean time between occurrences indicates an infrequent event. A low
mean time indicates a more frequent event

(c) Perceived Probability of Error - a task with a high perceived probability of error
will be stressful to die operator. Another serious stressor related to this is the
operator's confidence in his diagnosis. The operator will want some assurance that
the correct path is being followed and that errors can be recovered from.

(d) Error Consequences - the perceived consequences of an error affect the operator
through stress. If the task carries high consequences in case of error, the operator will
feel stress when performing the task. By providing clear guidance, a procedure can
control this stress. When consequences are perceived as very low a drop in vigilance
may occur. In this case the procedure is a method of providing a facilitating level of
arousal. Symptoms-based procedures with their demands on anticipatory and
perceptual skills might serve this purpose.

(e) System Fragility - fragility is a measure of the likelihood of a plant upset developing
as a result of a disturbance. If minor disturbances have a high probability of leading
to a major plant upset then the system has high fragility. If the plant fragility is high,
State and Function-based procedures are required to quickly bring the plant to some
form of stability, without requiring complex diagnosis.

(f) Event Progression Rate (Timescale) - if the progression rate is high, the event
timescale is very compressed, time-related stress will be high. Rapidly developing
events lie on a timescale of seconds, moderate progression rates deal with minutes and
slow progression deals with tens of minutes.

(g) Task Cognitive Difficulty - a high cognitive task difficulty will require deduction,
induction, inference and considerable anticipation, perception and interpretation.
When cognitive difficulty is high, event-based procedures will not be effective due to
the difficulty in diagnosis. Even Symptoms-based procedures, with their demands on
noting trends and integrating several parameters, may be too demanding.



3.3 Products

(a) Efficiency • the efficiency of a procedure is a measure of the directness and effort
involved in restoring the plant to an operating state. Event-based procedures are
efficient by design. High efficiency implies a rapid and direct approach to operations.
Low efficiency implies a roundabout or time consuming approach to operations.

3.4 Procedure Vectors

In this section the procedure vectors are developed. Each vector represents our estimate of
the value of each PSF that is allowed or required for each procedural basis. This study deals
with each basis in its purest form. The two tables below, Tables I and П, summarise the
results for Reactive and Proactive procedures.

Table I - Reactive Procedure Vectors

Training/Experience requirements

Work load allowable

MTBO Allowable

FPE Allowable

Consequences Allowable

Fragility Allowable

Progression rate Allowable

Cognitive Difficulty Allowable

Information Requirements

Efficiency

EvenMuaed

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

High

Syrnptonw-
based

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

based

Moderate

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

ffcncJiao-
based

Low

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Low

Table П - Proactive Procedure Vectors

f$8» ' :'"- "[,".".'.J..\.:..i *'.'h "..
Training/Experience requirements

Work load allowable

MTBO Allowable

FPE Allowable

Consequences Allowable

Fragility Allowable

^ « е в И ж в й Г \ "^ ч

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

; $ete*ï>ei6<ï >' ч •*•; ч**
 !

Low

High

High

High

High

High



Progression rate Allowable

Cognitive Difficulty Allowable

Infarmaticn Requirements

Efficiency

tom-bíwà

Low

Low

High

High

State-based

High

High

Moderate

Low

4. FUNCTIONAL TAXONOMY FOR PROCEDURE CLASSIFICATION

Most operators think of their tasks in terms of normal operations, special operations,
emergency actions and recovery procedures. As procedures are written for operators, the
tasks have tried to be classified in an operational manner, and then indicate for each
classification, the relative values of the PSFs that interact with procedural orientation.

The classes of tasks are split into three areas, namely:

(a) Startup/Shutdown Tasks;

(b) On-line Tasks;

(c) Off-line Tasks.

These three classes are further divided into different operating conditions. The three tables
below, Ш, IV, V, identify the value of each of the PSFs related to each of the classes of task
listed above. The Task Classes are defined at the end of the tables.

Table i n - Startup/Shutdown Task Classes

PSFs

Training

Workload

MTBO

PPE

Consequences

Fragility

Progression Rate

Cognitive difficulty

Infonnatíoo
Availability

Nans** Starts?

High

Moderate

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Low

High

Startup
£me»g«acy

Moderate

High

High

High

Moderate

High

High

High

Moderate

Shutdown
Emergency

Moderate

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Normal
Shutdown

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High



Efficiency

Activity

Nacmat Staitop

High

Proactive

Siarwp
Вшиевеу

Moderate

Reactive

ShatâOwR
ляянягусису

Low

Reactive

Nocroal
Sbotdowa

Low

Proactive

Table IV - On-line Task Classes

З Л \ v ' \ s •.•• \ ч

Training

Workload

MTBO

PPE

Consequences

Fragility

Progression Rate

Cognitive difficulty

Information
Availability

Efficiency

Activity

ivoiafiOtt

High

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

High

High

Proactive

Special

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Proactive

Aittítótoíteá
Тшшяйз

High

High

Moderate

High

High

High

High

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Reactive

a** Even»

Low

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

Reactive

Table V - Off-line Task Classes

Training

Workload

MTBO

PPE

Consequences

Fragility

Progression Rate

Difficulty

Normal
Evohtfias

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Spcdai ,
BvtdutKm " •

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

High

High

Moderate

High

Б е ш т а у " ч >

Low

Low

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low



PSF»

Information
Availability

Efficiency

Activity

ÜDCBOÍ
Evolution

High

High

Proactive

Special
Evoliitíoa

Moderate

Moderate

Proactive

Emergency

Moderate

Low

Reactive

Recovery

Moderate

High

Reactive

Task Classes

(a) Normal Startup is an anticipated transient Startup procedures can be for the plant as
a whole or for individual pieces of equipment

(b) Startup Emergency occurs as a result of a transient during normal startup. Examples
are continuous rod withdrawal, high startup rate.

(c) Normal Shutdown is an anticipated evolution. This includes manual shutdown and
controlled rod drive-in.

(d) Shutdown Emergency results when a transient occurs during normal shutdown.

(e) On-line normal evolutions are anticipated evolutions that are part of the normal design
operation.

(f) On-line special evolutions are normal tasks that have unusual characteristics that make
them more difficult than normal operations. Examples are a plant calorirnetry run or
solid pressurizer for a PWR.

(g) On-line anticipated transients are emergencies that are anticipated in the safety
analysis and design of the plant Examples are a small LOCA and reactor trip.

(h) On-line rare events are emergencies that are not anticipated in the safety analysis and
design of the plant These events will usually be multiple failures.

(i) Off-line normal evolution are anticipated evolutions that are part of the normal design
operations. This may include pump changes and plant configuration changes whilst
off-line.

(j) Off-line special evolutions are tasks that serve a special purpose and are performed
only under special circumstances. Steam generator cleaning or solid plant operations
are examples.

(k) Off-line emergencies are anticipated in the safety analysis and design of the plant
Reactor coolant flow redaction and power loss are examples.

Q) Off-line recovery includes tasks that restore the plant to a stable condition after
emergencies have occurred. Restoration of reactor coolant level after a steam break
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in a PWR is an example.

5. CONCLUSIONS FOR CHOOSING PROCEDURE BASES

The procedural basis recommended for each Task Class is chosen in this methodology by
matching a Procedure vector with each Task Class vector as well as possible. This is
obviously an approximate method because the values of the PSFs are highly subjective and
not exact by any means.

Often, no one specific procedure basis exactly matches the requirements of the task. In this
instance, some combination of the bases are used to form a hybrid procedure. The most
common hybrid procedure will consist of an event-based procedure when an event can be
diagnosed, with a state-based procedure used before diagnosis. Here, it is assumed that this
combination allows high efficiency when diagnosis is made, and high safety in case of
diagnosis error, or further plant upsets during event-based actions. The findings are shown
in Table VI below.

Table VI • Recommended Procedure Bases for Classes of Tasks

Tide Class ^ * "

Normal Startup

Normal Shutdown

Startup Emergency

Shutdown Emergency

Normal On-line

Special On-line

Anticipated Transient

Rare Event

Normal Off-line

Special Off-line

Off-line Emergency

Recovery

Kresjt-fii» Proceda» - ч

Event-based

Event-based

Event-based

Physical-state-based or Function-
based

Event-based

Event-based

Event-based

Physical-state-based or Function-
based

Event-based

Event-based

Symptoms, Physical-state or
Function-based

Event-based

Function-based

Function-based or Physical-state-
based

Function-based or Physical-state-
based

Function-based

Function-based

Function-based or Physical-state-
based

Function-based or Physical-state-
based

10



6. EFFECTS OF COMPUTERISING EVENT-BASED AND STATE-BASED
PROCEDURES

The work in this section is based on earlier survey work presented in Fenlon, 1991, [1]. Our
analysis of the effects of computerisation only includes the effects of procedure basis. Many
other aspects, such as format, writing style and algorithm content need to be considered in
addition. Here, the effects of placing procedures with different bases on a computer are
examined by considering how the computer might impact the different factors we have used
to analyse the procedures bases. Several levels of computerisation have been considered.
These levels are presented below:

(a) Computer Library - The most basic level of procedure computerisation uses the
computer as a repository of procedures with computer driven reference capabilities.
The operator diagnoses the event and calls up the required procedure.

(b) Procedure reference service - An extension of the computer library is represented by
a system which accepts an operator's diagnosis as input and responds with the
required procedure.

(c) Information discriminator - The next level of sophistication is an operator aid system
that examines some subset of the available information and determines what is
important for the operator to be aware of.

(d) Priority setter - This system performs information discrimination and then applies pre-
determined priority schemes to the discriminated plant information to determine action
priorities based on stored rules.

(e) Operator expert system - The operator queries the expert system, which provides
expert knowledge and inferences, with the ultimate goal being synthesis of new
procedures for unseen events.

(f) Autonomous AI system - This system is capable of learning from its past experiences,
much as an operator would. Such a system would examine plant data, reference a
stored body of knowledge, make inferences concerning the course of action required
and synthesise new procedures if necessary.

The two tables below, Vu and VIE, provide suggestions as to the improvements provided by
the different levels of computerisation on Event-based and State-based procedures. This is
done in relation to the PSFs identified earlier.

11



Table VU - Effects of Computerisation on Event-based Procédures

Training/
Experience

Information
requirements

Workload

MTBO

PPE

Consequences

Fragility

Rate

Difficulty

Efficiency

SUght
reduction

-

SUght
Increase

-

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

-

-

asr
SUght
reduction

-

Moderate
Increase

-

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

-

-

Atoro

Moderate
reduction

SUght
reduction

Moderate
Increase

-

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

SUght
Increase

Moderate
Increase

-

-

Computer ..

Moderate
reduction

Moderate
reduction

Moderate
Increase

SUght
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

SUght
Increase

Moderate
Increase

SUght
Increase

-

Sywaa

Large
reduction

Large
reduction

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

AI

Large
reduction

Large
reduction

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Table УШ - Effects of Computerisation on State-based Procedures

FSB;

Training/
Experience

Information
requirements

Workload

MTBO

PPE

Computer
Ш а г у

SUght
reduction

-

Süght
Increase

-

-

Oorapotar
Reference

Moderate
reduction

-

Moderate
Increase

-

Slight
Increase

Alarm

Large
reduction

-

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Coropuwc
Páority
aeon

Large
reduction

-

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Expert
System

Large
reduction

Small
reduction

Moderate
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

At
system

Large
reduction

Moderate
reduction

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase
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Consequences

Fragility

Rate

Difficulty

Efficiency

•

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Atam»

-

Slight
Increase

-

Slight
Increase

-

Computer

Setter .' s"

-

Moderate
Increase

-

Slight
Increase

-

1 Bxpcrt

•

Large
Increase

Slight
Increase

Moderate
Increase

Moderate
Increase

AI

-

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Large
Increase

Reference

[1] FENLON D., Review of the Current Worldwide Status of Computerised Procedures,
HFD/90/186/RES/REP, SRD, Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth, Cheshire, UK, January 1991.
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5. Warnings

The Unit Shutdown programme is able to identify 92 situations

when there is a faulty intervention or inception of dangerous

situation. Each such situation is described by logical rules

and a priority. If the rules are fulfilled, a warning is

displayed. If there are more warnings at the same time, only

that with the highest priority is displayed. The operator has

the possibility to confirm the warning. Then, if there are

more warnings at the given time, the next one with the

confirmed warnincrfi are not
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Session 4

PROCEDURE PRESENTATION AND OPERATOR
SUPPORT





Session 4: PROCEDURE PRESENTATION АИР OPERATOR SUPPORT

Session summary by Иг. М. Green, UK

The fourth and final session, entitled Procedure Presentation and

Operator Support, comprised four papers, three from the CSFR and one from the

IAEA. Papers from the CSFR reported on the increasing use of information

technology to support operators, whilst the IAEA paper reviewed current and

future work undertaken by the Agency in the human-machine-inter face area.

The first of the papers from the CSFR described the development of

software at the Nuclear Research Institute at Rez near Prague, whose purpose

is to assist operators in reactor shutdown operations. Plant information is

collected, processed and then interrogated by operators using a PC. The

system, by breaking down the shutdown process into discrete steps and

presenting values, plant status and warnings via 11 control pages (1 overview

and 10 sub-system pages), provides support to operators throughout the

operation. The software is now in use at all four reactors at Dukovany and

has been used during 13 unit shutdowns in 1990-1991.

The second paper presented reported on the work undertaken at the NPP

Research Institute at Trnava dealing with electrical equipment. Concern with

faults in this area has led to a research programme dealing with the

introduction of computer systems to improve the safety and reliability of

these items of plant. An example of a system dealing with the monitoring and

automatic fault recording of an electrical system was presented. The system

described comprises of a measurement/monitoring centre whose output serves two

functions, firstly it provides immediate feedback of information to control

room operators and secondly allows trend analysis of faults and failures by

technical operating staff. The system identifies electrical equipment

deviations before they become serious, thus allowing proactive operator

intervention to avert potential disruption. Such information will make an

important contribution to the implementation of new operating procedures and

support systems.

The third paper of the session considered the operators as an optimal

process controller. This involved identification the control loops by which

the operator controls plant processes. By consideration of these loops the

effects of stress on operator performance and information processing can be
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considered. It is via such consideration that the best means of supporting

the return of the operator to the most effective type of processing can be

achieved. The paper suggested that consideration of the cognitive information

processing involved provided the most fruitful path and that the use of an

expert system, (i.e. a computer system designed to solve problems that

normally require human expertise), vas the best means of modelling and

supporting the operator. The basic premise of the paper is that procedures

should acknowledge the active problem solving role of the operator rather

than, as at present, seeing them as a largely passive event sequence

executor. The expert system therefore takes the role of a supportive

experienced colleague who usually offers advice to operators and only offers

commands in emergency situations. The paper brought to the attention of the

meeting the progressive nature of the work being undertaken in the CSFR. The

application of AI to this area could be a fruitful one, however, a number of

problems do exist with such technology. For example, concern exists about the

development of the knowledge base used in such systems, how the knowledge is

elicited from subject experts, and how complete such knowledge can be,

especially in 'beyond design' situations. The heuristic employed by the

inference engines of such systems are also very difficult to develop.

Problems also exist with the sophisticated form of dialogue required to allow

the system to fulfill the role of a supportive, experienced colleague.

Despite these and other problems the application of expert systems to NPPs

remains an area of interest and potential benefit to the industry. The work

reported in the paper provides interesting insights into the research being

conducted in this area within the CSFR.

The fourth and final paper of the session reviewed the current work by

the IAEA under the broad heading of the man-machine interface. This comprises

three main areas, human factors, human reliability in PSA, and automation and

operator support systems. The area of human factors considers such topics as

safety culture, management of nuclear safety, human performance indicators,

and root cause analysis with emphasis on human factors contributions to

incidents. Human reliability in PSA deals with the area of modelling human

performance and data collection to allow quantitative analysis. Other areas

to be considered include how such factors as management and safety culture can

be built into the PSA. The third area considered involves automation and
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operator support systems. Aspects of this include allocation of function,

safety implications of plant automation and computerised process control,

software reliability, robotics, expert systems and operator support systems.

It was proposed that safety culture could be broken down into three elements,

policy commitment, manager's commitment and individual's commitment. The

sub-elements of each of these were also presented. The growing realisation of

the pervasive importance of these aspects was discussed and a number of

implications for this topic with relation to the nuclear industry presented.

The research conducted by the IAEA ASSET group into the area of root cause

analysis was also reported. A model of event propagation was proposed and an

example root cause analysis of a procedural deficiency presented. Finally,

the timetable of the meetings planned by the IAEA in areas relevant to the

above topics was detailed.

In summary, a number of important points were raised and discussed during

the session. There is an active interest within the CSFR in the application

of on-line computer support for operators. This is tied in closely with the

updating and modernisation programme for their reactors. Such systems are

used for supporting the operators and not as a means of presenting operators

with mandatory instructions. This retains the important contribution of

operators in plant operations, that of problem solving. Indeed, there is

interest within the CSFR in the application of expert systems to operator

support. However, this requires the dialogue between operator and computer to

be much more sophisticated than for more conventional software applications.

Some concern was voiced during the meeting about hardware and software

reliability, particularly for their use in emergency situations. These are

important questions which must be answered to the satisfaction of regulatory

bodies before wider use of on-line software systems of this nature can be more

widely used. Wider sharing of data and experience dealing with the design,

reliability and implementation of on-line computer systems would be of benefit

to IAEA members. The paper and subsequent discussions dealing with issues in

the man-machine interface underlined the importance of placing the whole area

of EOFs in context. The contribution of human factors, human reliability, and

automation and operator support is vital to the success of any emergency

procedures or systems, paper or computerised. Careful consideration of these

aspects will have an important role in determining whether such systems will

function outside the research laboratory in HPPs themselves.
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ABSTRACT

Operating experience data of Czechoslovak as well as

foreign WER-440 nuclear power plants document that faults

and failures of electric equipment should be the subject of

large care. The aim of research and development (R & D)

effort in Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute (NPPRI) in

this area is implementation of advanced technical systems

for plant safety and reliability related electric components

and systems, including power supplying systems of

instrumentation and control, monitoring and assessment. Some

results of R & D effort in NPPRI in the field of obtaining
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Abstract

The paper Unit Shutdown Software contains a description of

software which is to be used by the W E R 440 type NPP unit

manager during unit shutdown operations. The software enables

to display measured or calculated values on the basis of

real-time technological process data acquisition, provides

advices during unit shutdown and, in the cases when there is

a faulty intervention or inception of dangerous situation

during the unit shutdown process, produces warnings.



The Unit Shutdown Software

1. Introduction

The Unit Shutdown software was developed and tested in NRI

eô during 1989-1991 in co-operation with NPP Dukovany with

the aim to provide the NPP unit manager a powerful aid for

unperturbed management of the WER 440 type NPP unit

shutdown. Information content of this software follows from

operational regulations and limiting conditions related to

the unit shutdown process. This software is installed on PC

AT 386 with color monitor and operating system MS DOS 3 or

higher, which is located in unit control room and is

available to the unit manager.

The Unit Shutdown software enables:

a) To acquire real-time technological data;

b) To display measured or calculated values of selected

quantities;

c) On the basis of evaluation of situation during unit

shutdown, to propose to the operator next course of

his activity;

d) In the case of faulty interventions or inception of

dangerous situation during the unit shutdown process,

to produce corresponding warnings.

2. Data acceptance

The source of data for the Unit Shutdown programme is

represented by the so-called Information Computing System

(computer SM 2M) collecting at about 5 000 measured data of

the real process. The system is connected with the so-called

Data Concentrator (computer ADT 4700) which, among others,

collects all data provided by the Information Computing

System. The Data Concentrator is directly linked by means of



HP-IB with a personal computer of the Operator Support System

(OSS). On the basis of a request of the unit control room OSS

computer, the Data Concentrator sends all data provided by

the Information Computing System. This fact enables selection

of the data transfer period by software means on the side of

the OSS computer. The Information Computing System measures

the data of the real procès with period of 4 s and also the

transfer of data between the Information Computing System and

the Data Concentrator is realized with period of 4 s. With

regard to time demands of data acceptance, elaboration,

evaluation and display including the results of evaluation of

the current situation by the Unit Shutdown programme, the

period of 12 s turned out to be an optimum value for the data

transfer between the Data Concentrator and the OSS computer

of the unit control room. The Unit Shutdown programme has the

possibility to work with 5 000 quantities provided by the

Information Computing System, but for the purposes of

assurance of functions of the programme only 823 quantities

(574 analog and 249 discrete ones) were selected. The

Information Computing System provides, besides the value of

each quantity, also a binary so-called credibility indicator

which is considered by the Unit Shutdown programme during the

elaboration of data. Moreover, each data packet sent to the

system comprises the time of measurement and, for the reasons

of increase of the data transfer reliability, a check sum

which is evaluated.

The Unit Shutdown programme does not perform data

verification since the verification is already performed by

the Information Computing System and the results of this

verification (credibility indicator) are available to the

Unit Shutdown programme.



3. Representation of the measured and calculated data

The measured and calculated values of selected quantities are

displayed into the so-called technological charts. There are

11 such charts (see Fig. 1 or Fig. 2) and only one chart can

be displayed at a time. The first technological chart

represents the whole unit and the remaining charts represent

the individual parts of the unit, namely reactor, steam

generator, main circulation pumps, turbo-generators, systems

of condensate, feeding tanks, feeding of steam generators,

stand-by station cooling-down, cooling-down through by-pass

station and cooling-down of the aftercooling stand-by system.

By means of a menu it is possible to select arbitrary

technological chart with corresponding values displayed

(approximately 50 to 100 measured or calculated values).

The analog values are displayed in the technological charts

with 2 to 4 valid digits. If a value of some quantity is

measured with the indicator "credible", the value is

displayed in green colour, in the opposite case the colour is

white; if some limits are exceeded the value is displayed in

red colour.

The discrete values are displayed in the technological charts

by means of symbols (e.g. a symbol for valve, pump, etc.) and

the colour of the symbol denotes the state of the

corresponding element. The state of the individual elements

is displayed in four colours: red (switched on, open), green

(switched off, closed), yellow (intermediate position) and

white (faulty measurement).

The programme Unit Shutdown archives the values of 18

selected quantities for 30 minutes which enables graphic

representation of course of the quantities and also

computation and representation of trends of these quantities.

The graphic courses illustrate the values of given quantities

during the last either 30 or 6 minutes which can be selected



during the run of the Unit Shutdown prcgranr.e (see Fig 3).

For calculation of trends, the linear regression method and

the values measured in the time period of 2 to 5 minutes are

used, each quantity having the time period firmly fixed.

4. Advisory activity

The whole activity of operators during the unit shutdown

process was subdivided into 55 steps, each step being

characterized by one or more tasks which the operators have

to perform during the unit shutdown procès. By means of

a menu the Unit Shutdown programme enables to select and type

on screen a description of tasks of arbitrary step; the steps

or their names are arranged in the menu chronologically

according to the time of their performance (see Fig. 4).

Each such step is characterized by logical rules. If some

rules related to a step are fulfilled, it means, that the

tasks described in the frame of this step have to be shortly

performed. In this case, a description of tasks of such step

is displayed on the screen without operator's intervention.

The operator then has a possibility to confim each step but

this confirmation, in distinction tc the confirmation of

warnings, is not a necessary condition of utilization of

other functions of the Unit Shutdown programme. In order to

distinguish if for a given step the pertinent regulations are

fulfilled and if the given step has been confirmed the texts

describing the tasks of the individual steps are

distinguished by colour in the following way: white text

- the regulations for the given step have not been fulfilled

so far and the given step has not been confirmed; magenta

text - the regulations for the given step are fulfiled and

the given step has not been confirmed; blue text - the given

step was confirmed. After confirmation of a given step the

fact if the regulations for the given step are fulfiled or

not is not further taken into consideration.
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5. Warnings

The Unit Shutdown programme is able to identify 92 situations

when there is a faulty intervention or inception of dangerous

situation. Each such situation is described by logical rules

and a priority. If the rules are fulfilled, a warning is

displayed. If there are more warnings at the same time, only

that with the highest priority is displayed. The operator has

the possibility to confirm the warning. Then, if there are

more warnings at the given time, the next one with the

highest priority is displayed. The confirmed warnings are not

displayed on the screen even if the corresponding logical

rules remain to be valid. The operator has still the

possibility to display the confirmed and valid warnings on

the screen.

When validity of a warning has expired, the warning is

neither displayed nor archived regardless the fact if it was

confirmed or not.

In the time period when the warnings are displayed on the

screen no further functions of the Unit Shutdown programme

can be utilized; when operator wants to use the functions he

nust confirm the warnings.

The operator can select, whether the warnings have

simultaneous audio signals.

6. Help Module

The Unit Shutdown programme has a Help module enabling

display of a brief summary of function keys and functions of

the programme.



7. Knowledge Base

The logical rules used by the Unit Shutdown programme are

represented by logical functions AND, OR and NOT where

arguments of the functions are binary relations with

operators = (equal to), <> (not equal to), > (greater than),

>= (greater or equal), < (lower than) and <= (lower or

equal), and the operands can be a constant, a value of

measured quantity, a value of calculated quantity, a value of

trend, or time. As has been already mentioned above, the

trends are calculated by the method of linear regression.

Each rule is, moreover, characterized by a time constant

representing the time period, during which the logical

function forming given rule must have the truth value "true"

in order that the rule is considered as fulfilled.

The values of calculated quantities are calculated acording

to simple mathematical algorithms such as arithmetic average

of N values, maximum out of N values, etc. From the above

mentioned it follows that the auxiliary calculations and

determination of validity of rules do not put heavy demands

on time of the processor used in the computer system. The

rules have been developed by a six-member team of experts

from the NPP Dukovany after consultations with the unit

operators and have been tested in NPP Dukovany during 13 unit

shutdowns in 1990-1991.

8. Conclusion

The Unit Shutdown software is presently used on all four unit

control rooms of the NPP Dukovany.



at manual or automatic handling in all voltage level

systems.

Alternating electrical quantities are being read from

secondary circuits of current and voltage measuring

transformers. We have developed automatic 3-stage range

switch for measurement system. Measurement range switching

works by automatic decrease or increase of sensitivity

according to electrical quantity change in dynamic

processes. High accuracy of primary quantities is achievable

by this way.

NPPRI applies the hardware configuration and software
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ABSTRACT

Operating experience data of Czechoslovak as well as

foreign WER-440 nuclear power plants document that faults

and failures of electric equipment should be the subject of

large care. The aim of research and development (R & D)

effort in Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute (NPPRI) in

this area is implementation of advanced technical systems

for plant safety and reliability related electric components

and systems, including power supplying systems of

instrumentation and control, monitoring and assessment. Some

results of R & D effort in NPPRI in the field of obtaining

of high quality and complex electric equipment data, their

transfer and possible presentation of carefully selected

information to the operator are given in the paper. An

example of implementation of a technical system that serves

for organized measurement and simultaneously for continuous

monitoring, automatic fault conditions recording, relevant

data processing and assessment is presented in the paper.

These issues concern also the general problem of

establishing new plant technical specifications and limiting

working conditions in connection with running WER-440
1
s

modernization processes.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Electric equipment of nuclear power plants and

particulary station service electric equipment (ЕЕ) has

close influence upon nuclear reactor safety and reliable

electrical power generation as well. That is why the ЕЕ

disturbances and failures should -be the subject of a large

interest. It is the matter of great significance to know

causes of ЕЕ faults originations and to apply this knowledge

to elimination, or at least mitigation of their impacts upon

relevant plant technological systems and reactor unit. To

illustrate above mentioned, there are some facts concerning
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Czech and Slovak as well as foreign WER-440 nuclear power

plants (NPP) performance presented hereinafter.

For example, long-term average numbers of ЕЕ failures

from all reported failures in Czech and Slovak NPP are

around 14 to 16 %. The ЕЕ reported failure contribution to

all failure electric energy generation loss is even more

demonstrable. Long-term average value is over 30 % at Bohu-

nice units of older design (V230 type), over 16 % at Dukova-

ny plant. In 1989 in Bohunice plant, the reported loss of

energy generation due to ЕЕ failures was 55 %, in Dukovany

plant it reached 19 % [1,2].

The significance of this information is obvious, but

another fact can be even more compelling. From the set of

the most safety related problems during all operating time

of Czech and Slovak NPP, roughly a half concerned ЕЕ.

Similar situation could be demonstrated in other

countries with WER-440 plant in operation on the basis of

the latest available information from IAEA Incident

Reporting System (1RS), Nuclear Power Plants Equipment

Quality Information System (original acronym in Russian is

ISKO AES), established and operated by Interatomenergo

Moscow or information from WANO.

For example at station in Kozloduj, Bulgaria they have

long-term average number of ЕЕ failures from all reported

failures around 26 %, while the ЕЕ failure contribution to

all electric energy generation loss is about 34 %. The same

values in Ukrainian NPP Rovno are about 14 % (58 % ) , in

Russian NPP Kola - V230 about 25 % (12 % ) , Kola - V213 about

19 % (15 % ) . The same values in Hungarian NPP Paks are about

11 % (16 %) [3].

2 - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

EFFORT OBJECTIVES

Basing on above mentioned WER-440 NPPs performance

facts, the aim of R & D effort in NPPRI Trnava in this field
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is implementation of advanced technical devices for plant

safety and reliability related electric systems and

components, including power supplying systems of I & C,

monitoring and status assessment. This task has close

relation to existing paper-based .operating procedures, new

developed procedures and computer aided support systems for

control room staff and technical staff-electricians of NPPs.

The necessity of up-dating of information and support

systems available for operating personnel indicates further

research and development work. Current status of these

systems, predetermined for reactor unit equipment monitoring

and for assessment of anomalous or emergency situations, is

not sufficient for operative estimation of such situations.

Operating personnel, as a matter of fact, do not have a good

possibility for qualified and exact analysis of the reactor

unit situation during fault conditions or after them. This

issue is connected with subsequent up-dating of operating

procedures, particularly those ones for managing of fault

and emergency design or beyond-design situations.

In further enhancing computer based information

systems, more explicite diagnosis and prognosis about the

dynamical processes and the components/systems are important

task. During power operation, one of the most important task

is to diagnose a process in terms of initial deviations from

the normal state [4]. This is also one of the goals of

integrated electric disturbance monitoring/assessment system

that is being developed in NPPRI [5]. Personnel of control

room as well as technical staff-electricians should be

informed about a developing fault before reaching the first

thresholds of conventional alarms. Thus they are assisted at

an early stage to recognize and understand the meaning of

fault and to give them sufficient time to decide on

appropriate measures.
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3 . ESSENTIAL ISSUES

We consider following issues essential at present [6] :

- reactor unit safety and reliability related ЕЕ parameters

monitoring, including overcurrents, schort-circuit

currents, voltage excesses/drops, vector and frequency

analyses and overall functional ability assessment in

anomalous situations

- development of information system concerning the status of

selected ЕЕ, fitted and suitable for operative evaluation

and immediate decision making on the base of exact methods

- up-dating of relevant operating procedures, plant techni-

cal specifications and limiting working conditions

- automatized database (archive) of important electric

transients and physics of dynamic changes of selected ЕЕ

and protections.

Since these issues as well as above mentioned

objectives of R & D work should be reviewed in connection

with new operating procedures (paper-based, computerized,

combined) generation, specification of the procedures on the

line of their using is needful.

Basically, in NPP operation there are various kinds of

procedures and it may be useful for our purposes to

distinguish :

1. Procedures describing plant unit status and electrical

power system processes (EPSP) operating conditions, pro-

cedures and operators' activities for EPSP keeping in

prescribed limits and conditions.

2. Procedures which enable us to analyse (particularly)

anomalous EPSP courses.

3. Procedures for repair, maintenance and correction of

hardware and software of information-control systems of

EPSP.

When considering these items, one should distinguish :

a/ Systems functions specification for procedures

generation and conduct can be done as follows :
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- generation of documentation files, i.e. generation

of text and graphic files, including (hard) wired

logic, i.e. wired OR/AND, timers, etc. diagrams

- correction/change making in existing documentation

and enrolment of changes

- database analysis, i.e. generation, maintenance and

conduct of database, time chart outputs of analog

and binary quantities, comparison of existing

(instantaneous, actual) time charts to design ones

and deviation assessment, calculation of characte-

ristic values from time charts

- quick look up of required text and graphic files

(hierarchal structure of them is supposed)

- automatic ordering of operating procedures,

depending on plant operation status

- ordering of operating documentation according to

types of accidents

b/ Specification of information sources for ensuring of

defined functions :

- database of technological quantities (values of

analog and binary quantities, actual status of

process etc. are obtained)

- database of electrical-technological impact on

reactor unit status at signalling of various power

supply loss

- off-line generated text files

- off-line generated graphic files

4 - R & D EFFORT APPLICATION

In Czech and Slovak NPPs in operation, there are

measurement and monitoring centres (MMC) for ЕЕ status

analysing set up. The MMC are built on the same floor in

neighbouring rooms of control rooms. All important

electrical quantities are led into these centers which are

now prepared for being equipped with relevant fast digital
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electronic apparatus (Figure 1).

Basing on above mentioned essential issues, our R & D

results are applied in activities as follows :

1. Implementation of advanced hardware and software systems

for plant safety and reliability related EPSP monitoring

and ЕЕ status assessment. Upgrading measures and feedback

to designers, electric components manufacturers, nuclear

operators and research area to predict and reduce the

affects of ЕЕ perfomance degradation.

2. Gradual building up of information system, concerning the

status of reactor unit important electric equipment and

suitable for high level assessment and immediate decision

making, heavy-current equipment status prognosing, impact

of electric components aging effects. The information

system should cover database of important electric

transients.

3. Systematic and gradual equipment of the existing MMC with

fast digital electronic apparatus for measurement and

evaluation of physics of electrical dynamic changes and

for anomalous or emergency situations.

The first makeshift MMC was built up at commissioning

of first units of Bohunice NPP. It is necessery to remark

that exact measurement and registering of alternating

electrical quantities of basic ЕЕ in steady states and

transients were not included in original designs. The first

MMC has been covered by 3rd reactor unit design of Bohunice

NPP, followed by 4th reactor unit of the plant and by all

reactor units of Dukovany NPP. Those are our plants in

operation. Concerring NPP Mochovce (4 x WER-440), the plant

under construction, design of MMC has been ordered by the

utility. Design of NPP Temelin (2xWER-1000) covers the MMC.

Thus, the MMC serves as integrated electric steady

states /disturbances of ЕЕ monitoring/ assessment system in

period of reactor unit commissioning, as well as in its

operation. They enable us to carry out exact measurements.
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assessments, periodical logging of steady state alternating

50 Hz electrical quantities and automatic record of

transients with values exceeding chosen setpoints.

Alternating currents, voltages and binary functions of ЕЕ as

follows are led into the MMC :

- NPP power output system

- external grid (offsite power supply)

- main generators

- main transformers

- station service load transformers

- medium voltage systems of preferable/offsite supplies of

6 kV distribution boards

- dieselgenerator outputs

- inverter outputs

- selected medium voltage asynchronous motors

- selected preferable/offsite supplies of low voltage

systems

- selected low voltage asynchronous motors

- selected breakers positions of all voltage levels

- selected analog and binary quantities of important

automatics

- initiating /actuating pulses of electrical protections of

main generator/transformator units

4.1. Universal measurement /recording/ assessment digital

system.

We use digital transientrecorders of BAKKER BE 256 type

that contains A/D converter and memory individually for

every indicated alternating quantity or one converter for

more channels by means of multiplexor. In oder to work with

broad frequency spectrum of dynamic processes, we have

chosen apparatus with sampling frequency of 600 Hz to 400

kHz per channel. In special cases we use even 1 MHz per

channel. This high sampling frequency enables us to get

recorded very fast electrical switching processes, arising

- 9 -



at manual or automatic handling in all voltage level

systems.

Alternating electrical quantities are being read from

secondary circuits of current and voltage measuring

transformers. We have developed automatic 3-stage range

switch for measurement system. Measurement range switching

works by automatic decrease or increase of sensitivity

according to electrical quantity change in dynamic

processes. High accuracy of primary quantities is achievable

by this way.

NPPRI applies the hardware configuration and software

developed at the institute at repeated reactor unit

startups, shutdowns as well as during operation for

monitoring, registering, analysing and calculating of

derived electrical quantities as follows :

- absolute /instantaneous/ effective values of alternating

currents, voltages, their sums,, differences, derivations,

frequencies

- active, reactive, apparent powers in different time points

- evaluation of impedance at a given energy system point

- analysis of harmonics

- vector assessment of dynamic processes

- voltage and current symmetry breaks

- earth leakage occurance

- undesirable distortion of alternating quantities charts

- losses of ancillary and actuating voltages for automatics

and electric protections.

In addition, automatic recording and proceeding of

alternating quantities can be utilized at monitoring of

important EPSPs for example as follows :

- individual and common startup of asynchronous motors

- transformers switching-on

- loads taking by emergency and uninterruptable power

sources

- offsite power transfers

- 10 -



- quick electronic power transfers in uninterruptable power

supplying systems.

Results obtained by periodical monitoring and logging

can be of usefulness as a part of operating documentation.

The results can be in numerical or graphic form.

5 - CONCLUSIONS

Permanent monitoring of selected alternating electrical

quantities, binary functions, their automatic recording in

anomalous operating conditions of power ЕЕ in all voltage

levels enable us to get valuable graphic/numeric

information. The information on course of disturbance and

its "prehistory", on sequential initiating/actuating of

selected electric components can be of help for competent

decision making. This concerns operation recovery,

decreasing/increasing of reactor unit power and relevant

backfittings acceptance, based on analysis of disturbance

cause. That is why this kind of information should be

presented to plant men in charge.
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ЕЕ - electric equipment

EHV - extra high voltage

EPSP - electrical power system process

EPT - electrical power train

ESF - engineered safety feature

HV - high voltage

I&C - instrumentation and control

LV - low voltage
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ММС - measurement monitoring centre

MV - medium voltage

NPP - nuclear power plant

NPPRI - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute

R & D - research and development
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Abst rac t

The paper presents some new views on the field of the creation of efficiently usable
operating procedures. In addition to some rather traditional analyses of job type or
task-analysis used up to now in instruction assembly there is cognitive-task analysis
presented. Using the last mentioned approach such operator's récognitive activity
requirements are investigated, which apply in the situations where operator's decision
problems are solved. It is known that man's récognitive activity has its own rules.
Therefore we attempted to propose such operating procedures which are able with
respect to its form and contents to help an operator to recognize a failing situation
correctly and to solve it regularly. The expert systems technology has appeared to
be necessary for implementation of such support system.



1 Introduction
Exploitation of Operating Procedure (OP) in workings of industrial and traffic means
is a very old and still used practice. Form and contents of OP have been successively
influenced by the technical complexity as well as by circumstances under which the
OP have had been used. They was influenced substantially by the professional level
of their editors. We can see that very well e.g., in the case of the OP written by
engineers who have constructed the machinery. A common sign here is to bring
complete information on working states of the machinery. Such OP are then very
large, descriptional and of difficult use for an operator, even despite the fact that
everything is included in the OPs.

Having these fact as a background, we intend to explain in this paper some new
principles of creating OP, derived from a behavioural analyzis of a man when solving
problems.

These principles are based on the facts that:

• man has always his own cognitive procedures using which he can reach a conflict
with an OP instruction,

• there is a certain optimal procedure how a man processes information in prob-
lem solving,

• certain types of instructions can very effectively help a man when solving prob-
lems.

The OP itself can be then understood as a specific mean to support an operator.
Its task is to supply the operator by a necessary information for his own decision.
The obvious fact that an OP is a written text can bee seen in a completely another
light when considering the function just mentioned. Taking into account that the
communication is performed on the basis of symbols, the OP is shifted into the
position of an operator supporting mean on a "knowledge-based" level.

This level of communication is also a basic relation between the OPs and expert
systems (ES), which are working with symbols as well. Our ultimate goal, men-
tioned in this paper's conclusions, has been the development of an operator's expert
advisory, which is, apart from the contents of an information, also able to optimize
the reachability of the information into a working place. Such goal can be fulfilled
using the expert systems technology on personal computers (PC). An example of
such solution will be presented in the last chapter.

2 Machine-based design of the operator's work-place

Our approach to the OP design is based on contemplations on a regulation function of
knowledge in human behaviour. Our basic assumption was that the performance of



a man with a clear mental picture of his working situations is qualitatively different
and more reliable as the preformance of a man who must rely on a immediately
accepted sequence of commands. For the sake of clarity we shall mention briefly
some moments of creating working conditions important for above mentioned more
reliable performance of an operator, well-known from the practice up to now.

Panels and counters of a control room (CR) are the place where the substantial
connection in the system man-machine is performed by information changing. The
original engineering approach based on the control theory and measurement was
oriented only towards the information flow from a machinery to the CR. A trans-
fer of all information on status and function of the machinery to the CR has been
considered to be sufficient for a reliable performance of an operator. The increas-
ing complexity of industrial machinery has shown the limits of this, say, one-sided
and therefore simplifying approach very fastly. Perceptive and motoric abiMties of
a man conditioning input and output of information in the man-machine communi-
cation have leci to special adjustment of the CR, not derivable from the necessities
of information transfer on the way machine - information system of the CR. These
adjustments have become to be a working field for the engineering psychology.

Let us consider now the role and place of the OP on an operator's work-place. It
must be said that the OP's have been written mostly with the aim to cover as large
as possible volume of information about the machinery. A more significant usage
of the necessity of a choice from overal information set as well as a more readable
formulation of particular instructions and their uniqueness given by human claims,
can be seen only recently.

The work-places of an operator, designed in accord with ergonomics principles
and provided by an OP written according the above mentioned aspects, are well
suited for claims requiring a reliable human performance in working of such ma-
chinery which complexity does not exceede the frame of so called well formulated
problems. The operator's work here consists of performing prescribed procedures,
based on detailed analyses of working situations. The operator is for such work well
trained and well motivated. He is familiar with the analyzed events and understands
them well. When some of them appears, the operator is able to recall its suitable
conceptual model and therefore he is able to read and evaluate announced data and
verify his evaluation paralelly in the related OP.

3 What kind of support does the operator need?

Highly coordinated operator's activity, based on the presence of a valid conceptual
model we have described in the end of last chapter, changes dramatically in the case
the operator appears suddenly in a completely new and at least in its initial develop-
ment unknown situation. Among such situations we can include serious failures and
accidents which we can not exclude in workings of complex technical machinery. The



conceptual model, using which has the operator anticipated before the failure origin
the resulting changes in the controlled process as well as responses on his interven-
tions, cease to be valid any more and the operator will appear in a status when he
hardly knows what is matter and what he has to do. The information announcers
stimulating the operator's activity before the failure appeared, would start to be
sources of stress.

Hard paid experience from the most serious accidents of nuclear power plants
(TMI, Chernobyl) show that the potential presence of all data was in critical phases
for operators practically unprofitable. There is another question what direct com-
mands or instructions might have been in those cases written in the OP.

In our opinion, in such situation for an operator it is crucial point a struggle
for correct understanding what has happened. This struggle is performed in the
operator's mind. It is that type of the operator's activity denoted as the "knowledge-
based" level in the theory, when the operator's activity become to be determined
by his own knowledge and judgments only. Establishing of a repeated contact with
the device is highly dependent on his cognitive activity effectiveness. Therefore the
effective support for an operator must be found in laws of decision and problem
solving processes. From those it is possible to derive when and what information is
necessary. From the total volume and claims on the speed of giving the particular
supporting instructions there will follow requirements concerning their form. In other
words, we ате facing the task of creating the OP to be an effective support of the
operator's cognitive activity in decisions in complex working situations.

4 Learning activity as a bridge through the stress

We have shown that unexpected occurence of a serious failure or accident is a stress-
ing situation for the operator. Therefore the first-rate task of an efficient support
must be a successive overcoming of the stress load. Something what was very prob-
lematically manageable as a working situation (using data or commands for the
operator), turns to be well manageable after the transformation into learning by
problem solving. This we consider to be the key moment of our whole solution. Ev-
eryone could agree that from the point of view of operator's behaviour an accident or
a serious failure seems to be a situation of solving new problems. But the stress of an
operator could cause chaos in his behaviour and therefore rapidly decrease or even
disable the success of a solution. It seems to us that in order to overcome the chaotic
behaviour of an operator it can be very useful to make use of operator's ability of
learning. That is, to introduce the state of high psychical activity when learning
usually occurs. Particularly we mean the learning by problem solving, which effect
lies in the fact that a man is finding and getting familiar as a new principle with
an up to now unknown combination and relation among events, the principles of
which he already knows [1]. Above mentioned transformation into the learning by



problem solving situation is performed by changing (transforming) the stress-causing
signals into the conditions creating a learning situation necessary for learning effect
by problem solving. Note that the conditions for such learning situation are in the
learning theory precisely defined (see [1]).

For our task - to support cognitive activity of an operator by deciding - those
from the conditions are primarily interesting which tell about instructions for the
learning person. In accord with them, if the ability of learning was actived, that is, to
solve the given problem by own intelectual effort, then the instructions stimulating
and directing this effort would:

• point out clearly to individual, already known principles and relations, neces-
sary for resulting solution,

• direct cognitive procedure towards the ultimate goal (result) namely when a
mistake could be identified precisely, to which a currently chosen alternative
leads,

• reduce the collection of possible hypotheses, and they could not tell the result
directly.

We do believe that these are obligatory directions also for the instructions which
should be written in the OP for solving previously non-analysed failures and acci-
dents. With such formulated instructions could the OP become to be a necessary
guide through the accidents where it could focus the attention and remind "what
and why" is important, in a suitable manner.

5 Instructions for decision-making process support sys-
tem

From that what we said about instructions suitable in problem solving it could
be obvious that they were equally dependent both on the contents and the time
of their presentation. The answer on the question "when and what" information
it is necessary to render to an operator we have to look for in cognitive activity
models of problem solving and decising. We introduce a figure (Fig. 1) where an
operator decising model according Rasmussen [2] is depicted. There are the phases
of a problem solving process denoted in its background so that cognitive psychology
distinguishes them [3]. The model could be considered to be a very condensed
expression of the theoretical basis of a solution of the contents and time side of
instructions. The Fig. 1 tells briefly:

• in the first phase it is necessary to perceive all the important signs of the
situation occured. Here a higher attention as well as a fast recognition is
inevitable.
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• after verification of the occured failure it is necessary to take into account all
possible alternatives of the failure's origin and hence also the possible solutions
(the second phase).

• after the creation of a sufficiently large collection of the alternatives it is pos-
sible to reason which one could be the most likely and to decise for the proper
solution (the third phase).

• the inevitable condition of the correct solution finding it is the creation of a
verifiable hypothesis for the chosen solution (the fourth phase).

• in the ultimate fifth phase it is necessary to perform a correct verification of the
hypothesis and on its base to judge whether the solution choice was correct.

The successive fulfilment of these activities gives a good chance for success in
problem solving. It is quite clear that the solution of a problem requires the keep-
ing of a certain procedure and it could be influenced positively by properly given
instructions. In other words, the operator's decision support using instructions re-
quires the assembly of a standardized sequence of information items which, for the
given type of an accident or failure, correspond by their contents as well as the order
of presentation to the necessary sequence of operator's cognitive activities, stimulate
and direct them.

We note that such sequence of instructions leads an operator towards the un-
derstanding of the global situation in a controlled process, and did not ensure only
vanishing of mistakes in manipulation procedures, as it is usual in recent OPs.

We have designed the items of such standardized sequence and ordered them
(according to their denotation) in the following way: VERIFICATION, CONSEQUENCES,
WAY-OUT, DECISION, CLAIMS, PLAN, PROCEDURE, CONFIRMATION, RESULT. T h e
contents of these items is as follows:

VERIFICATION : usually questions aiming to investigate all the necessary data and
facts, which confirm or reject the correctness of a signalized failure.

CONSEQUENCES : inform about the most serious damages, threatenings as well as
consequences of the accident.

WAY-OUT : point out to all possibilities of the failure recovery and mittigating of
the failure consequences.

DECISION : the operator is given important criteria for his decising.

CLAIMS : information about all the conditions as well as requirements which must
be kept by the chosen solution.

PLAN : the design of a framed schedule of main tasks in performing the accepted
solution.



PROCEDURE : the detailed procedures of individual tasks.

CONFIRMATION : questions concerning the changes which would necessarily appear
if the accepted solution was correct.

RESULT : determination of the resulting device status after the parameters stabi-
lization.

6 Operating procedure as a knowledge-based catalyzer
for operator's decision-making process

In order to fulfil our task we have now only to solve the question of a physical
realization of the above mentioned type of operator support. It is obvious, that in
its design there are large amounts of information with a very complex branching and
processing. Therefore it was inevitable to look for appropriate information processing
technologies. Of course, also at this step we want to consider the man and not the
informatic system as a dominant .We have found a starting point in a definition of
expert systems according to which an expert system is capable to help even a non-
experienced user to achieve result on the level of an experienced expert in the given
problem domain.

AD the previously derived requirements concerning the sought supporting system
we can transform into the task of creating an expert system for supporting the
cognitive activity of an operator, where this system emulates "thinking aloud" of an
experienced operator in the appeared working situation.

A laboratory sample of such expert system has been developed at the Nuclear
Power Plants Research Institute, Trnava in a cooperation with the Department of
Artificial Intelligence and the Institute of Computer Science of the Comenius Uni-
versity, and CORELA Interrational Ltd., Bratislava, under the name NPPO-TINA
(Nuclear Power Plant Operation - Transparent INference Architecture). TINA is
the name of an expert system shell developed at the Institute of Computer Science
just mentioned and implemented on the PC family of computers. The individual in-
formation items as described above, are assembled as knowledge-bases and the user
can choose them directly using a menu.

We have compared this type of operator's support to a catalyzer function of
cognitive processes, because its role is to stimulate the own intellectual effort of
the operator and to increase his cognitive processes in deciding using the learned
knowledge only.

6.1 An example

For the sake of an experimental debugging and verification of the NPPO-TINA type
advisory, the advisory for the failure caused by a fall out of all Primary Circuit



Supply Pumps and Boron Regulation Pumps for power plants of VVER type with
the reactor V-213 has been developed as first [4], [5]. The prepared advisory is
working of-line. In what follows, we shall try to introduce the usage and function of
the ES NPPO-TINA by a brief description of some successively chosen information
items for the failure just mentioned.

The user can choose the required advisory using a menu from a stack of advisories
prepared for particular failure types separately. The initially depicted information
after choosing an advisory, is an imitation of that failure signaUzation on pumps fall
out, which an operator sees at the control room (Fig. 2).
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the operator at this stage, are depicted as labels (from left to right) in a horizontal

menu. Generally, the choice of whatever information item could be realized, but it

has no practical value.
From the left, the first offered item is VERIFICATION. It has to be of help in

evaluating the validity of the failure signalization, whether the failure appeared really,
or the signalization has failed. This step is always recommended, also to the most
experienced operators. When choosing the item VERIFICATION (by pressing the
ENTER key) such changes will be written at the screen which might have been
realized in the case of a real failure (Fig. 3). The operator could compare them
successively with the measured values and he could confirm them one after the
other. These confirmed changes become to be facts for a further processing by the
expert system.

CAN VOU COHFISH ?
- CVCS риир flotor current 1=6 Ves
- Flou in supply l ine F=8 n3/h Ves
- Decrease of dP between RCP and CVCS punp discharge Ves
- Decrease of dP in the BCP seal water line Ves
- PZR-level drop less than 5 cn/nin Ves

Consequent. Urgent Уау_оиг Decision

Fig. 3. Verification of the failure's symptoms



After confirming the validity of the signalization and after finishing the global
identification of the status (using the items CONSEQUENCES + WAY-OUT), the opera-
tor is prepared for decising about further operations of the machinery. Choosing the
item DECISION, all criteria and circumstances are depicted on the screen, important
in considerations on reaching correct solution. The user gets his evaluations of par-
ticular criteria to the ES. He can also ask the ES to explain the criteria (the function
HELP). After evaluating ail items, the ES proposes its most suitable solution (Fig.
4)-

D E C I S I O N

Is there щ emergency solution to sxàbiiize L-rZR res

S O L U T I O N
Suite)) the primary c ircu i t and Ш seal сЬ&щ]щ to
the boron pump and change to the operation uith 3 KCFs

Claims Task Procedure Confirmât. Goal.state

Fig. 4. Proposition of the most suitable solution

The further items (PROCEDURE, CONFIRMATION) then following their defined
contents only precise the procedure of solution and ensure its correct realization.
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The final item RESULT gives the basic definitions of the machinery status, which
has to be reached by the correct solution after stabilizing the parameters (Fig. 5).

R E S U L T

- Reactor suhcritical in hot reserve
- residual heat rewoved by 6 ECPs
- tespep&tur-e awl pressure in PC on their- тшшЛ values
- PZJHevei stabilized by boron puap
- turbines are sliutdown and on tlie turning device;

generators H2 filied and disconnected fro» mm

Exit Decision Claias

Fig. 5. Prediction of the target state

7 Conclusions

Multiple experimental verifications of the developed advisories of the NPPO-TINA
type in operators training using the full-scope as well as the special function simulator
at the Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute in Trnava have confirmed the essential
aspects of intended support of cognitive activities of an operator and its global
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functionality. The staff has accepted its usage in their training. Providing solutions
of some stylization and terminology questions there is a very real possibility of its
using at control rooms as well.

When using this advisory in training and practicing of the staff, the most valuable
experience appeared to be a possibility of very effective transition of cognitive skills of
experienced operators into beginners training. Previously used means have enabled
that only in a restricted manner. Fixing of the habit of a systematic information
processing to which such advisory usage leads operators, could be very useful as well.

The exploitation of expert systems technology as well as its implementation in
the PC environment has demontsrated its high value due to very fast processing and
transmitting required information. This factor could be very interesting from the
aspect of its exploitation at a control room.
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Recent Advancements in the Area of
Man-Machine Interface

E. Swàton, A. Kossilov,

International Atomic Energy Agency

Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT

Automation and Operator Support Systems, as well as Man-Machine Interface were
always in the scope of major IAEA activities. Many technical, economic and safety aspects
have been discussed at IAEA meetings and have been included in the IAEA Programme.

The Agency co-operates closely with olher organizations to promote better
understanding of all problems concerning the subject area.

The paper describes the relevant IAEA activities in the framework of the Division of
Nuclear Safety and the Division of Nuclear Power.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The human contribution to operate a nuclear power plant was particularly recognized
only after the incident at TMI and moreover the Chernobyl accident. As a consequence the
interest in the human component is mainly concentrated on its potential malfunctioning,
which is obviously not the only consideration to be taken into account. It should always be
kept in mind that the activities of humans in a power plant are more often of a beneficial
nature, particularly during normal operation but also during an event. However, the position
of man in a highly technical environment is still very demanding. Especially as long as full
automation is the only alternative to human involvement, an alternative which has not yet
been fully accomplished, safe operation cannot be realized without proper consideration of
human needs and requirements. These include both, the strengths and the shortcomings of
the human. The strengths certainly refer to his flexibility and adaptability, or in short his
capacity to cope with novel situations which require unanticipated decisions. This capacity
will never be replaceable by pure technology. In contrast, there are shortcomings such as
limited capacity for data and information processing, stress reactions etc. which can be
alleviated by technical means such as computerized support systems. However, the function
of these systems should rather be defined as supportive and not dominating with the aim to
provide the operator with the time necessary to evaluate the situation and make appropriate
decisions. The aim is to avoid that human errors are substituted by machine errors with even
larger consequences. Thus the overall desirable goal is to find an optimal tuning of the
capacities between both, man and machine.

The programme of the IAEA in the area of man-machine interface consists of
activities in three main areas: Human Factors, Human Reliability in PSA, and Automation
and Operator Support Systems (see Figure 1). Some outcomes, which are considered of
interest, of these activities will be described in the following chapters.

2. HUMAN FACTORS

This activity concentrates mainly on the analysis of the human contribution to safe
operation of NPP. In this context the concept of "Safety Culture" was developed by INS AG
[1] which is defined as follows: "Safety Culture is that assembly of characteristics and
attitudes in organizations and individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority,
nuclear plant safety issues receive the attention warranted by their significance". Thus the
implementation of Safety Culture relies not only on formal systems and controls but also on
the attitudes and commitments of those who implement them. Whereas the identification of
deficiencies in systems and controls is relatively well developed, identification and correction
of weaknesses in attitudes and commitments are quite at a beginning stage.

One approach is to establish a compilation of Human Informance Indicators to enable
objective assessment of appropriate behaviour and its continuity. This procedure can be used
by plant managers for self analysis, but also in the framework of external evaluation
processes carried out by independent review teams. Guiding principles have been developed
in [2].



То obtain concrete insights on human involvement in incidents, the IAEA Incident
Reporting System (1RS), which has been collecting information on experiences associated
with safety significant operational events in NPPs of participating Member States, has been
screened. The analysis was carried out based on a technique developed by the IAEA
Assessment of Safety Significant Event Team (ASSET). This technique applies a systematic
in-depth methodology to identify the root causes which led to the incident [3]. Due to the
confidential nature of the Incident Reporting System only generic lessons could be presented
which, however, give an excellent description of prevailing deficiencies leading to the
occurrence of undesirable events [4]. The imminent importance of the role of management
in creating and providing the environment for safe operation became very obvious in this
analysis. However, our understanding of what constitutes effective management and
organization for safety lags behind our knowledge of most of the more technical issues in
plant operation. Thus tools need to be established to develop a systematic understanding of
the effects of management and organization on plant safety [5].

3. HUMAN RELIABILITY

The formal assessment of operational plant safety is an important component of the
licensing process. This safety assessment is increasingly being performed making use of
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA). Within this quantitative framework the human impact
needs to be taken into account which was the starting point for the development of Human
Reliability Analysis. Particularly the influence of human errors on the unavailability of
safety systems and consequently on the safety of the plant needs to be determined. In order
to make the data compatible with the general technique of probabilistic assessments, human
errors are treated similar to component faults. Therefore, while the technical installation is
taken as an aggregation of standard components for which failure characteristics and
frequencies can be empirically established, the human involvement is considered as an
aggregation of standard acts and routines for which error characteristics and frequencies can
be determined. Increasing efforts are devoted to the collection of data on human errors to
provide the necessary basis for the generation of more realistic human error probabilities.
In addition to the quantitative approach, qualitative information is being collected from
human factors research to develop overall error reduction strategies and from operational
experience feedback to formulate specific error reduction guidelines [6].

4. AUTOMATION AND OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS

The potential of modern computing techniques to provide timely high-level
information to the operators has been acknowledged throughout the nuclear industry. The
applications are often concentrating on particular techniques such as Expert Systems but since
there are several aspects involved in such applications such as the handling of large
databases, the design of the man-machine interface, the definition of the roles of operators
and control systems, the experience gained is considerably broader and should therefore
better be referred to as Advanced Operator Support Systems. Regarding the selection of the
appropriate system for the desired purpose detailed guidelines are being developed to provide



users with information on the lessons and experiences already accumulated [7]. There are
however some basic requirements which should be taken into account when decisions on
computerization need to be made:

a) the computerized system must be at least as reliable as the equivalent
conventional system, and

b) the computerized system, when used for a safety-related function, must
comply with all the basic nuclear safety criteria.

Considerable financial advantages can be gained from the use of computerized process
control which have an impact on the costs of nuclear generated electricity. Particularly
concerning the presentation of information to the operator if the long conventional control
panels designed to accommodate discrete indicators, controls, lamps etc. are replaced by a
suitably engineered VDU system of reduced size. In addition, many of these operator
support systems can, if properly designed and engineered, have a very positive impact on
safety. Calculations can be performed in real time which enable safety margins to be
determined more precisely. Plant health monitoring can be integrated into the control
structures. Unsolicited changes in plant status can be detected. Many of these safety
improvements flow from the increase in information gathering and processing. With regard
to the human operator, it is possible to automate most of his routine tasks or also those tasks
which require a rapid response under difficult circumstances. Therefore a well structured
operator console with adequately organized presentation of information can be expected to
have a significantly positive effect on safety [8].

The conventional view of control room and I&C encompasses the sensors, actuators,
and control elements that provide both normal control and protection to the plant, including
the control panels that serve as the man-machine interface. This narrow view can no longer
be maintained, as modern technology (particularly the incorporation of digital computers) is
leading the integration of other functions into the spectrum of control room systems.
Figure 2 shows an integrated view of control room with control and instrumentation systems.
[9]

As the automation and operation support systems become more powerful and
intelligent, the operators will no longer be the equipment manipulators of the past. Rather,
operators will become information and system managers with a vast amount of information
in the control system while they interact with maintenance and engineering activities to
operate the whole plant.

Specifically, the integrated control room operation design approach will include the
following aspects:

1. The incorporation of all diagnostic and monitoring functions. This not only includes
the traditional plant process computer and more recent safety parameter display
functions, but now includes the monitoring and diagnostics of plant equipment.

2. The incorporation of operator aids and advisory systems, many of which depend upon



the plant "database" within the monitoring systems.

3. The incorporation of human factors engineering and human reliability in the design
and development of systems for plant operation. Human factors applies not only to
plant operators but also to plant maintenance and engineering personnel.

4. The merging of dynamic plant monitoring information systems with other aspects of
information management such as electronic document management, automated
procedures, and plant equipment databases.

5. The communication of real time plant information to off-site personnel for dispatch
or monitoring functions.

The extent of R&D projects in various organizations indicates that more new types
of applications will be taken into operation in working plants in coming years. Better and
more user-friendly methods will be developed and computer capacity will become less of a
limiting problem. The computer refurbishment in existing plants will bring computing
platforms, which make possible the integration of new sophisticated applications with the
basic process monitoring systems. The trend towards open computer architecture will be
decisive in bringing about this necessary integration. [10]

The IAEA International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and
Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI) recognized that a great deal of work, over the last twenty-five
years in the world-wide nuclear power industry has focussed upon developing various tools,
job performance aids or operator support systems (OSS) for achieving better productivity and
improved reliability. It was intent on the Working Group to suggest a series of co-ordinated
research programmes aimed at summarizing the existing world-wide technology available to
those utilities that are seeking to improve their plant's power productions performance.

The following application areas of OSSs can be foreseen as particularly important:

Plant state determining in disturbances and accidents.

Alarm diagnosis/analysis, new alarm sources.

Model-based and knowledge-based systems for fault detection and diagnosis.

Assistance of operator in operational planning.

Advisory systems: model oased and knowledge-based systems for planning of
control strategies and corrective actions, e.g. testing of planned actions using
predictive simulation.

Computerized procedures in order to decrease the errors in the implementation
of procedures and to increase their usability.

New aids for technical specialists and operation management for evaluating the
condition of the plant systems and components, environment protection, etc.



The increased use of probabilistic risk/safety assessment studies might identify more
areas where OSSs are justified. Because many of the systems will be safety-related, the
problems of validation and verification will become more and more important and if not
solved, will constrain OSS development.

The licensing of OSSs and their software might restrict the implementation of new
applications in the future especially when the complexity of the systems increases. Sound
design practices are needed as well as practical experience of the methods and tools and their
reliability first on non-safety-related applications before developing those for the safety-
related OSSs.

In the long term, there will be an increasing transfer of certain operator tasks to
OSSs. This will change the operator's role and one must be very careful to ensure that the
change will meet the goal of improved safety and efficiency. Problems will arise with
guidance given by computer if the tasks which are assigned to man and machine are not
clearly defined. But even if it is clearly stated that the OSS is only a support system, it is
natural that the operator in a critical situation will tend to rely on the guidance given by OSS
and perhaps may not verify that. The important decision of who has responsibility if incorrect
guidance is provided must be taken and stressed.

In September 1991 the IAEA Committee for Contractual Scientific Services has
approved the programme in the framework of the Project "Man-Machine Interface Studies".
The major goal of this programme is to supply guidance and technology transfer in the
development and implementation of operator support systems. Several subgoals have been
identified to accomplish the first steps necessary to achieve this overall goal. They are to:

1. Determine of the current status of operator support systems, their availability,
and experience with them.

2. Determine of plant activities which can benefit from operator support systems.

3. Identify needed operator support systems and classify them in terms of type,
user, and criticality.

4. Evaluate the consequences of "soft automation" which occurs with some types
of operator support systems.

5. Identify requirements for techniques and tools to support the development and
implementation of operator support systems.

6. Develop requirements to determine recommendations on how to implement
operator support systems in nuclear power plants from both the technological
and human factors aspects.

7. Develop requirements for methods to evaluate the usefulness of operator
support systems to the user.



8. Develop requirements for methods to perform cost/benefit analyses to help
justify operator support systems.

9. Perform a review of current practices for qualification, verification, and
validation of operator support systems.

The programme will produce several documents and technology transfer meetings.
During each year a Co-ordinated Research Programme meeting will be held to discuss the
progress of each organization on the tasks in this programme. A report of each of these
meetings, summarizing the results will be put together. At the end of the programme a final
report will be created describing all of the activities carried out by the co-operating
organizations. Depending on the success of this programme and interest in performing more
work on operator support systems for plant productivity improvements, it is envisioned that
a follow-up programme will be developed.
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